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Abstract
Minimally invasive surgery is playing an increasingly important role for pa-
tient care. Whilst its direct patient benefit in terms of reduced trauma,
improved recovery and shortened hospitalisation has been well established,
there is a sustained need for improved training of the existing procedures
and the development of new smart instruments to tackle the issue of vi-
sualisation, ergonomic control, haptic and tactile feedback. For endoscopic
intervention, the small field of view in the presence of a complex anatomy
can easily introduce disorientation to the operator as the tortuous access
pathway is not always easy to predict and control with standard endoscopes.
Effective training through simulation devices, based on either virtual rea-
lity or mixed-reality simulators, can help to improve the spatial awareness,
consistency and safety of these procedures.
This thesis examines the use of endoscopic videos for both simulation
and navigation purposes. More specifically, it addresses the challenging
problem of how to build high-fidelity subject-specific simulation environ-
ments for improved training and skills assessment. Issues related to mesh
parameterisation and texture blending are investigated. With the maturity
of computer vision in terms of both 3D shape reconstruction and localisa-
tion and mapping, vision-based techniques have enjoyed significant interest
in recent years for surgical navigation. The thesis also tackles the problem
of how to use vision-based techniques for providing a detailed 3D map and
dynamically expanded field of view to improve spatial awareness and avoid
operator disorientation. The key advantage of this approach is that it does
not require additional hardware, and thus introduces minimal interference
to the existing surgical workflow. The derived 3D map can be effectively
integrated with pre-operative data, allowing both global and local 3D na-
vigation by taking into account tissue structural and appearance changes.
Both simulation and laboratory-based experiments are conducted throu-
ghout this research to assess the practical value of the method proposed.
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“Zwei Dinge sollen Kinder von ihren Eltern bekommen:
Wurzeln und Flügel.”
“Niemand weiss, wie weit seine Kräfte gehen, bis er sie
versucht hat.”
– Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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1. Introduction
The development of the endoscope has revolutionised surgery. It allowed
surgeons to access the human body without having to use large incisions
for direct access. This has helped to establish the surgical discipline of
minimally invasive surgery (MIS), which is being continuously refined and
improved till this day, with new platforms such as robotically assisted MIS
being introduced and emerging concepts such as NOTES (Natural Orifice
Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery) being explored. The advantages of MIS
are evident, which include reduced trauma and scarring, as well as quicker
recovery. With the increasing sophistication of imaging techniques, the
reliance on both pre-operative and intra-operative imaging for planning,
navigation and guidance has transformed MIS completely.
Despite its many advantages, the performance of the procedure is faced
with a number of technical challenges. First of all, the manipulation of the
instruments is difficult due to the fulcrum effect, a reduced workspace and
inferior ergonomics. For endoscopic intervention, the small field of view in
the presence of a complex anatomy can easily introduce disorientation to the
operator as the tortuous access pathway is not always easy to predict, and
control with standard endoscopes is difficult. Aligning the patient and the
target anatomy within a known reference frame is the well-known problem
of “registration”. It is a key component of image-guided surgery. Registering
the target anatomy, as well as the endoscopic views and surgical tools, into
the same frame of reference is not an easy task, particularly in the presence
of tissue deformation or topological changes due to surgical intervention.
In order to resolve disorientation, effective training through simulation
devices, based on either virtual reality or mixed-reality simulators, can help
to improve the spatial awareness, consistency and safety of MIS proce-
dures. The use of intra-operative imaging also plays an important role,
although its associated cost and complicated intra-operative setup often
precludes its routine use in general surgical settings. Recent techniques
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have been increasingly based on intra-operative 3D position tracking by
using either EM (electromagnetic) or optical-based techniques coupled with
pre-operative data to provide an overall surgical guidance and navigation
roadmap. With the maturity of computer vision in terms of both 3D shape
reconstruction and localisation and mapping, vision-based techniques have
enjoyed significant interest in recent years for surgical navigation. The key
advantage of this approach is that it does not require additional hardware,
and thus introduces minimal interference to the existing surgical workflow.
The derived 3D map can be effectively integrated with pre-operative data,
allowing both global and local 3D navigation by taking into account struc-
tural tissue and appearance changes.
The aim of this thesis is to examine the use of endoscopic videos for both
simulation and navigation purposes. More specifically, it aims to address
the challenging problem of how to build a high-fidelity subject-specific simu-
lation environment for improved training and skills assessment. In addition,
issues related to mesh parameterisation and texture blending are addressed.
The thesis also tackles the problem of how to use vision-based technique for
providing a detailed 3D map and dynamically expanded field of view to im-
prove spatial awareness and avoid operator disorientation. Throughout the
thesis, both simulation- and laboratory-based experiments are conducted to
assess the practical value of the methods proposed.
1.1. Problem Statement
Safe and confident navigation inside the human body requires a high de-
gree of dexterity and spatial awareness. These can be trained on Virtual
Reality (VR) simulators, posing no immediate risk to patients. The effec-
tiveness of VR training depends on both visual and manipulation fidelities,
requiring a range of technical problems to be addressed:
1. Accurate modelling of organ appearance, including shape and surface
appearance, not just based on one standard model but specific to
different pathologies.
2. Realistic simulation of organ deformation due to insuﬄation, brea-
thing or surgical tool interaction. This requires physical-based mo-
delling, such as those using Finite Element (FEM) techniques with
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realistic and, ideally, subject-specific tissue properties.
3. Simulation of complex tissue manipulation, including topological chan-
ges (e.g. dissection). This is difficult due to the underlying assump-
tions used and numerical behaviour of many physical-based simulation
environments.
4. High-fidelity rendering of light-tissue interaction by taking into ac-
count indirect lighting, sub-surface scattering and environment ef-
fects (e.g. diathermy smoke).
5. Seamless Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) to recreate the expe-
rience of operating on real patients. This is particularly difficult as
it requires accurate tissue property modelling and instrument simula-
tion.
6. Objective skills assessment. A major benefit of VR training is its
impartiality in assessing a trainee’s progression by recording every
movement, but translating these numerical measures into objective
scores is a challenge as many decision processes and cognitive factors
are difficult to quantify.
This thesis will only focus on the shape and appearance modelling aspect of
simulation, as well as structural reconstruction and 3D navigation guidance.
1.2. Structure of this Thesis
In surgery, the 3D anatomical structure of a patient can be recovered
from tomographic imaging modalities such as CT and MRI; however, it
is not possible to do so for surface appearance attributes such as tex-
ture and colour. These need to be either inferred based on prior know-
ledge/modelling (e.g. texture synthesis) or captured separately from alter-
native sources. For endoscopic surgery, they can be derived from endosco-
pic videos, which can be combined with the tomographic data to produce
a virtual model for training. The key advantage of this approach is that
subject-specific models can be created, thus increasing the fidelity of the
simulation environment. In reality, there will always be deformation invol-
ved during endoscopic investigation and therefore discrepancy of the derived
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surface geometry to the pre-operative data. This can be addressed by co-
registration and model-based deformation, thus further enhancing the rea-
lism of the model. Through the use of computer vision techniques, the shape
of the organs can be recovered from endoscopic video by using several tech-
niques, including computational stereo, photometric stereo or “structure-
from-motion”. For the latter, salient features on the tissue surface are used
and the position of these in the video image is correlated. Thus, the surface
geometry can be recovered from a collection of feature points and combi-
ned with the video images, and a virtual model can be constructed in-situ.
For virtual training, this object-reconstruction-from-video process is mostly
performed oﬄine. If performed intra-operatively, however, this can open
new navigation possibilities, for example, to create a field of view beyond
what is currently visible via the endoscopic camera. This “view expansion”
could reduce the cognitive load of the surgeon, particularly when naviga-
ting through a complex anatomical pathway, by providing more context for
reference objects (so called “anchors”) on which view orientation can be
established, thus enhancing spatial awareness during surgery.
As mentioned earlier, both appearance and 3D shape reconstruction are
addressed in this thesis. The overall structure of the thesis is outlined in Fi-
gure 2.1, which also highlights the interdependency of different chapters. In
Chapter 2, a review of minimally invasive surgery and its associated techni-
cal challenges is provided. The issues discussed centre around object recons-
truction from imaging modalities to establish a correspondence between the
patient’s anatomy and known geometries. With effective 3D reconstruction,
it is possible to create virtual environments for basic training or procedure
rehearsal. However, it is only when patient-specific models combined with
high-fidelity visual appearance are incorporated that these simulation plat-
forms can be used for more advanced training and skills assessment. In
this chapter, approaches to object representation, surface appearance and
visualisation are discussed. This is followed by an overview of different appli-
cations of VR training and its incorporation with mixed-reality simulation
platforms.
In Chapter 3, the specific issue of surface representation is addressed. In
this chapter, a method is proposed to partition triangular meshes of ar-
bitrary topology into disc-homeomorphic patches approximating a Voronoi
constraint on the surface of the mesh. Disc-homeomorphism is required for
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planar parameterisation of the surface. This allows the interpolation of a
function over the surface of the object by computing distance in the para-
meter space instead of geodesic distance on the object’s surface. Critical
to the effectiveness of the technique is the amount of distortion induced on
the shape of the triangles. The proposed method is evaluated on a range of
complex shapes with branching structures.
Following on from mesh parameterisation, Chapter 4 addresses the im-
portant issue of realistic texture mapping and synthesis by using endoscopic
videos. In this chapter, the creation of a subject-specific bronchoscopic si-
mulation environment is used as an exemplar to demonstrate the detailed
technical steps involved. More specifically, a patient’s bronchial tree mesh
is first parameterised as patches and each patch is used as a texture map
domain into which video frames are projected. The collection of all tex-
ture patches forms a full patient-specific texture map for regions that have
been observed directly during the examination. Due to misregistration and
changes in lighting conditions, the video frames do not line up perfectly
and seams may appear. By using the parameterised texture patches, these
seams are blended away locally while preserving global texture map smooth-
ness. The proposed blending method is evaluated in a detailed user study
by comparing it to other existing blending approaches. In addition, parti-
cipants’ visual search behaviour is analysed. Since deriving texture maps
from examinations for all patients or pathologies is not feasible, a texture
synthesis method is proposed to generate a high-fidelity texture map from
representative exemplars. Each exemplar is transformed into a feature-space
representation and mixed with others to interpolate the characteristic ap-
pearance. A large texture map is synthesised by finding matching pixel
patterns from the feature spaces.
In Chapter 5, the problem of disorientation during endoscopic naviga-
tion, and how this can be alleviated by using view expansion, is addressed.
During MIS, constraints such as a small field of view, off-axis visualisation
and loss of tactile feedback make it difficult for surgeons to orient and na-
vigate inside the body. In this chapter, the basic concept of Simultaneous
Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) is introduced and a novel Dynamic View
Expansion (DVE) scheme is proposed. DVE provides an increased field of
view by stitching (mosaicking) endoscopic video frames into a panorama,
thus providing an improved spatial reference. This spatial reference is ex-
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tended by incorporating a temporal cue through a colour-saturation-fading
scheme. In addition, perspectively incorrect specular highlights in the pa-
norama are removed using the texture-synthesis method described in the
previous chapter. The temporal cue introduced is tested in two detailed
user studies, one assessing the participant’s capability for identifying the
motion trajectory of the endoscope, and the second analysing visual search
behaviour when provided with different navigation assistance.
Chapter 6 further extends the DVE scheme by introducing dense tissue
surface reconstruction so as to provide the high-resolution details required
for improved visualisation and navigation. The original DVE only provides
sparse surface details by triangulating a SLAM map feature point cloud.
The visual appreciation of the tissue is mainly achieved through texture
mapping of video frames. Although this is sufficient for monoscopic visua-
lisation, it can introduce distracting artefacts for stereoscopic visualisation
due to mismatched disparity. The detailed reconstruction is achieved by
matching features in the left and right image frames. From an initial set
of left-right correspondences, more matches are propagated over the entire
input image. By using camera calibration data, these matches are triangu-
lated into the 3D space, yielding a detailed depth map for the current video
frame. The results shown in this chapter demonstrate the effectiveness of
the method for providing highly detailed stereo rendering in the expanded
surgical view.
In Chapter 7, the effectiveness of the proposed DVE scheme is validated
in a user study involving both simulation data and the navigation of a snake
surgical robot. First, a virtual reality experiment is performed in which the
participants need to navigate to a set of targets on a simulated liver sur-
face. This involves identifying targets, presented as potential tumour sites
for ablation, in a given sequence and remembering their relative locations
on a mental map. A similar experiment is then performed on a surgical
robot to examine how the proposed algorithm performs during real-life na-
vigation tasks. The task simulates an epicardial intervention task using
a silicone heart phantom with an articulated snake robot. Finally, Chap-
ter 8 concludes this thesis with a summary of what has been achieved, the
remaining problems to be resolved and potential future research directions.
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1.3. Contribution
The main contribution of the thesis is that it addresses several important
issues regarding shape and appearance modelling. It has provided an effec-
tive processing workflow by combining pre-operative data with endoscopic
videos for creating high-fidelity patient-specific simulation environments.
The original technical contributions of the thesis include:
1. A method to partition and parameterise an anatomical triangular
mesh of arbitrary topology into disc-homeomorphic patches;
2. A method that uses these patches for texture blending of complex
topological shapes;
3. A method for texture synthesis to address issues related to imaging
artefacts or occlusion;
4. A method for panorama construction based on SLAM to increase spa-
tial and temporal awareness in MIS;
5. An extension of the DVE scheme by including a dense surface recons-
truction for improved stereo visualisation and overall visual fidelity;
6. Detailed user studies to demonstrate the potential clinical utilisation
of the technique and the underlying visual search behaviour with the
methods proposed.
1.4. List of Publications
Most of the work presented in this thesis has been accepted in peer-reviewed
international conferences and journals. They include:
• Kenko Fujii, Johannes Totz, and Guang-Zhong Yang. Visual search
behaviour and analysis of augmented visualisation for minimally in-
vasive surgery. In Proceedings of the 6th MICCAI 2011 Workshop on
Augmented Environments for Computer-Assisted Interventions - AE-
CAI 2011, pages 22-31, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 22nd September
2011. (Reference [48])
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• Johannes Totz, Adrian J. Chung, and Guang-Zhong Yang. Patient-
specific texture blending on surfaces of arbitrary topology. In Pro-
ceedings of AMI-ARCS: 5th Workshop on Augmented Environments
for Medical Imaging including Augmented Reality in Computer-Aided
Surgery, pages 78-85, September 2009. (Reference [144])
• Johannes Totz, Kenko Fujii, Peter Mountney, and Guang-Zhong Yang.
Enhanced visualisation for minimally invasive surgery. International
Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery, 7(3):423-432,
May 2012. DOI: 10.1007/s11548-011-0631-z. (Reference [145])
• Johannes Totz, Peter Mountney, Danail Stoyanov, and Guang-Zhong
Yang. Dense surface reconstruction for enhanced navigation in mini-
mally invasive surgery. In Gabor Fichtinger, Anne Martel, and Terry
Peters, editors, Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted In-
tervention - MICCAI 2011, volume 6891 of Lecture Notes in Com-
puter Science, pages 89-96. Springer Berlin/Heidelberg, 2011. (Refe-
rence [146])
• Johannes Totz and Guang-Zhong Yang. Eye-tracking analysis for
patient-specific training and simulation. In Guang-Zhong Yang and
Ara Darzi, editors, Proceedings of The Hamlyn Symposium on Medical
Robotics, pages 73-74, Imperial College London, UK, 19-20 June 2011.
ISBN: 978-0-9563776-2-3. (Reference [147])
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2. Shape and Appearance
Modelling in Surgery
Shape and appearance modelling for both surgical simulation and intra-
operative navigation is the major focus of this thesis. In this chapter,
the technical background to the materials presented in this thesis will be
provided. Figure 2.1 summarises the contextual flow of the information
during both virtual and augmented surgical scenes for minimally invasive
surgery (MIS). Imaging plays a key part, both pre-operatively and intra-
operatively, by providing detailed morphological and structural information
of the surgical site. During MIS, endoscopic videos provide important ap-
pearance information for visual reference and navigation. Through these
images, it is also possible to recover 3D surface details and tissue deforma-
tion in-situ, thus providing structural details for co-registration with either
pre- or intra-operative imaging data. In the context of this thesis, the
endoscopic videos are used to both recreate a subject-specific simulation
environment for training and to create dynamic view expansion to provide
improved visual reference and to mitigate the effect of dis-orientation due
to the small field of view typically involved in MIS.
In this chapter, specific issues related to shape and appearance modelling
for image-guided surgery are discussed. For shape modelling, the associa-
ted technical background on shape representation and surface appearance
is discussed. Furthermore, recent development in image-based rendering
and modelling is explored and its relevance to MIS simulation and surgical
guidance is discussed.
2.1. Minimally Invasive Surgery
The minimally invasive approach has transformed surgery, for both surgeons
and patients. The patient’s benefits include smaller wounds, less scarring
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virtual and augmented surgical scenes for minimally invasive
surgery (MIS).
and a lower risk of complications. Although the routine clinical adoption of
MIS is relatively recent, the basic idea of the method can be dated back to
the early 19th century. The development of a “light conductor” for larynx
inspection [92] eventually led to a lens system to widen the field of view.
The rigid arrangement of many lenses made the early endoscopes prone to
overheating and resulted in poor image quality. This was partly alleviated
with the development of flexible fibroscopes by Hopkins [59], who used thin
glass fibres to transmit images. At that time, surgeons had to look into the
end of the endoscope; the visualisation of the endoscopic images on monitors,
as it is commonly done today, was only possible with the advent of CCD
cameras which reduced the bulky cameras down to a more manageable size
so they can be mounted onto the end of the endoscopes. In the past two
decades, continuing development of the endoscopic technology has led to
increasingly high-resolution cameras, as well as stereoscopic techniques for
improved 3D perception of the surgical environment. Litynski provides an
excellent introduction to the history of endoscopic surgery [86].
Endoscopes are specialised for their respective uses. A laparoscope consists
of a rigid metal shaft and is mainly used for abdominal procedures. A bron-
choscope, on the other hand, has a thin diameter (5-6mm) and is very
flexible. Colonoscopes are also flexible but with much bigger diameters and
stronger articulation forces. Other variants include cystoscopes for bladder
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inspection and arthroscopes for joint inspection and surgery. Common to all
these systems is the fact that the light source is typically located outside of
the patient with light being transmitted through fibres. The images can ei-
ther be transmitted back via the imaging fibre bundles or with a lens system
integrated into a camera attached to the end. Miniaturised CCD or CMOS
chips are increasingly used in modern endoscopes. In addition to imaging
capabilities, there is also often a working channel for interchangeable surgi-
cal instruments. For conventional endoscopes, control of the surgical tools
is typically achieved with bowden cables connected to dials. The control of
flexible endoscopes can also be motorised, lending it a robotically controlled
master-slave setup. Ergonomically, the use of these MIS instruments is com-
plicated by a number of factors. Off-axis visualisation (looking at a monitor
and manipulating tools with misaligned visual-motor axes) coupled with a
small field of view often introduces disorientation and increased cognitive
load. This makes extensive training necessary.
Traditionally, box trainers are used to practise simple surgical tasks. With
the advent of virtual reality (VR) training devices, many of the basic surgi-
cal steps can be emulated on these platforms. These VR trainers simulate
a realistic scenario and assess the trainees through a carefully designed pro-
gram. The control of the instrument is linked with a range of sensors to
interact with the virtual model, hence the name of mixed-reality training
systems. In practice, many factors can contribute to the perceived realism
of a virtual surgical scene. One particular aspect is related to photo realism.
This involves the reproduction of not only the shape of organs but also the
surface details that are subject-specific.
With the recent pursuit of Single Incision Laparoscopic Surgery (SILS)
and Natural Orifice Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES), the use of
surgical simulation and training has been highlighted further, as the com-
plexity of instrument control in these procedures is even more demanding.
Technically, researchers are trying to improve the consistency and safety of
these procedures from two distinctive yet closely coupled directions. One is
improved control of these devices by incorporating mechatronic or robotic
assistance, thus making the devices more intuitive to control and manipu-
late inside the body. The second is through enhanced training by impro-
ving the spatial awareness and navigation capabilities of the surgeons in this
challenging environment. Robotic articulation is particularly important for
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Figure 2.2.: Potential for disorientation in MIS, caused by the small field of
view. This shows a number of frames from a laparascopic exa-
mination, in sequential time from left to right, top to bottom.
This highlights how the appearance can both drastically change
and appear similar for small and large changes in view point.
NOTES-like procedures in which it is difficult to provide a vantage point
for triangulation [69].
2.2. Disorientation in MIS
One particular issue in MIS is disorientation of the surgeon, due to the
aforementioned challenges. A particular example are bile duct injuries du-
ring laparoscopic cholecystectomy (lapcholy) procedures which appear to
happen independent of surgeon experience.
In experiments performed by Sodergren [119], simulating disorientation
for lapcholy by misaligning image pairs, experienced surgeons suffered on
average 22%disorientation by wrongly determining the presented surgical
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view. However, surgeons regain orientation by choosing an anchor object
which is used for cross-referencing. Figure 2.2 shows an example of how
this may be difficult with the small field of view. The choice of anchor
is domain specific, e.g for surgeons based on prior anatomical knowledge.
Determining which object was chosen as anchor is possible via eye-tracking
as the cross-reference process yields distinctive gaze patterns. Keeping such
anchor object in view is therefore crucial in aiding reorientation. As will be
seen in Chapter 5 ff, methods presented in this thesis attempt to achieve this
by expanding the endoscopic images with a panorama mosaicing approach.
2.3. Imaging and Guidance
As stated earlier, imaging plays an important role in surgical guidance,
particularly for MIS. This typically involves one or more medical-imaging
modalities to obtain information about the anatomy and function of the pa-
tient to perform either pre-operative planning or intra-operative navigation
during MIS. It is also used for post-operative evaluation of the efficacy of
the procedure. Figure 2.3 illustrates a typical workflow of how imaging is
used in different stages of the surgical process.
Pre-operative imaging (cf. Sec. 2.3.1) allows a surgeon to build a map
of the patient’s anatomy and pathology to ensure effective planning of the
surgical procedure. Since this is normally performed ahead of the procedure
and not in-situ, it means that the anatomical frame of reference is not the
same as that of the patient during surgery. It is therefore necessary to align
the pre-operative images to the same reference frames through a process
called image registration. This process not only corrects global motion,
including translation and rotation, but also caters for potential soft-tissue
deformation of the patient. For laparoscopic surgery, this is inevitable due to
deformation of the visceral structures caused by insuﬄation of the abdomen
and other sources of motion due to, for example, respiratory and cardiac-
induced tissue deformation. Once the surgery has started, large-scale tissue
deformation coupled with topological changes in the anatomical structure
further complicate the registration process.
Registration is at the core of image guidance [114]. It is an actively pur-
sued research topic and there is an abundance of literature covering this
topic [31, 142, 163]. Early work on registration focused on rigid structures
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Figure 2.3.: Idealised workflow for image-guided surgery. (Sub-figure adap-
ted from [9].)
in the body, as they are relatively easy to manage [46, 159]. Assuming two
imaging modalities are to be registered, both natural and possibly artificial
landmarks can be identified and registered by finding a transformation that
aligns all landmarks with minimum error. For brain surgery, one of the
earliest devices for registration was the stereotaxic frame.
Accurate soft-tissue registration, on the other hand, is much harder to
achieve in practice. For the work reported in this thesis for extracting
subject-specific surface texture, for example, one needs to co-register 3D to-
mographic images with endoscopic videos. This requires a prediction of how
tissue would deform given elastic parameters and dynamic force impact. Ho-
wever, often the necessary parameters for simulation are not known; neither
is the exact force exerted. Early methods for aligning tomographic images
non-rigidly [142] largely ignore the underlying biomechanical process, as for
example in the field of bronchoscopy [36, 58, 72, 137]. In order to resolve
localised tissue deformation, vision-based techniques can be used to recover
the 3D geometry and deformation within the endoscopic videos [97]. This
transforms a 3D-2D registration problem into a 3D-3D problem, which tends
to have more stable convergence properties.
2.3.1. Pre-operative Imaging & Planning
Before a surgical procedure, the patient usually undergoes imaging for diag-
nosis and planning of a treatment. Imaging the anatomy of a patient is
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particularly useful for procedures involving knowledge of the positions of
organs and structures. X-ray imaging is one of the most established moda-
lities and has received much technical development in terms of speed and
resolution. As X-rays are attenuated by dense materials, it is most suitable
for bony landmarks or fiducials but less suitable for soft-tissue discrimi-
nation. For endovascular procedures, this can be alleviated by repeated
administration of an X-ray contrast agent, thus highlighting the cardiovas-
cular anatomy. The use of 2D projection, however, reduces spatial relations
and renders the navigation problem ill-posed. Intra-operatively, the availa-
bility of fluoro-CT has significantly simplified the co-registration problem,
making dynamic navigation and 3D structural alignment more manageable.
CT provides high-resolution 3D tomographic images but shares the same
problem of ionising radiation. Nevertheless, it is widely used in image-
guided surgery, particularly in orthopaedic procedures.
More recently, MRI is emerging as an attractive modality for image-
guided surgery because of its versatility in introducing tissue contrast and a
range of new techniques that have been introduced towards real-time ima-
ging. These include the use of parallel imaging and sophisticated k-space
coverage techniques for simultaneously improving the spatio and temporal
resolution of the images. The avoidance of ionising radiation makes the
technique particularly suited to procedures requiring in-situ functional as-
sessment and imaging guidance. It is now increasingly used for endovascular
intervention and cardiac ablation.
To determine tissue function and metabolism, Positron-Emission-Tomo-
graphy (PET) can be used. The method uses biologically active tracers
which, after injection, are metabolised and then decay. This decay causes
a positron to be emitted which annihilates with an electron and produces
a gamma ray that is measured and localised. The method is particularly
attractive for oncological imaging and is widely used for cancer patients.
Single-Photon-Emission-Computed-Tomography (SPECT) measures radia-
tion of tracers as well, not as a result of decay but emission of gamma rays
directly instead.
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2.3.2. Intra-operative Imaging
The inherent problem with many of the sophisticated imaging techniques
described above is the long delay between imaging and visualisation. For
executing a surgical plan, this means that the plan is often outdated due to
tissue motion. Although in many cases the surgeon can maintain a mental
roadmap of the target anatomy even in the presence of tissue deformation,
real-time interactive imaging is preferable, particularly for procedures that
require high accuracy. For example, steering a needle towards a target [9],
tumour resection with a minimum amount of damage to the surrounding
healthy tissue [164], or verification of screw placement in spinal surgery [70]
all require high-resolution real-time intra-operative imaging.
Thus far, X-ray fluoroscopy is one of the most established modalities for
intra-operative guidance. The use of flat-panel-detector technology has also
facilitated its use for CT reconstruction, thus further enhancing its versati-
lity for 3D structural mapping, albeit at a lower spatio-temporal resolution
than that of a dedicated CT [74]. Because of ionising radiation, cumula-
tive radiation [29] is a concern for both the patient and the surgeon. This
has motivated the development of interventional MRI, although the tight
space constraint and requirements on using MR-compatible material [45]
have restricted the operating field and workflow. Intra-operatively, it is
thus far mainly used for endovascular and intra-cardiac intervention with
which specialised catheters have been developed to avoid image artefacts
and radio-frequency (RF) induced heating. Recent effort has also been di-
rected to the development of open access MRI devices [121], although most
of themoperate at low-field (0.5T) because of the technical challenge of en-
suring field homogeneity with the open rather than the traditional solenoid
configuration.
Intra-operative ultrasound is another modality for image-guided interven-
tion. It measures the transmission time and reflectance of sound in different
tissue types. As such, it is not suitable for gas-filled structures (e.g. lungs)
or bones. Images can be freehand-oriented planes or, more recently, 3D vo-
lumes [44]. Ultrasound devices are relatively cheap, lightweight and unob-
trusive, which makes them ideal for intra-operative use. For endoluminal
procedures, endoscopic vision combined with ultrasound guidance provides
an effective way of fusing luminal surface details with the underlying ana-
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tomical structure. This, however, requires co-registration of the ultrasound
probe with consideration of intra-operative tissue deformation. Typically,
endoscopes are categorised into mono- or stereoscopic and rigid or flexible
scopes, each with different characteristics and advantages. This imaging
modality will be discussed further below in relation to computer vision me-
thods for surgical navigation.
More recently, with the continuing advances of biophotonics and device
miniaturisation, there is an increasing demand to bring microscopic imaging
techniques into in-situ, in-vivo settings. The measurement of photon-tissue
interaction lies at the core of molecular imaging which covers a wide range of
applications and technologies. Fluorescence microscopy, for example, takes
advantage of the fluorescence property of different molecules. When excited
by a laser light source, the molecule emits photons at a lower energy level.
Using different filters and varying laser lights it is possible to discriminate
between different cell types, e.g. healthy and cancerous cells. Another ima-
ging mode is laser speckle contrast imaging, which allows quantification of
blood flow in various tissue types by measuring the contrast of the speckle
noise.
Table 2.1 summarises the most commonly used imaging modalities, along
with their relative strengths and potential limitations.
2.3.3. Object Reconstruction
The pre-requisite of image-guided surgery is object reconstruction. Fi-
gure 2.4 shows an overview of different steps involved in object reconstruc-
tion from either tomographic images or endoscopic videos during MIS.
Traditionally, the main source of anatomical information is derived from
tomographic images. Due to the complexity of the organs, reliable, fully
automatic segmentation remains difficult despite the significant amount of
effort that has been invested by the medical image computing and computer-
assisted intervention community. Manual segmentation is prohibitively time-
consuming due to the large amount of data involved, particularly for 3D
time sequences. Therefore, semi-automatic segmentation methods of va-
rying complexity have been developed. On the simplest level, thresholding
can work well for certain image modalities. For example, in the case of CT
imaging, the Hounsfield values are properly calibrated so for structures such
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Figure 2.4.: Imaging modes and object reconstruction.
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as bone, they can be readily segmented. In general, however, simple thre-
sholding does not work well for soft tissue unless a specific contrast agent
was administered (which drastically changes the radiodensity of specific tis-
sue types). An example of a technique based on image features only is the
live-wire approach, which segments an image along gradients. An extension
uses the local phase in the image to steer the segmentation [109]. Other
sophisticated methods employ statistical models or other prior knowledge
of the target organ to reduce the search space. Atlas-based techniques, for
example, deform the known shape of a model to match the patient’s image.
This is essentially a registration problem. There is, however, a difficulty
when patient anatomy is topologically abnormal. Another approach aims
to use reinforcement learning to assimilate expert knowledge, in-situ, and
therefore significantly increase the accuracy and generalisability of the seg-
mentation method, particularly for pathological cases for which obtaining
strong priors during training is difficult in practice [153, 152].
Computer Vision Techniques
All of the techniques mentioned above are concerned with shapes or volumes
that are well defined in 3D. For MIS, one important source of information
that is available intra-operatively is endoscopic videos. As mentioned ear-
lier, these can be either monoscopic or stereoscopic. From these projective
images, there is an abundance of literature within the computer vision com-
munity that deals with 3D reconstruction from a sequence of 2D projections,
either through multiple view points or different illumination conditions, with
the caveat that most techniques are developed for 3D reconstruction of rigid,
man-made objects such as buildings or natural sceneries.
Common vision techniques are built on the identification of salient fea-
tures in an image and subsequent tracking over time [97], although pho-
tometric techniques involving different lighting conditions are also popular
if the lighting of the environment can be easily controlled. This is very
relevant to MIS as the endoscopic lighting is the only source of illumina-
tion during MIS guidance. For techniques such as computational stereo,
Structure From Motion (SFM), and Simultaneous Localisation and Map-
ping (SLAM), reliable feature tracking is the pre-requisite of their practical
use. The simplest case is in the form of computational stereo if a stereo
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endoscope is available. There is extensive research on this topic based on
feature matching and epipolar geometry. For in-vivo applications, the ma-
jor issue is the paucity of distinctive feature pairs that can be established,
thus requiring the technique to be fused with other 3D reconstruction tech-
niques such as photometric stereo [88]. Another difficulty encountered is
recognising features after they have disappeared, for example due to (par-
tial) occlusion. For SFM, the relative motion of features in image-space
allows one to recover their 3D position in space. Depending on how many
features one can identify and track reliably, it also allows reconstruction of
the detailed shapes of objects [133, 135, 50].
The general case is also known as “multi-view geometry”. These multiple
views could come from multiple cameras or object motion over time. For
endoscopic navigation, particularly popular is a framework based on SLAM.
Here, measurements are treated in a probabilistic framework that models
measurement noise explicitly with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). Gra-
sa et al. [51] demonstrated its use for Augmented Reality (AR) applications
in surgery. Mountney and Yang [99] also propose an AR application: they
are using the SLAM-reconstructed scene geometry as an expansion of the
current field of view, hence the name “Dynamic View Expansion” (DVE).
This effectively alleviates the small field of view of endoscopes by providing
a panoramic overview of the surrounding anatomical structure to avoid di-
sorientation. Moll et al. [93] describe a method for 3D reconstruction using
a robotic localiser with detailed performance analysis. Another recent ap-
proach is by Newcombe and Davison [105], which recovers highly detailed
scene geometry from monoscopic video in real time. Their approach requires
significant camera motion for depth estimation, which may be problematic
during MIS.
As mentioned earlier, it is also possible to use the reflectance characte-
ristics of the tissue surface, rather than tracking distinctive features for 3D
shape reconstruction. This is known as “shape from shading” (SFS). It es-
timates the surface normal under a certain lightsource-camera-arrangement
assumption and integrates these to recover the relative shape of the object
in 3D. The basic assumption used for SFS is that the surface is Lambertian
and one has control over the lighting conditions. The fact that SFS does
not rely on surface texture ensures that a dense 3D surface map can be
derived, although in practice, specularity caused by the mucosal layer of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.5.: Examples of reconstruction using computer vision. a) Shape-
from-shading reconstruction of stomach tissue [115]; b) Cue fu-
sion of stereo and monocular depth in a TECAB procedure [88];
c) Real-time dense monocular reconstruction for small office
scenes [105]; and d) GPU-accelerated feature tracking on an
ex-vivo uterus [93]. (Figures adapted from their respective
sources.)
the tissue surface can pose significant problems. Nevertheless, certain sim-
plifications can be made in the case of endoscopic navigation as often the
optical and lighting axes are co-aligned, which allows a linearisation of the
SFS formulation to permit consistent recovery of the surface geometry [115].
Unsurprisingly, computational stereo and SFS techniques can complement
each other. Feature tracking often fails when there is a lack of distinc-
tive surface texture, which on the other hand is actually beneficial for SFS.
For example, Visentini-Scarzanella et al. [151] proposed depth inferencing
through Bayesian chains to merge estimated surface normals with feature-
based stereo disparity estimation for increased robustness. Figure 2.5 shows
examples of reconstruction results with different methods.
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2.4. Object Shape and Surface Appearance
Representation
Once the 3D structure is defined, either through pre-operative imaging or
intra-operative reconstruction, it is possible to represent the anatomical
structure in detail. However, effective shape representation will have signi-
ficant implications on subsequent objection manipulation, e.g. instrument-
tissue interaction during surgical simulation and augmented reality visuali-
sation during intra-operative guidance. For surgical simulation, one impor-
tant goal is also to achieve high-fidelity surface appearance representation.
Surface appearance modelling is particularly important to training in MIS.
In this section, key research issues related to shape representation and sur-
face appearance modelling will be discussed.
2.4.1. Shape Representation
There are many ways to represent the shape of an object in a manner that
is suitable for computer analysis. For volumetric data coming directly from
tomographic imaging sources, however, suitable data structures need to be
used for efficient storage and processing. Statistical models capture principal
modes of variation of the object’s shape, and thus are suited for compact
storage and search tasks, for which the number of degrees of freedom can be
reduced by several orders of magnitude. Practically, triangular meshes are
key to 3D shape representation. Computationally, there are a number of
different schemes for their representation with different storage and topology
update constraints. Table 2.2 lists four common representative shape models
and their relative merit for dealing with different shapes.
2.4.1.1. Volumetric Blobs and Structures
The simplest way to represent an object is to reuse the segmentation of
tomographic volume data: every voxel has been labelled as either belonging
to the object or not. While this defines the shape, it is not particularly
useful for practical purposes. It is also inefficient as the description is re-
dundant: instead of implicitly describing the space it encompasses, every
“atom” of space needs to be explicitly stated. Certain structures like Oc-
trees or Binary Space Partitioning trees (BSP) are advantageous in that
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Table 2.2.: Summary of common shape representations. Statistical shape
models (SSM) often model the position of vertices as a distri-
bution but assume a fixed topology for the surface. Triangular
meshes feature an explicit vertex set and an explicit set of tri-
angles describing topology. Octrees, on the other hand, only
model volume via explicit subdivision of space; no surface as
such exists. Tetrahedral meshes describe volume, surface and
positional data.
Position Surface topology Volume
SSM Explicit, via
distribution
Fixed None
Triangles Explicit, via
vertices
Explicit, via
surface elements
None
Octrees Implicit None Explicit, via
subdivision
Tetrahedral Explicit Explicit Explicit
they combine larger chunks of volume in bounding boxes or half-spaces.
Still, dedicated compression techniques are often required to keep data sets
“in core” [73, 54, 118]. Tetrahedral meshes model the internal volume of
objects by decomposing space into “well-formed” tetrahedra, meaning te-
trahedra with close to uniform edge lengths. This is particularly useful for
simulation as it facilitates Finite Element Methods (FEM) for deformation
modelling and elasticity simulation.
2.4.1.2. Statistical Models
For a population of objects it is often possible to extract a set of common
landmarks and describe how these landmarks vary in position, i.e. point
distribution models. Statistical Shape Models (SSM) build on this by ex-
tracting principal variation from registered objects, i.e. with a certain pro-
bability landmark “A” is in one position. This can be extended to modes of
variation for which a parameter allows tuning of the shape.
Cootes et al. [30] presented the idea of Active Shape Models for general
image segmentation with statistical priors. Variations in landmark position
to the mean of a population are transformed with Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). The resulting eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalue of
the covariance matrix correspond to the largest modes of variation.
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However, with linear PCA, the modes of variation are seldom anatomi-
cally meaningful. For one, the variation is assumed to be linearly distribu-
ted; and second, intermediate shapes derived from a particular parameter
combination may not exist. For liver segmentation, for example, Wim-
mer et al. [161] propose a framework built on non-parametric density esti-
mation. This can potentially be generalised to any other organ because it
makes no assumptions about the shape and requires no parameterisation
for correspondences. Thus far, SSM has been widely used for both image
segmentation and compact representations of anatomical shapes.
One particular aspect related to SSM is anatomical correspondence and
the optimisation of description length, i.e. how can the variation be ex-
plained with the least amount of parameters? In general, statistical shape
models are used for segmentation and registration for which it is beneficial
to have a low degree of freedom. A comprehensive review of SSM is in
the PhD thesis of Lee [80] which also presents technical work on levator ani
modelling using statistical models. Other work includes shape instantiation
with which optimal scanning planning is used to acquire real-time data to
instantiate detailed 3D anatomical shapes suitable for surgical guidance [81].
2.4.1.3. Triangle Meshes
Triangle meshes are by far the most popular tool for describing the geometry
of an object’s surface. The reason for this is their simplicity, efficiency
and versatility. They provide a piecewise-linear approximation, allowing
effective control over arbitrary precision requirements. This flexibility allows
the shape to be changed while fixing topology and vice-versa. They are also
directly supported by GPUs, essential for interactive visualisation.
When dealing with volumetric data, the Marching Cubes method [89] is
widely used to create the surface mesh of the anatomical object. Careful
implementation will always generate a closed 2-manifold surface. Another
possibility is to generate a surface from point cloud data, such as those de-
rived from laser-scanning devices or computational stereo techniques based
on tracking of sparse anatomical features. This usually involves construc-
tion of a signed distance field over all input points [63, 60] which is then
refined [113] and meshed.
One particular problem with triangle meshes can be summarised as a
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“sampling issue”: changing the mesh resolution (its sampling rate, the num-
ber of triangles) is an involved process. Regarding decimation, the number
of triangles can be reduced by collapsing edges, for example. This, however,
requires a fast data structure allowing access to local connectivity informa-
tion to find suitable candidates to collapse. Other approaches are possible
too [90], including real-time methods [35]. One particular research topic in
mesh decimation is dedicated to the metric that decides which triangles can
be safely removed without sacrificing visual quality [26, 85, 61, 49]. Howe-
ver, for medical applications it is often important that operations on meshes
preserve volume as this is often an important diagnostic and interventional
indicator [19].
Storing triangle meshes in memory is straightforward: the simplest form
stores each vertex independently in a stream of floating point numbers.
This, however, is highly inefficient for almost every application. To reduce
storage, shared vertices can be indexed from triangles instead, i.e. every
triangle of the mesh is comprised of three indices into a list of unique vertices.
If triangles share a vertex or an edge they will have one or two indices
in common. As mentioned earlier, operations modifying topology (simply
repositioning vertices is easy) like decimation and subdivision need fast
access to local neighbourhood information. While one could store a list
of connected neighbours with each vertex, this list would be unbounded;
however, in practice the most common number of vertices is six [62].
One particular method to store the connectivity between triangles sui-
table for this is the half-edge data structure. It allows fast constant-time
read and write access to a vertex’s one-ring, its immediate neighbours. The
main idea is to split an undirected edge shared by two neighbouring triangles
in two oppositely directed half-edges. This stores full topology information.
However, the main limitation of the half-edge representation is the inabi-
lity to represent non-(2-)manifold surfaces. A similar representation is the
Winged Edge structure [13]. It stores more information on edges and how
they connect the local neighbourhood. This extra information allows it to
store non-manifold meshes as well.
Many other representations also exist. A particular method aimed at
compact storage and topology queries is “Laced Ring” [53]. However, once
constructed, the topology is assumed to be fixed, i.e. only read-only queries
are supported. If modifications are necessary, the representation needs to be
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Table 2.3.: Summary of triangle mesh representations. Storage is reported
for the 3D case, using abstract “words” (in practice, most likely
4 bytes) for the constant factors.
Representation Storage 1-ring
access
Topology
update
Non-
manifold
Unique triangles 3 · |V | · |F | O (|F |) O (|F |) Yes
Indexed vertices 3 · |V |+ 3 · |F | O (|F |) O (|F |) Yes
Half-edge (3 + 1) · |V | +
1 · |F | + 3 · |E|
O (1) O (1) No
Winged edge (3 + 1) · |V | +
1 · |F | + 8 · |E|
O (1) O (1) Yes
Laced Ring O (1.08 · |F |) [53] O (1) O (|F |) No
recomputed from scratch. This makes it less suitable for dynamic modelling
approaches explored in this thesis.
Table 2.3 lists these mesh representations, their storage cost and time
required for certain operations. It is worth noting here that the technical
chapters of this thesis will use the half-edge data structure exclusively for
all triangle mesh processing tasks. Specifically Chapter 3 makes extensive
use of this representation.
2.4.2. Surface Appearance
2.4.2.1. Planar Surface Parameterisation
Planar surface parameterisation is not technically related to surface ap-
pearance but in contemporary systems it is often a prerequisite as the ap-
pearance attributes are described spatially varying over a planar domain
mapped onto the object surface.
Often the surface to be parameterised is not disc-homeomorphic and thus
needs partitioning. MAPS [79] partitions the input mesh by deriving a base
domain via decimation first. The base domain is effectively a “cage” for the
higher-resolution triangles to be parameterised in. Thus far, approxima-
ting a base domain with Voronoi(-like) partitions is popular. For example,
Valette and Chassery [150] described a method that constructs approximate
Voronoi diagrams on the surface of a mesh for uniform decimation purposes.
Also, Chapter 3 in this thesis follows a similar approach to construct the
parameterisation domain.
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In general, a planar surface parameterisation of a triangle mesh is ei-
ther angle-preserving (conformal) or area-preserving (authalic). Both are
mutually exclusive, unless the input mesh is already flat. In the case of
conformal mappings, certain areas of the triangle will be enlarged and others
shrunk but the relative angles between triangles, i.e. the local shape, will be
preserved. For authalic mappings, this is the other way around, potentially
leading to severe shape distortion (but well preserved surface area ratios).
Floater [47] described a conformal method known as Mean Value Coor-
dinates as a generalisation of barycentric coordinates in which a vertex’s
position is expressed as a convex combination of angles in its one-ring neigh-
bourhood. In practice, the method requires an explicitly set convex para-
meterisation of the boundary vertices. This serves as a “cage” in which the
remaining vertices are positioned. For clinical diagnosis, Zhu et al. [169, 168]
presented methods to flatten branched vessel trees. They propose a two-
stage approach: first the Y-vessel is cut at the branch point, followed by
a conformal mapping. Second, an area-preserving mapping is established
starting from the previous result. Multi-branched vessels are cut into Y-
segments by extracting a skeleton. Chiu et al. [22] adapted Zhu et al.’s me-
thod to flatten ultra-sound-derived shapes of the carotid arteries for stenosis
mapping and assessment. An extensive review of other methods is provided
by Sheffer et al. [125].
2.4.2.2. Texture Maps
Most commonly, what is referred to as “texture maps” or simply “textures”
in a computer graphics context are pixel images that simulate surface colour
variation. These act like wallpaper stretched over an object. Any surface
attribute can be embedded in textures, for example specular reflectance (see
Sec. 2.4.2.3 below), high-resolution surface normal vectors or albedo. Ho-
wever, the discussion here will be limited to diffuse colour.
Texture Acquisition
Acquiring texture maps from real-world sources is a multi-step process.
First, suitable data must be sourced. For surgical applications, this can
be images from an endoscopic examination, for example. Depending on
whether the patient is healthy or not, the images need to be registered to
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the corresponding object and its texture domain. The reason for this is
that pathological tissue often exhibits discolourisations that renders tex-
ture maps non-local and non-stochastic, i.e. the colour and patterns in the
texture maps correspond to particular locations on the surface of the organ.
Registration is generally error-prone, as has been discussed before. This will
lead to artefacts and mismatches if multiple video frames are combined into
one texture map. To deal with this, texture blending is employed: “optimal”
seams in the images or on the surface are found, e.g. natural discontinuities
like folds, and images are blended across.
Baumberg [12] described a method to blend video frames for texture map
generation for 3D models. His method is based on the multi-band blending
idea that combines images by decomposing them into multiple frequency
bands and blending each band separately [18]. This avoids excessive blurring
due to small misalignment (imperfect registration) and lighting changes.
Important to note here is that for modelling applications, it is often pos-
sible to choose arbitrary view points or to control the experimental setup
in a way that is difficult to achieve during surgery. Sourcing data from
endoscopic video means using data derived from a normal surgical work-
flow, rather than subjecting patients to unnecessary or lengthened exami-
nations. This includes a very limited choice of view points with tissue obser-
ved from oblique angles, camera auto-gain and video-processor noise (time-
multiplexed colour channels).
For virtual bronchoscopy, for example, Chung et al. [25] had to deal with
these issues. Their papers describe a complete system for texture map
generation, starting with planar parameterisation, video-to-mesh registra-
tion and projection, BRDF estimation for illumination independence (more
on this later) and final blending. Their blending procedure is driven by
predictions of the BRDF estimation in a way that video frame pixels that
would have a high intensity receive a high weight for a subsequent weighted-
average filter; the reasoning being that low-intensity-predicted pixels would
have noisy and dark texture information.
This particular type of texture map is very similar to (endoscopic) pano-
rama construction, i.e. to combine multiple images into one larger image.
While the above texture map methods use the object’s geometry as the
target surface, for many other applications a planar panorama is sufficient.
In optical biopsy, for example, the probe is in close contact with the sur-
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face and any non-planarity would only show in global loop-closing. These
panorama methods are further discussed in Sec. 2.4.3 below.
In practice, texture synthesis is often employed to finalise the texture.
This can be simply amplification to cover a larger area on the surface of
an organ with similar patterns. This is necessary when certain parts of the
structure are not observed or corrupted by imaging artefacts (e.g. tissue
surface bleeding). Another use is to convert a non-stochastic exemplar into
a stochastic local pattern that looks similar but is tileable. Furthermore,
as only a few different pathologies can be realistically collected, variation
can be artificially increased by interpolating/morphing between the texture
maps of different patients.
Texture synthesis
Thus far, most existing work on texture synthesis is based on the Markov
Random Field (MRF) approach. This assumes that every pixel in the (out-
put-) image depends solely on the pixel values of its immediate neighbours,
independent of location. This effectively allows one to turn this global op-
timisation problem into a local one.
Pattern-matching-based methods take the advantages of the MRF-mod-
el (e.g. locality) but without the complexity and computational cost of ac-
tually evaluating a full MRF. For a more complete review see [156]. Efros
and Leung [41] simplified the synthesis process by only assuming an MRF
model and approximating it with a neighbourhood search that finds pixel
patterns in the input image that match pixel patterns in the output. Si-
milarly, Wei et al. [157] extended the idea with several acceleration consi-
derations by fixing the shape of the neighbourhood, at the trade-off that
synthesis is fixed to a causal sequential scanline order. To avoid the need
for sequential synthesis to satisfy causality, they analysed the interdepen-
dencies of pixels in a neighbourhood and across pyramid levels [158]. This
ensures that a to-be-synthesised pixel can depend only on already existing
pixels, effectively allowing pixels to be generated in any arbitrary order,
paving the way for parallel synthesis with GPU acceleration [82]. Instead
of single pixels, it is also possible to synthesise complete patches [84], thus
filling in more output texels per iteration which in turn can increase speed
and quality.
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Producing a new texture that blends or interpolates between given exem-
plars has also been investigated. Wei [155] demonstrated an algorithm that
minimises the error of pixel neighbourhoods from multiple exemplars. A
method for varying texture elements across a surface is presented in [165].
Kwatra et al. [76] modified the orientation and scale of texture elements
using a vector field. By using an Expectation Maximisation algorithm,
they evolved the synthesised texture as a whole rather than pixel by pixel.
Han et al. [56] extended the approach of Lefebvre and Hoppe [82] to syn-
thesise from multiple (spatial) scales. They use a graph to describe how
input exemplars are related to each other in terms of scale and extend the
pattern-matching step to incorporate this relative scale of pixel neighbou-
rhoods. However, this also introduces the main limitation of the method
as exemplars need to overlap in scale for meaningful transitions. Also the
resulting texture is a blend and does not contain newly generated structure.
A mix of exemplars is produced by Bar-Joseph et al. [10]. Their method
learns image statistics to generate a tree representation of the input images.
By merging the trees of multiple exemplars, they are able to mix texture
elements. Another paper [87] investigates how to morph textures by lowe-
ring the initial hurdle of setting up feature correspondences. Given a pair
of exemplars, the user selects a representative feature in each which are
morphed into each other. To increase the density of this correspondence,
non-rigid registration techniques are used. Wei’s mixture algorithm has
been extended [143] to also provide morphing ability. They assume that the
input exemplars can be labelled with binary texton masks which are incor-
porated into the pattern-search algorithm, thus finding a “best mask” and
“best colour” pixel neighbourhood and blending appropriately. An effective
system for texture design is presented in [91]. It allows users to navigate
around in the space of textures built from an image database to choose sui-
table variations and mixtures. The texture-morphing process itself is close
to the traditional image warping by automatically generating a warp field
over the input textures and then blending pixel colours. Texture synthesis
is only applied as a pre-process to convert images into tilable textures. Also,
they restrict users to morphing similar textures only. In [112], a system is
described to generate new textures from multiple exemplars in the context
of surgical simulation. Their ultimate goal is to have a database of tex-
ture exemplars for different pathologies and to morph these according to a
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requested simulation scenario.
2.4.2.3. Reflectance and BRDF
How a surface reflects light and hence appears to an observer is determi-
ned by its Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). It is
defined by viewing angles, light incidence angles, location on the surface
and wavelength of the light. However, a general BRDF is of too high di-
mensionality to be fully specified. Instead, a simplified version is used in
practice. These simplifications are either based on a specific model that
incorporates prior knowledge and expected error bounds or material that
can be measured by sampling the surface [75] and finding an approximating
lower-dimensional parameter space. For fitting BRDF parameters to obser-
ved data, Ozturk et al. [111] propose a linearisation framework for efficient
computation and satisfactory approximation.
In practice, in-vivo measurement of a BRDF is difficult. As mentioned
earlier, it is impractical to view a surface from various different angles to
sample enough data. The best one can hope for is to gather enough data
to fit a simplified version. Chung et al. [25] chose such an approach for vir-
tual bronchoscopy: by noting that the intensity of reflected light inside the
bronchus depends mainly on the surface-normal-to-light vector angle and
distance from the camera, they estimate a BRDF with only two parame-
ters from bronchoscopy examination videos and patients’ CT scans (which
provide the normals).
Specular Highlights
In the context of surgery, the most important aspect of surface reflec-
tance is specular highlights, caused by the intense scope light reflecting off
mucus-covered surface details. These highlights play a major role in three-
dimensional shape perception [108], and as Elhelw et al. [42] determined in
a user-study examining the gaze of participants, specular highlights are the
most important factor in achieving realism for virtual reality.
However, highlights are often unstable, depending heavily on the current
pose of the camera and tissue. This causes problems for computer vision
algorithms (like the ones discussed in Sec. 2.3.3), misidentifying them as
salient features to be tracked over time. Unfortunately, identifying spe-
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cular highlights is not particularly straightforward. Simply thresholding
pixels based on intensity will misclassify bright tissue (for tracking applica-
tions this may actually be desired as it would provide a poor salient feature
anyway). Actually removing specular highlights also requires filling in of
meaningful data in detected locations, otherwise holes would appear. Par-
ticularly for texture mapping for virtual reality applications, the unstable
nature of highlights is beneficial, as will be seen later in Chapter 5: holes
in the texture map fill automatically over time. In other cases, more work
is necessary.
If holes become too large (maybe due to misclassification of highlights),
texture synthesis can be used to in-paint larger structures from the remai-
ning image. This is an approach taken by a method presented in Chapter 5
of this thesis. Another in-painting algorithm, albeit not directly related to
specular highlight removal, was presented by Telea in [141]. For small re-
gions to be in-painted, this method performs well. It is also implemented in
the OpenCV library [16] and is thus readily available. Arnold et al. [7] pro-
pose two methods to segment and in-paint specular highlights in endoscopic
video. First, pixels are thresholded to detect absolutely bright regions, fol-
lowed by a colour estimation for other pixels to detect relatively bright
highlights. In-painting is then performed by copying the pixel colour of the
boundary with subsequent smoothing. In addition, the authors take care
to address colour-sequential scopes and their channel misalignment by mat-
ching features in the channels and realigning them. Tan and Ikeuchi [139]
propose a method to separate the specular reflection components from single
images with textured regions. Similarly, Tan et al. [140] propose an inverse-
intensity chromaticity space, which allows, in combination with histogram
analysis, a separation of image and illumination chromaticity. This is ex-
tended by Stoyanov and Yang [131] for cardiac endoscopy to replace missing
chromaticity with data gathered from free-form registered previous frames.
Specular highlights can also be beneficial to computer-vision applications.
Stoyanov et al. [134] show how to estimate the light source position of an
endoscope using specular reflections on a calibration target. This is useful
to know, for example, for SFS applications, which traditionally assumed the
light source to coincide with the optical centre.
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2.4.3. Image-based Rendering
An alternative to explicit geometry recovery or modelling is Image-based
Rendering (IBR). IBR is a hybrid approach between rendering (going for-
ward from geometry towards image) and computer vision (going in reverse
from image towards geometry). Commonly known IBR techniques include
planar panoramas, QuickTimeVR-like views via plenoptic stitching, and
light-field rendering. Inherent to all is the large storage requirement as IBR
generates new views from a varying amount of input images. Depending on
whether any geometric information is reconstructed or required, methods
can also be categorised into full, partial or geometry-based IBR. Similarly,
the less geometry is needed, the more images need to be available to, for
example, morph between two different views. ElHelw [43] investigated IBR
for MIS, specifically for micro-structure deformation of tissue and specular
highlight simulation.
Mosaic Stitching and Panorama Construction
One particular sub-area is image stitching/mosaicking and panorama construc-
tion. This has been mentioned before for texture blending and dynamic
view expansion but neither actually fall into the IBR category as both ex-
plicitly use organ geometry (either from pre-op imaging or intra-op recons-
truction). However, specifically for DVE, the term was originally coined
by Lerotic et al. [83] who use optical flow to reproject video frame pixels
depending on camera motion.
Often mosaicking approaches assume that a planar surface is being ima-
ged and try to find corresponding features in each image. If indeed the
surface was planar, features would line up perfectly, but this is almost never
the case. Instead, some form of alignment optimisation is used to reduce
distortion and maximise overlap. Depending on the specific application it
might be possible to restrict the geometry of the imaged domain (e.g. re-
tinal is planar), but specifically for DVE this is not possible due to large
deformation caused by insuﬄation and parallax.
For fibroscopic video mosaicking, Atasoy et al. [8] propose a method based
on Brown and Lowe’s panorama stitching method [17] to align video images
globally, i.e. all video frames need to be collected first and then grouped into
overlapping sets to compute homographies. Their method also takes into
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account lens distortion and noise from fibre patterns. Frames are combined
into a panorama using multi-band blending [18]. Validation is performed on
ex-vivo kidney tissue. Seshamani et al. [122] propose a mosaicking method
for real-time application in retinal and endometrial examinations. Both
domains have a well-known shape and the authors restrict themselves to
planar and cylindrical panoramas. However, because the method does not
use a global alignment of images, small drift will accumulate over time. Va-
lidation is performed on retinal sequences and a catadioptric test rig with
printed myoma texture and ex-vivo uterus tissue. Hu et al. [66] go one step
further and improve the panorama quality by using a super-resolution ap-
proach to recover high-resolution detail. Super resolution, however, requires
high-accuracy registration of images and the authors propose a combination
of RANSAC and trilinear constraints to remove outliers from the Lucas-
Kanade inter-frame feature matching. For fluorescence endoscopic bladder
inspection, Behrens et al. [15] propose a robust method that operates in real
time. They extract SURF features from the input images and estimate the
homographies between them, using RANSAC for outlier detection. Indivi-
dual frames are blended into the final panorama using a weighting based
on the light response of the scope. The same research group tackled the
interesting question of how the quality of these panoramas can be evaluated
systematically [14]. Based on the Structural Similarity Index they devise a
scoring method that measures how much of the original structure of input
images is preserved in the final panorama and evaluate it by comparing
their own non-linear blending method to multi-band blending and simple
alpha-blending.
2.5. Applications in Training and Guidance
For surgical training and guidance, appearance modelling is crucial as it
determines the overall fidelity of the system.
For custom medical simulation, especially targeted at dynamic simulation,
the Simulation Open Framework Architecture (SOFA) [6] has been created.
It is an open source library developed in C++ providing a variety of different
algorithms to cater for physical simulation of organs. These include tetra-
hedral FEM solvers, dynamics for rigid objects, and topology alterations.
The latter is especially important for simulation of cutting tissue while si-
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mulating its elastic behaviour. To allow this high degree of flexibility, the
framework is structured into different models: behaviour, visualisation and
collision. This allows prioritisation and balancing of certain aspects. For
example, the behavioural model is a low-resolution FEM mesh onto which a
high-resolution visualisation mesh is mapped. Separating out the collision
model allows one to tune exerted forces to one’s application.
For liver surgery simulation, the PASSPORT project [2] supported by the
European Commission requires appearance modelling of a patient’s organs
to provide a detailed simulation of the resection of cancer nodules. It makes
extensive use of SOFA for its planning and visualisation modules develo-
ped by the Institut de Recherche contre les Cancers de l’Appareil Diges-
tif1 (IRCAD), the leading project partner. While the project also focuses
on functional simulation, growth modelling and mechanical and movement
modelling, a particular emphasis is on patient-specific shape and physical
simulation and texture mapping using procedural texture synthesis. The
liver is highly regular and amenable to pattern-based synthesis with rules
coming from a pathology database. However, video-exemplar synthesis is
also considered. Chapter 4 was developed during the course of the project.
Training
Appearance modelling plays an important part in training applications.
Since the graphical and computing capabilities of PCs have reached levels
sufficient for virtual reality simulation of surgical scenarios [71], VR trai-
ning was seen as a cost- and risk-effective alternative to box and animal
training. It was shown that VR training might have benefits in mastering
the fulcrum effect of endoscopic tools [68] and that it is at least compa-
rable to box-trainers [102, 55], if not better [5]. This is also due to the much
more accurate and impartial assessment of skills possible, which goes beyond
simple timing analysis of tasks.
Creating a VR trainer for MIS is a challenging task and involves many
different fields. Apart from the (static) appearance of organs and tissue,
the dynamic properties of organs and their simulation is very important.
Most research focuses on this aspect as it is the most challenging in terms
of modelling [64, 65] and efficient computation. A number of commercial
1Research Institute against Digestive Cancer
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training simulators exist [11], customised to a particular training domain.
Simbionix produces the Mentor range (Fig. 2.6b & Fig. 2.7b), Immersion the
AccuTouch and Surgical Science the LapSim system (Fig. 2.6a & Fig. 2.7d),
to name a few examples. Interesting is the report by Woodrum et al. [162]
on LapSim’s construct validity. It is mentioned that suturing training was
excluded from the curriculum because it failed face validity: the simulated
needle would simply float in mid air once the grasper let go of it. This
emphasises the need for physically correct simulation. Also noteworthy is
the fact that a training simulator is judged by its validity and the ability
of trainees to transfer their skill from VR to the operating theatre. There
are commonly two types of validity cited in medical literature: face validity
and construct validity. The former means to assess the training system with
common sense and judge whether it is able to train the skills it promises to
train. Construct validity, however, is stronger and is used to assess whether
the training system and its metrics are able to identify improvements or
deficits in trainees’ skills. This also allows discrimination between novices
and experts. Curiously, there is a paradox: highly skilled experts often fair
worse than intermediate-skill trainees. This is believed to be due to lack of
advanced haptics, i.e. haptic simulation is not realistic enough to reproduce
the stimuli that highly skilled experts are used to. VR training past the
intermediate level might not be possible [34].
An advanced colonoscopy simulator currently in development is described
by Visser et al. [33]. The shape of the colon is reconstructed from patients’
CT scan and processed into two meshes via marching cubes and repeated
mesh smoothing and decimation. First, a high-resolution mesh suitable for
visualisation is obtained. The second mesh is the result of further decima-
tion and is used for physical simulation. A mapping between visualisation
and physics mesh ensures correct deformation in tandem. While the physical
simulation is targeted to run at 1000Hz for haptic feedback, the visualisa-
tion is only updated at 30Hz. The decoupling of the two allows for this
flexibility, an approach also taken by SOFA. The simulation of deformation
is based on mass-spring models between the physics mesh’s vertices. The
surrounding tissue is modelled explicitly via mass-spring as well. This allows
natural simulation of the loop-forming complication in colonoscopy: the co-
lonoscope is inserted further and further into the colon; however, the tip
does not seem to advance by the same amount; a loop forms that stretches
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6.: Commercial VR trainers by a) Surgical Science LapSim and
b) Simbionix LAP Mentor. Both include specialised haptic
control to simulate accurate tool-tissue response. (Images pro-
perty of Simbionix and Surgical Science, sourced from [11] and
[1]).
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the colon and is very painful for the patient. An extensive visualisation is
reported, requiring texture maps for normal maps, noise, blood vessels and
pathology. Lighting effects like shadowing are also simulated. These can be
seen in Fig. 2.7c.
To address the issue of varied and realistic scenario generation, the opera-
tor chooses boundaries like patient age and sex and the simulator randomly
generates a pathology. As geometry is derived from patient scans, a suitably
close colon mesh is selected from a database.
Guidance
For intra-operative guidance during MIS, appearance modelling focuses main-
ly on the geometric aspect of shape. Realistic visualisation is not impor-
tant for that application. However, shape still needs to be as accurate as
possible. A number of systems are described in the literature, specialised
towards bronchoscopy, colonoscopy and others.
The feasibility of using virtual endoscopy for diagnosis is described by
Su et al. [136]. They compare the diagnosis outcome of a virtual MR-derived
sialoendoscopy (inspecting salivary glands) with the subsequent real exami-
nation. The virtual and real views are reported to be similar. On the
technical side, it is mentioned that virtual views are generated via volume
rendering of the MR data set, with the transfer function set to simple binary
classification (either empty or fully opaque). For bronchoscopic guidance,
Higgins and colleagues [58, 57] describe a complete system. The actual regis-
tration method is similar to their previous methods. However, the authors
report extensive validation results. A rigid phantom study with multiple
physicians revealed that guidance under their system significantly reduced
performance variation; all physicians, independent of training level, consis-
tently performed much better. In addition, animal and human studies were
performed. Physicians reported that guidance reduces stress levels because
critical structures like blood vessels, whose puncturing would result in life-
threatening conditions, can be super-imposed on the videos. Interestingly,
registration accuracy was not significantly affected by the time difference
between CT scan and procedure, or inspiration level. Ota et al. [110] aug-
ment bronchus names into the video feed, providing an additional locali-
sation aid. The same research group is also active in bronchoscopy regis-
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(a) (b)
(d)(c)
Figure 2.7.: Examples of VR trainers and simulators: a) [71], b) Simbio-
nix (from [11]), c) [33], d) Surgical Science LapSim. The recent
models show a high degree of visual quality, but not necessa-
rily visual realism which depends on small-scale features on the
objects and mucus simulation.
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tration. Aiding in transbronchial biopsy procedures, Tachihara et al. [138]
report on a clinical trial for a system which shows both real bronchoscopic
video and virtual view side by side for reference. The virtual view, howe-
ver, is not registered in real time. Instead, it shows a prerecorded path to
CT-identified lesions. If necessary, the view can be manually re-registered
to the current real bronchoscopic location.
2.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, the basic context for the work to be presented in this thesis
has been provided. This has included a short introduction to minimally in-
vasive surgery and image-guided surgery. It also highlights specific technical
issues that need to be dealt with. For effective surgical simulation, training
and guidance, the following technical issues need to be addressed:
• Realistic patient-specific organ-deformation simulation;
• Topological manipulation of tissue models;
• High-performance, high-accuracy registration of pre-operative to intra-
operative data;
• Realistic tissue appearance for virtual training;
• Unobtrusive data acquisition for reduced patient stress and radiation
exposure;
• Efficient visualisation of landmarks for increased overview and refe-
rencing.
This thesis addresses the latter three points by alleviating issues in triangle
mesh processing for texture map generation and reconstructing organ shape
from video for field-of-view expansion and visualisation. Integrating these
topics into the overview schematic presented at the beginning of this chap-
ter yields Figure 2.8. Technical work in this thesis operates on both pre-
operative as well as intra-operative data, focusing on surface-based triangle
meshes for shape representation and diffuse surface colour for texture maps.
In surgical guidance, the volumetric aspect of shape is important (e.g. cancer
nodules lying inside the liver); however, for appearance modelling only the
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Figure 2.8.: An overview of this thesis including technical chapters and their
relation with each.
externally visible surface is relevant. In this context, a particular subject not
covered in this thesis is reflectance and BRDF. It explains the very common
phenomenon of specular highlights, particularly for surgery. Technically,
diffuse surface colour is part of a surface’s reflectance but for simplicity it is
often modelled separately. Work on texture mapping in Chapter 4 focuses
solely on diffuse colour and makes no attempt to generalise to BRDFs.
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3. Mesh Partitioning and
Parameterisation
As has been detailed in the previous chapter, describing the shape of an
object can be categorised into volumetric- and surface-based approaches.
While volumetric-based methods describe the space that an object occupies
and hence implicitly its shape, surface-based methods explicitly describe
the position of surface elements. These surface elements can be defined by
spline surfaces, for example, or by an irregular discretisation as in triangle
meshes. Triangle meshes are of particular interest and well studied in the
graphics community because they provide a powerful tool to approximate
any given shape and are easy to use. For medical applications, triangle
meshes can be easily generated from tomographic imaging sources by ap-
plying, for example, marching cubes. However, the meshes generated are not
always optimal and further mesh partitioning and parameterisation would
be required. This chapter addresses the problem of deriving a locally para-
metric description of the surface of an object generated from pre-operative
CT-scans. Figure 3.1 illustrates the key information flow and processing
steps involved in this chapter. The goal is to first partition the surface
into patches and then parameterise each patch for improved representation.
The method is a prerequisite for later technical work on texture mapping
in Chapter 4. Validation of the technique is performed on bronchial tree
meshes, which have a complicated shape and topology.
3.1. Introduction
Assembling objects from individual triangles to approximate their geome-
trical shape is an important step. Triangles are easy to draw on screen
for visualisation purposes, with many existing libraries and vast hardware
support. Triangles are also easy to manipulate and distort: simply trans-
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Figure 3.1.: Overview of this chapter in relation to appearance modelling.
Mesh partitioning and parameterisation establishes a locally pa-
rametric description of a triangle mesh derived from tomogra-
phic imaging.
late vertices to a new location. Unfortunately, this is true only for local
operations. Applying a function over the whole surface, instead of just the
immediate vicinity of a triangle/vertex, is much more complex. A measure
of distance is required over an almost arbitrarily complex shape or topology.
Geodesic distance between any two points for which a function is to be eva-
luated comes to mind but is also difficult to compute. On the other hand, a
parameterisation of the surface establishes an application-specific approxi-
mation. For example, a planar parameterisation for a 2-manifold surface
might provide an approximation of geodesic distance, i.e. for a locally flat
section, straightforward 2D Cartesian coordinates might suffice.
This requires there to be locally flat sections. Most triangle meshes in
the context of medical imaging will not be disc-homeomorphic. In addition,
the error (to the true metric that was to be approximated) between non-
local points can increase significantly. One approach to these problems is
to explicitly cut the mesh into patches for which the error is acceptable. In
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general, the cut strategy could find feature edges, ridges, etc to hide the
actual seam. Alternatively, one could also accumulate triangles in some
fixed pattern. For example, Sorkine et al. [130] propose a method to flatten
a mesh by introducing cuts whenever the singular values of the mapping
matrix’s Jacobian exceed a threshold. Their method, however, tends to
generate highly fringed and complex boundaries for which chart packing
and overlap avoidance is difficult. An example of fixed aggregation patterns
is the use of the Voronoi diagram [150, 40]: the surface is partitioned into
patches with regards to a given set of (random) seed points or “sites” with
any other point on the surface being closest to one seed, thus establishing
boundaries.
Inspired by MAPS [79], the idea of approximating a Voronoi diagram
on the surface of the mesh is used here as well to partition a surface of
arbitrary topology. This ensures that thin branching structures are not pin-
ched off or degenerate and the subsequent parameterisation is guaranteed
a disc-homeomorphic input. Particularly for medical meshes derived from
CT with anisotropic resolution, the Voronoi approach partitions the mesh
surface into patches of locally similar size. This further ensures a consistent
parameterisation. The following section describes details of the partitio-
ning method, followed by Sec. 3.3 describing the planar parameterisation.
Section 3.4 highlights the practical application of the proposed partitioning
and parameterisation scheme.
This work is a continuation of methods developed during the VIS-a-VE
project [24, 4] for patient-specific virtual bronchoscopy simulation which re-
quired geometry processing to establish suitable texture map domains. Ini-
tial parameterisation methods were insufficient in avoiding mesh fold-overs.
The method presented here addresses this issue.
3.2. Mesh Partitioning
With the proposed mesh partitioning scheme, a given triangle mesh M is
first partitioned into Voronoi-constraint-approximating patches via region
growing (Fig. 3.2a and b). These patches are dilated to ensure a certain
amount of overlap computed from the size of the patch (Fig. 3.2c). The fol-
lowing sections will explain this in more detail. Section 3.3 will parameterise
each grown patch into the plane.
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Figure 3.2.: From mesh to patch to parameterisation. a) A triangle mesh
is partitioned into Voronoi-constraint-approximating patches.
b) Given the size of a patch, c) overlap is computed via geome-
tric dilation, and d) the full patch is parameterised. (Adapted
from [144].)
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3.2.1. Approximate Voronoi Patches
Patches are grown by incrementally adding triangles based on measuring the
distance on the surface of the mesh between them. This distance measure is
based on the dual of M : every triangle is treated as a vertex whose position
is the centroid of that triangle’s vertices. For neighbouring triangles sharing
an edge in M , there is a dual edge connecting the two neighbouring dual
vertices. The length of that dual edge is the distance between triangles.
Figure 3.3a illustrates this for two triangles.
Each triangle fi of the set of triangles FM of mesh M have the following
associated information:
1. Assigned patch ID tp, i.e. the patch that the triangle belongs to;
2. Maximum permissible distance to patch seed tl;
3. Actual distance to patch seed td.
To designate triangle fi’s td, the following C-like notation is used: fi.td.
Initially, all triangles have their tl set to the user-specified maximum seed-
distance tu, a measure for the maximum patch radius. The tp and td is reset
to ∅ and ∞, respectively.
Patch Seeding One triangle fseed,Pj ∈ FM is chosen randomly as a “seed”
for the patch Pj to be grown, setting tp := Pj and td := 0. The seed triangle
is also inserted into a priority queue Q, sorted on td, i.e. triangles in Q with
the lowest td have highest priority.
Patch Growing If Q is empty, restart a new patch seed if there are any
unassigned triangles left. Otherwise, take off the highest priority triangle q
and process all its direct neighbours in FM . For each of the three possible
neighbours qi={1,2,3}, compute the distance dq,qi between qi and q and the
cumulative distance to seed dˆqi = dq,qi + q.td. Figure 3.3b illustrates these
with an example. If dˆqi < qi.tl (adding it to the patch would not exceed the
maximum distance) and qi is either unassigned or dˆqi < qi.td (the triangle is
closer to the current patch than its previously assigned patch) then assign
qi.tp := Pj , update distance to seed qi.td := dˆqi and insert qi into Q. Repeat
until Q is empty.
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Figure 3.3.: Distance measure on the mesh surface. a) Dual vertices and
edges of two triangles. b) Distances computed for patch gro-
wing.
3.2.1.1. Consistency Checks and Enforcement
Growing triangle patches in the way described above can lead to situations
in which the patch is no longer disc-homeomorphic, a precondition for later
planar parameterisation. This needs to be avoided by explicitly checking
for the following rules:
1. The perimeter of each patch should not self-intersect;
2. The perimeter of each patch should be one connected component only;
3. Neighbouring patches share perimeter edges in one contiguous chain
only;
4. Each patch itself has to be of genus zero.
Constraint (4) can be checked easily using the Euler-Poincare equation [126]:
|V | − |E|+ |F | − (l − |F |)− 2 · (s− g) = 0 (3.1)
where |V | is the number of vertices, |E| the number of edges, |F | the
number of faces plus an implied single face on the boundary of the patch, l
the number of loops, s the number of shells and g the genus of the surface.
The equation is valid for any kind of “face”, not just triangles. In this
particular case, each face is a triangle and therefore has only one loop:
l = 1. In addition, there is only one shell for each patch, the patch itself,
hence s = 1. Rearranging Eq. 3.1 yields:
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g = ((− |V |+ |E| − |F |) /− 2)− 1
To satisfy constraint (4), g must be zero.
In case the constraint checks fail for any patch, the triangles assigned to
the failed patches have their tl reduced by tl := tl ·0.7 and the patch-growing
process is restarted from the seeding stage.
3.2.2. Patch Overlap
Patch overlap is crucial as it provides the means of mapping between adja-
cent patches to compute the function locally but still providing smoothness.
Each patch is dilated by a certain amount to provide overlap with neigh-
bouring patches. The amount of overlap depends on a patch’s average td,
i.e. its radius. By adding more triangles to P in the shortest distance to P ’s
seed first, the dilated patch P ′ is formed. Figure 3.2c illustrates this.
3.3. Planar Parameterisation
Planar parameterisation of a patch computes a piece-wise linear mapping
from P ′ into U , i.e. Ψ : P ′ → U . In practice, this assigns 2D coordinates
to the vertices in such a way that the shape of triangles is distorted least
in some sense of optimality. Common criteria include angular distortion
and area distortion. The latter is called “authalic” mapping and would
try to minimise changes to relative triangle sizes, e.g. triangles that are
small compared to others in the mesh would also be small in comparison in
parameter space. In contrast, the former is called “conformal” and would try
to keep angles similar. Both are mutually exclusive, i.e. there is no isometric
mapping for non-planar patches. This also means that any parameterisation
used to approximate a certain true distance metric will always have an error.
In addition, any mapping Ψ should be one-to-one, i.e. bijectively map any
given point on P ′ to U back and forth uniquely. Methods based on Tutte’s
barycentric mapping theorem [149] satisfy this requirement.
The goal here is to parameterise each patch in such a way that a function
applied locally but with access to overlapping regions makes it behave as
if globally. Therefore both seem important as it would require both area
and angle preservation. These modes will be investigated further in the
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Figure 3.4.: Angles involved in parameterisation. On various parameterisa-
tion schemes, vi can be expressed as a combination of angles in
its one-ring.
following sections.
3.3.1. Discrete Authalic Parameterisation
Discrete Authalic Parameterisation (DAP) was presented by Desbrun et al. [39]
as part of a family of parameterisations. Given angles in a 1-ring around a
vertex, it minimises the Chi energy:
Eχ =
∑
j∈N(i)
cot δij−1 + cot γij
|vi − vj |2
(ui − uj)2
with u being vertex positions in the parameter domain. See Fig. 3.4 for
a schematic of the angles involved.
Interestingly, the documentation [117] of an implementation [3] states that
under certain (unspecified) conditions DAP does not provide a one-to-one
guarantee, contradicting its (theoretical) discussion in [39]. This is pro-
bably due to design choices in that particular implementation and not a
fundamental limitation of the method.
3.3.2. Mean Value Coordinates
Floater [47] derived Mean Value Coordinates (MVC) as a generalisation of
barycentric coordinates in which a vertex can be expressed as a convex
combination of its one-ring using the mean value theorem for harmonic
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functions.
A vertex vi is the sum of weights λ:
vi =
∑
j∈N(i)
λjvj
λi = wi/
∑
wj
which are derived from
wi =
tan αij−12 + tan
αij
2
‖vi − vj‖
Figure 3.4 illustrates the angles involved.
3.3.3. Boundary parameterisation
To produce a bijective mapping between surface and parameter space, most
methods require an explicit boundary parameterisation that fixes the patch
into a rigid outline. Vertices inside that boundary shape are then optimised.
While there are methods with a free boundary, no guarantees are provided
for bijectivity or self-intersection-free layout. For a fixed boundary, two
immediate choices come to mind: circular and rectangular. The latter might
appear especially suitable for a planar target domain, but it also raises issues
like choice of corner vertices. These could be chosen arbitrarily or based on
some feature of the patch. For Voronoi-like patches this is difficult as they
are semi-circular in shape.
Here, every boundary vertex is placed along the length of the shape out-
line, in a way that preserves edge-length ratios between all boundary ver-
tices. In light of patches approximating the shape of Voronoi regions, i.e. a
semi-circular shape, the preferred boundary parameterisation is the circle.
The difference between circle and square is analysed in Sec. 3.4.2.
3.4. Experiments and Results
The method described above has been applied to triangle meshes derived
from a CT scan in the context of bronchoscopy with an application in virtual
reality simulation of patient-specific data. More details are described in
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Chapter 4. The data sets used are part of a study for video-to-preoperative
registration in bronchoscopy by Deligianni and colleagues [36, 37, 38].
Figure 3.5 shows patches grown by specifying a different tu. It was deter-
mined empirically that suitable values for tu can be derived from the mesh’s
bounding box b:
tu =
1
8 min (bmax − bmin)
meaning the maximum radius is one eighth of the shortest bounding box
side. Fig. 3.5a shows the original mesh. Fig. 3.5b shows patches grown with
the automatically determined tu = 18.1. Every patch is drawn in a random
choice of colour out of a pool of 11, meaning that some neighbouring patches
can have the same colour, making the boundary invisible. Fig. 3.5c shows
patches for tu = 5. Especially for the bronchus meshes, a large number
of patches is grown for the distal ends trying to satisfy the consistency
constraints.
Another bronchial tree is shown in Fig. 3.6. Immediately obvious is the
patient-specificity of the tree geometry. In Fig. 3.6b it can be seen that
patches start off large around the main carina and become progressively
smaller towards the distal ends. Many, often degenerate, patches are gene-
rated for the end-caps of the distal ends.
A vascular phantom (Elastrat pulsatile silicone phantom of the aortic
arch, Elastrat Sarl, Geneva, Switzerland) is shown in Fig. 3.7. Its branching
structure is far less complex than Bronchus 2 in Fig. 3.6.
Interesting to note is the fact that there is an inherent limit to how large
patches can be. While tu can be set arbitrarily large, this will mainly affect
the run time of the algorithm as it repeatedly tries to satisfy the consistency
constraints by reducing the maximum patch sizes. The actually obtainable
patch size depends on the topology and curvature of the input mesh. Easily
visible is this effect on the legs of the horse in Fig. 3.8b, where patches on
the flat large back are much larger than around the legs. To some extent
this is also visible in Fig. 3.7b along the top vessels.
3.4.1. DAP vs. MVC
The implementation of DAP and MVC available in the open-source CGAL
library [3] was used for all results presented here and built upon in later
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Table 3.1.: Statistics for mesh partitioning. This lists total surface area,
number of triangles and number of patches grown.
Object A |F | # P
bronchus 1 10023.9 34 k 821
bronchus 2 21117.2 11 k 1024
vascular phantom 45542.1 25 k 456
horse 0.0288 97 k 290
chapters.
Both DAP and MVC were evaluated to determine which would provide
better parameterisation statistics. Of interest is the amount of area dis-
tortion induced. While DAP aims for area, MVC tries to optimise angular
distortion. Interestingly, both yield very similar results. Figure 3.9 shows
a visualisation of the parameterisation, with change in area being colour-
coded. The first thing to note is that both methods produce patches with
similar shape, thus angular distortion is similar. Furthermore, Table 3.2
lists evaluation of change in area which reveals that MVC has a lower mean
than DAP. But more importantly, MVC’s standard deviation is lower, mea-
ning that area-change distortion is lower, i.e. triangles shrink by roughly the
same amount, thus preserving the original ratios. In practice there are also
numerical stability problems with DAP as is evident from Fig. 3.9a bottom
row.
Bronchus 2 (Fig. 3.6) in particular seems to trigger many parameterisation
failures in both DAP and MVC. The reason for this is that the meshes
exhibit preprocessing errors from the acquisition phase. The caps for the
distal branches were not sealed off during the segmentation so that Marching
Cubes would close any holes automatically. Instead, a crude hole filling was
performed often leading to non-manifold triangle constellations throwing off
the patch-growing algorithm.
3.4.2. Boundary Parameterisation
The effect of boundary parameterisation is visualised in Figure 3.10. The
same colour scheme as before is used to highlight the change in triangle
surface area. No major difference is discernible. Parameterisation statistics
in Table 3.3 do show a significant difference, with larger distortion for the
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(a) (b)
DAP MVC
Figure 3.9.: Area distortion induced on triangles for a) DAP and b) MVC.
Colour-coding shows variation in area for each triangle of the
patch ranging from low (green) to high (red) and larger (blue).
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Table 3.2.: Parameterisation statistics for DAP vs. MVC.
Object DAP MVC
µ± σ # Err µ± σ # Err
bronchus 1 127.8± 277.53 2 121.34± 172.29 0
bronchus 2 82.07± 50.81 22 76.41± 35.78 21
vascular phantom 464.38± 124.25 3 481.26± 153.44 2
horse 0.000899± 0.0021 4 0.00008246± 0.00173 0
Table 3.3.: Parameterisation statistics for circular and square MVC.
Object Square Circular
µ± σ # Err µ± σ # Err
bronchus 1 93.39± 133.15 28 121.34± 172.29 0
bronchus 2 60.02± 28.92 41 76.41± 35.78 21
vascular phantom 371.44± 120.44 2 481.26± 153.44 2
horse 0.000644± 0.00209 0 0.00008246± 0.00173 0
circular boundary. But it should be noted here that this comes at the cost
of unacceptably high failure rates.
It should be noted that forcing too many vertices into a fixed boundary
often leads to floating-point issues. For cases where the ratio of boundary to
internal triangle number is heavily biased towards many internal triangles,
a 32-bit floating-point data type for coordinates will simply run out of pre-
cision. A 64-bit double-precision data type is therefore mandatory.
3.5. Conclusions
In this chapter, an effective mesh partitioning and parameterisation scheme
is proposed. The method presented can be used to partition triangle meshes
into disc-homeomorphic patches approximating the Voronoi constraint on
the surface of the mesh. Each patch is then parameterised into the plane,
minimising distortion induced on the shape of the triangles. The preferred
choice for the parameterisation is MVC with a circular boundary: it is more
robust and easy to implement.
While the effectiveness of the method is illustrated by the examples
shown (and in addition by the following chapter which makes heavy use
of it), there are however limitations that can potentially degrade the output
quality. Patch growth and constraints checks in Sec. 3.2.1 are implemen-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10.: Square vs. circular boundary parameterisation. Both have
comparable distortion characteristics but the choice of corner
vertices for square parameterisation is non-trivial.
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ted as edge-walks along the triangle mesh, facilitated by the half-edge data
structure. This, however, sets the requirement that input meshes need to be
2-manifold (but not necessarily closed). This can be guaranteed only if raw
volume data (and segmentation) is available for processing with a careful
implementation of Marching Cubes. If triangle meshes are supplied from
a different source this can be a serious limitation and can require tedious
clean-up work. For example, the bronchus meshes in Figs. 3.5 & 3.6 are from
an archive of the work of Deligianni, Chung and colleagues [36, 23]. These
meshes exhibit non-manifold end-caps at the distal ends of the branches.
Presumably, these were explicitly introduced as their work might have re-
quired meshes with only one opening (down the trachea). For the method
presented in this chapter, this causes a large number of tiny patches to be
grown, in an attempt to satisfy the constraints. In turn, this leads to de-
generate parameterisations of single triangles with little or no overlap. The
current implementation often stumbles upon these issues during constraints
checks and does not try to fix these issues (it cannot); instead it simply
gives up.
It is worth noting that the method has been developed with one particular
application in mind, i.e. texture map blending for MIS (cf. Chapter 4.2);
in fact, the combination of partitioning and parameterisation has been de-
veloped to facilitate pixel operations in a planar texture domain. This also
explains the preference for the circular boundary, despite slightly higher
distortion rates (cf. Table 3.3): the filter used for blending is Gaussian, ha-
ving a circular footprint. However, running the algorithm on non-bronchus
meshes like the horse ensures it is not over-specialised to one particular
input shape.
The next chapter will apply this method to evaluate how the parameteri-
sation overlap is able to mitigate discontinuities in the texture-map domain.
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4. Texture Map Blending and
Synthesis
In the last chapter, an effective mesh partitioning and parameterisation
scheme was discussed. While triangles provide a simple and effective surface
element to represent the shape of complex objects, there are certain limita-
tions that cannot be addressed with triangles alone: the surface appearance
of the anatomical structures. One could assign a colour to every vertex of a
mesh to approximate colour variations; a technique used in the beginnings
of computer graphics. However, this also requires a high vertex count when
colour variation is detailed, something which is not always feasible because
of limited mesh resolution originating from the tomographic imaging device
and increasing processing cost. A simple and effective method to overcome
this is to attach a pixel image to the surface of the mesh, much like wallpaper
to a wall: the “texture map” or simply “texture”.
For high-fidelity surgical simulation, realistic surface rendering is essential
to the overall experience of the simulation environment. This chapter ad-
dresses problems in texture acquisition and preparation for use with virtual
organs in surgical simulation. Figure 4.1 shows how this chapter fits into
the appearance-modelling scheme presented in the review chapter. First,
a texture-blending method is presented in Sec. 4.2 to remove seams and
artefacts caused by acquisition from endoscopic video. It operates on organ
surfaces of arbitrary topology by re-using the mesh partitioning and para-
meterisation method of Chapter 3. Secondly, a texture-synthesis method
is used to generate new textures from multiple representative exemplars
and to in-paint holes and disocclusion artefacts arising from restrictions in
acquisition viewpoints.
Texture mapping is a crucial component in appearance modelling. It
Results in this chapter have been published in [144, 147].
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Figure 4.1.: Context for texture mapping in appearance modelling. Texture
maps can be generated from intra-operative video by processing
video frames with blending and in-painting missing data with
synthesis.
counter-balances the need for geometric complexity to describe shape and
it allows conveyance of a multitude of different attributes. Chapter 2.4.2.2
briefly mentioned shading and surface normals, for example. The work in
this chapter, however, focuses on (diffuse) colour.
Work presented here has been published previously as [144, 147]. It is a
continuation of texture map blending work started by the VIS-a-VE pro-
ject [24, 4] for patient-specific virtual bronchoscopy simulation. While pre-
vious work aimed at comprehensive photo-realistic simulation, this chapter
focusses on underlying diffuse colour simulation, taking into account surface
topology into blending and synthesising transitions that blending alone can
not fill.
4.1. Introduction
Colour variation is an important contributor of an object’s surface appea-
rance. Recreating that appearance in virtual reality has therefore been a
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topic of high interest. Especially in the context of surgical training and simu-
lation, virtual reality can improve performance in the operating room [123].
Surgical simulators use virtual organs to present trainees with a variety
of different scenarios, though often relying on idealised patient anatomy
and appearance. Further advances have called for the need to incorporate
patient-specific models for high-fidelity simulation [104] such that they can
be used for advanced training on a wide variety of patient data.
Instead of refining the geometry of a virtual organ to minute details, it is
more economical to employ texture maps to simulate details in colour varia-
tion. Texture maps can be derived from endoscopic examination, which, in
combination with the patient’s tomographic scan, produces a truly patient-
specific virtual anatomical model. However, certain issues affect the fidelity
of the resulting simulation: artefacts due to blood and mucus, changing illu-
mination conditions, and oblique viewing angles with very limited choice of
possible viewpoints. Simply stitching video images onto the organ mesh
is therefore not satisfactory as seams would show up where different video
frames touch on the mesh surface. This problem can be addressed with
texture blending which strives to remove obvious seams and other artefacts.
One particular problem is that blending involves a blur filter that smears
out the differences between adjacent regions. If not done carefully, fine-scale
details will be lost. Section 4.2 addresses this issue by using a multi-band
method that splits the texture regions into different scales and blends sepa-
rately, thus preserving small-scale detail.
A small number of texture maps can be prepared this way but to co-
ver anatomical and pathological diversity, a large number of examinations
would be required, putting too much stress on the patient. Also, artist-
drawn textures are (time-) expensive and can never capture the full range
of possible organ appearances, while procedurally generated textures sim-
ply lack realism and are, in general, not convincing (liver is an exception to
that rule). Instead, texture synthesis from exemplars generates large texture
maps exhibiting the characteristic appearance of the input. By including
a certain randomness in the distribution of features, distracting repeating
patterns are avoided. In addition, texture synthesis can be employed to in-
terpolate in space, e.g. in-paint a hole, as well as in appearance, e.g. morph
between healthy and diseased tissue. The method explained in Sec. 4.3 aims
to address both modes of operation.
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Figure 4.2.: Texture map generation and geometry are coupled via surface
parameterisation as it determines the texture’s spatial layout.
Figure 4.2 shows a conceptual diagram of how information flows in a
texture-map pipeline. Texture blending uses video frames directly to pro-
duce a patient-specific texture map, while for texture synthesis video images
need cropping and careful selection to produce representative exemplars. In
general, both need to take into account the geometry of the target surface,
usually via its parameterisation, as it determines the texture’s spatial layout.
Specifically, texture blending in Section 4.2 takes advantage of paramete-
risation details to size its internal filter kernels. Surface parameterisation
has been addressed in Chapter 3, whereas the following section deals with
blending, and Section 4.3 with synthesis. It should be noted that procedural
synthesis is not considered in this thesis.
4.2. Texture Blending on Surfaces of Arbitrary
Topology
This section details a texture-blending method and its evaluation. Following
the description of the method below, the results on patient data are descri-
bed. A user-preference study combined with eye-tracking analysis aims to
shed light on issues related to perception for future improvement.
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4.2.1. Method
The texture-blending method was intended to work with bronchoscopy video
footage and the related CT scan, but any endoscopic recording and 3D
triangle mesh would suffice. Specifically, as input to the method is required:
1. a triangle mesh of the examined organ;
2. video frames of the examination;
3. registration between the two;
4. calibration of scope camera.
The triangle mesh can be derived from any imaging modality but CT seg-
mentation and Marching Cubes are preferred. The examination itself could
be stored on DV tape, in combination with a short calibration sequence
using a chequerboard target and Zhang’s method [167]. Regarding (3), it
is assumed that global registration has already been applied to the dataset
used, as shown by Deligianni et al. [36].
The method works as follows: the triangle mesh is parameterised (cf. Ch. 3)
and video frames are projected into each patch. Many different video frames
will compete for the same patch, thus requiring blending. After a simple
atlas pack the now-textured mesh is rendered from viewpoints not available
in the original footage.
4.2.1.1. Mesh and Texture Map Preparation
The input triangle mesh is partitioned and parameterised with default set-
tings. The assigned uv-coordinates to vertices are scaled to texture image
dimensions, which are set to 256 x 256 pixels for the datasets used. The
symbol IH is used to refer to a texture image assigned to a parameterised
P ′ which is to be filled with data from the video frame H.
4.2.1.2. Video Frame Projection
Registration of video frames and organ triangle mesh is represented as a
camera pose κ relative to the mesh M . Thus, if the mesh is rendered using
that registration-derived pose, it should match the appearance of the video
frame because points on the mesh project to the corresponding positions in
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the video frame. The inverse of this is also true: pixels in the video image
project onto the correct and unique location of the mesh.
The following process is used to project the video frame into texture maps:
1. Render M from κ, filling in a depth buffer;
2. For all patches P ′ of M , allocate and set an IH as render target;
3. Draw triangles of P ′
a) For every generated fragment in IH , project its world-position ζw
into the video frame H using κ giving a pixel position ζH ;
b) Look up ζH in the depth buffer ;
i. Discard the fragment if itsκ to ζw distance is larger than the
stored value, i.e. the depth test fails;
ii. If not, write out the RGB colour value of H at ζH .
The depth-buffer test at (3b) ensures correct occlusion so that patches which
are not visible from κ do not receive any video content. In addition, by using
hardware occlusion queries it is easy to prune out and de-allocate many I
which did not receive any content. This process is repeated for every video
frame recorded.
4.2.1.3. Blending
After projection, each patch P ′ and its associated texture images I have
RGB colour content from different video frames. To produce one time-
and view-invariant texture map, all images per patch are distilled down to
one final texture image R. Simply blending the pixels can cause noticeable
artefacts as mentioned earlier, due to differences in illumination and (una-
voidable) misregistration. Instead, multi-band blending blurs pixel content
across different scales. That is, low-frequency content is blended over a long
range, while high-frequency details are blended over a short range.
For a set of I per P ′ (Fig. 4.4a), each I is decomposed into frequency
bands via the Laplacian image pyramid and blended with weight maps that
define the seams between content of the different video frames. These weight
maps (Fig. 4.4b) are derived from each texel’s distance to the camera and
angle between surface normal and view direction. This is similar to the
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Figure 4.3.: Video frame projection onto the mesh. Many video frames pro-
jected over time accumulate a full texture map.
“best-camera” approach taken in previous methods that acquire texture
maps for 3D-scanned objects. For every texture patch the weight maps
from all frame-projections are binary-ised (Fig. 4.4c) to determine the colour
texel that is “most responsible” for every texel in the final texture map.
These binary weight maps are successively smoothed, along with the colour
texels (Fig. 4.4d and e).
In addition, a “base colour” patch is synthesised from all input to fill in
the blank texels. This base colour patch contributes to the blending so that
the weights for any given texel always amount to 1.0. It is generated by
successively copying all input images into the base-colour I and smoothing
it with increasing filter width. This causes it to have the overall colour
appearance of the input images.
In general, one would need to pay special attention to border conditions
for the Gaussian filter, but the most difficult part is to work around the
discontinuity of the texture map: neighbouring triangles are not necessarily
neighbours in the texture map and therefore create a seam. If blended as-is,
these seams show up in final renderings as shown in Fig. 4.6c. Instead, the
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overlap of texture patches introduced during the parameterisation simplifies
the filtering operation significantly. In this way, the filter has access to
pixel content from neighbouring triangles and patches and no special border
conditions are necessary.
The blending process can be summarised by:
Ri =
b∑
j=1
((Ii,j+1 ◦Gσ,j+1)− (Ii,j ◦Gσ,j)) · (%i,j ◦Gσ,j) (4.1)
where Ii,j is the texture image patch for frame i at level j of the Gaussian
image pyramid, %i,j the binary-ised weight map, Gσ,j the Gaussian kernel
with standard deviation σ, and Ri the final texture patch blended over b
frequency bands.
4.2.1.4. Visualisation
Individual texture patches are packed into an atlas to facilitate rendering
with OpenGL. From every texture patch only the texels that are actually
mapped onto the region grown earlier are used for rendering. Because every
patch contains texels from a region’s neighbours, the blending operation
produces continuous results for patches that are otherwise discontinuous in
texture space. In addition, it ensures crack-free texturing along the border
of the original patch P .
4.2.2. Results
4.2.2.1. Comparison to other Methods
Examples of blending results are shown in Figs. 4.6 & 4.7. Compared to
other methods, the proposed method removes misregistration and lighting
artefacts effectively. Simply stitching textures without blending produces
the most obvious artefacts. This is problematic as it might suggest the
presence of unnatural structures not in the original patient data set. Alpha
blending, on the other hand, requires a large filter kernel for noticeable seam
reduction which in turn causes excessive blurring of small high-frequency
details.
Multi-band blending (Figs. 4.6c and d) alleviates this by blending features
over a different range based on which frequency band they are in. Because
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Ii
ϱi
ϱi ◦ Gσ,b
∑=1
∑=1
... ... ...
Ii ◦ Gσ,b
...
Result
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 4.4.: Blending multiple bands for a patch. This example shows three
different video frames competing for the patch, each of which is
prioritised and segmented into a mask and repeatedly smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel for frequency band decomposition.
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Figure 4.5.: Simple atlas packing for visualisation. All patches are copied
into one big texture map image and used for rendering.
the texture domain is, in general, discontinuous, the parameterisation over-
lap of regions is critical since the filter operation requires access to similar
pixels in adjacent texture patches. If this is not accounted for, intensity
and colour differences are not handled, which can be seen in fig. 4.6c, for
example. The parameterisation method of Chapter 3 facilitates this by not
just providing an overlap but also sizing it appropriately and consistently
for the varying scales of the filtering operation in the multi-band blending.
Figure 4.7 shows the same comparison for another patient data set.
Multi-band blending smoothens out brightness differences. This can be
observed as a lower standard deviation of the overall brightness. This ef-
fect is measured by calculating the standard deviation of the brightness for
the different blending methods by sampling brightness evenly across the
textured mesh. Fig. 4.8 shows a plot of the standard deviation relative to
the simple stitching method. It was chosen as a baseline for comparison as
it yields the strongest artefacts with a large brightness shift. Multi-band
blending has an average standard deviation of 71% and 85% compared to
stitching for the two patients, respectively. This means that textures have
a more consistent brightness than the ones generated by the other methods.
However, the difference in brightness of the two methods was found to be
statistically insignificant with a Kruskal-Wallis test (p=0.05 ).
For multi-band blending, the brightness is blended over a long range,
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Figure 4.8.: Variation in texture map brightness relative to “simple stit-
ching”. Columns show the ratio of average brightness varia-
tion as a ratio to stitching per method per patient. Error bars
indicate minimum and maximum variation. The multi-band
blending approach has the lowest standard deviation in bright-
ness, meaning that resulting textures have consistent bright-
ness. This difference is, however, not statistically significant for
the two patient datasets. (Adapted from [144].)
this can introduce an error by altering the average brightness of the tex-
ture map. The input brightness is calculated and compared to the output
brightness for assessment of this effect. A slight tendency towards brigh-
tening was observed for the proposed multi-band approach. There is an
average brightness increase of 8% and 7% for the two patients, respectively.
This increase is caused by blending video frames that are taken close to
the organ’s surface with frames taken further away from it, causing satu-
ration and auto-gain-induced darkening. The correct way to account for
these frames is to estimate a Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Func-
tion (BRDF) and generate an illumination-independent texture map before
blending, as in [25], for example.
4.2.3. Pilot Study
A user study was performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the blending
method. This study was two-fold: first a preference experiment was conduc-
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ted and secondly the gaze of study participants was recorded and analys-
ed (Sec. 4.2.3.2).
An important point to note is that no lighting simulation was attempted.
As Elhelw et al. [42] found out, the single most important visual feature in
medical simulations is specular lighting. Other features are surface details,
depth visibility, texture details and silhouette edges. Among these features,
only lighting and texture are sufficiently controllable to design a comparative
experiment while keeping the others fixed. The importance of lighting is
known, so texture remains. Note though that Elhelw et al.’s goal was to
evaluate realism, whereas for this study the interest lies in determining
what participants consider an artefact in texture blending.
4.2.3.1. Preference
A user experiment was carried out to evaluate the visual quality of the pro-
posed scheme. A total of 13 subjects (medical imaging researchers, 9 male,
4 female, age group 20-40) were recruited and asked to select one image
they regarded had the least artefacts from four images in presented on
slides (Fig. 4.9). Participants were not conditioned as to what artefacts
to look for. This means that what constitutes an artefact was explicitly
not defined. Thus, the results of the survey will show whether participants
considered seams to be major artefacts in texture maps. Participants were
not presented a direct comparison with real bronchoscopy footage because
the focus of this study is not to evaluate realistic simulation of illumination
and shading.
The presented slides showed four images each, with the same view but
different blending. The slide order was randomised, resulting in a total
of ten slides. Fig. 4.10 plots the overall scores derived, clearly showing
that multi-band blending is preferred by most subjects (64%), followed by
alpha-blending (23%). Multi-band blending without parameterisation over-
lap was preferred by several subjects. Although this method blends fea-
tures accurately inside a region, there is significant intensity mismatch at
the borders (Fig. 4.6c fourth column), an artefact that the parameterisation
presented above helps to minimise. Simplistic stitching (cf. Fig. 4.6a) was
found to be superior by only two participants in three cases. In addition to
the task of identifying the best image, the participants were asked for the
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Figure 4.9.: Exemplary slide used for user study. Each sub-image is genera-
ted by a different blending method. Study participants were as-
ked to choose their preferred sub-image without knowing which
corresponds to which method. (Adapted from [147].)
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Figure 4.10.: User preference result. 64% of participants prefer the multi-
band blending method described in this chapter, followed by
alpha-blending at 23%. Error bars indicated standard devia-
tion. (Adapted from [144].)
“second best” image. If multi-band blending was found to not be the “best”
image, it was still rated second best for 88% of the images.
4.2.3.2. Eye-tracking Analysis
During the experiment, the eye gaze of the participants was recorded to
gain insights into their visual search behaviour and factors that influence
their decision. Initially, it was hypothesised that participants would focus on
artefacts the more obvious they are, i.e. the simpler blending methods would
attract more fixations while multi-band blending would cause fixations to
be scattered as artefacts are less visible. However, as the different methods
are presented in comparison (cf. Fig. 4.9), participants would know where
to look for artefacts in the multi-band images, making distinction of visual
search behaviour more difficult.
Participants were seated in front of a Tobii Eye Tracker 1750 and shown
the slides as described above. Each of the ten slides was labelled with the
artefacts that can occur: video-frame boundaries (Fig. 4.11a) and texture-
domain boundaries (Fig. 4.11b). Each artefact is only a few pixels wide
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11.: Labelled artefacts on the visualisation used for the user
study (e.g. Fig. 4.9). a) Video-frame artefacts, and b) texture-
domain artefacts. (Adapted from [147].)
on the slides (a thin line), therefore the labels were dilated to fill about
1.5 deg of visual angle. Note that other features in the images have an
impact too. For example, specular highlights and silhouette edges seem to be
important [42] but are not consistently present in the bronchial visualisations
to allow comparison. Instead, anything not labelled artefact is considered
background.
The number of fixations falling on each feature, either artefact or back-
ground, were counted: fixations per method (cmethod) and fixations per
feature (cfeature). These counts were converted into a percentage (pmethod
and pfeature) to account for inter-subject variation:
pmethod =
cmethod∑methods
m cm
pfeature =
cfeature∑features
f cf
To account for the different size of each feature, the percentage pfeature
was normalised with the area of its feature.
The average number of fixations per slide is shown in Fig. 4.12. The
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Figure 4.12.: Average fixations per slide show a high inter-slide variation.
Error bars indicate the minimum and maximum number of
fixations highlighting large inter-subject variation. (Adapted
from [147].)
error bars indicate minimum and maximum fixations for any subject. This
highlights large variations in subject behaviour, both inter-slide as well as
inter-subject.
The number of fixations spent specifically on artefacts is illustrated in
Fig. 4.13. It shows the average percentage of fixations on artefacts per slide,
indicating that for some slides background is more important (e.g. slide02 at
∼35% artefacts) and for others artefacts do play an important role (e.g. slide04
at ∼70%). On average though, participants spent about 50% of their fixa-
tions on artefacts compared to background: Fig. 4.14 shows the percentage
of each subject’s fixations on both artefacts.
Figure 4.15 is in agreement with Sec. 4.2.3.1 in that the simple-stitch me-
thod is scored lowest and easily disregarded as having the worst artefacts
requiring very little attention. Multi-band blending with overlap captures
slightly more fixations than feathering/alpha-blending, followed by multi-
band blending without overlap. This is possibly due to the very similar
appearance of the three, making them harder to distinguish and requiring
more fixations for cross-referencing. Interesting is the sudden drop in fixa-
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Figure 4.13.: Percentage of fixations on artefacts per slide averaged over all
participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. This
shows significant inter-slide variation, which is, however, af-
fected by relative size compared to background. (Adapted
from [147].)
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Figure 4.14.: Percentage of fixations on artefacts per study participant ave-
rage out over all slides. All participants show similar average
behaviour regarding artefacts.
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Figure 4.15.: Fraction of fixations falling on each blending method. This
is averaged over all participants. Simple stitching is easily
disregarded; multi-band blending without overlap takes more
time to distinguish from the others. (Adapted from [147].)
tions for multi-band blending without overlap (yellow bars in fig. 4.15) in
the second half of the experiment.
Normalising fixations for inter-subject variations yields Fig. 4.16, plotting
the score for each method as a ratio of fixations compared to background.
Interestingly, none of the artefacts seemed to grab the attention of the par-
ticipants; even for slide07 and slide08, which exhibit a peek at video-frame
artefacts with feathering, the score is still below 1.0, meaning this type of
artefact is no more important than background. One conclusion to draw
from this is that subjects can make their decision without explicitly looking
at artefacts, possibly via non-foveal vision.
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Figure 4.16.: Fixation scores compared to background show that neither
artefact grabs the attention of test subjects specifically. A
score below 1.0 means that this particular method/artefact is
no more important than background. (Adapted from [147].)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.17.: Blending vs. morphing. a) Liver model textured with one
single repeated exemplar, b) multiple exemplars blended, and
c) morphed texture. Notice that c) is not just a linear blend.
4.3. Automatic Organ Texture Map Synthesis
from Multiple Exemplars
Texture blending allows one to suppress certain artefacts caused during ac-
quisition. But acquiring many different patients and pathologies is infeasible
due to stress on patients and required procedure time. Instead, synthesi-
sing texture maps allows one to mix or interpolate between representative
exemplars. The interpolation should allow for smooth transitions between
exemplars and produce results that one would regard as being a mix or
a morph. Simply blending pixel colours does not yield acceptable results
though, as is evident from Fig. 4.17, for example for liver surface texture
mapping. So a more sophisticated approach is necessary. The method pre-
sented here produces transitions between input exemplars by transforming
pixel neighbourhoods into feature spaces, one for each exemplar. Given a
user-controllable ratio, these feature spaces are integrated to combine rele-
vant and less relevant features of each exemplar. A new texture is synthesi-
sed from these mixed feature spaces using a traditional pixel-based method.
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4.3.1. Method
The algorithm starts by constructing an image pyramid of every exemplar
for transformation into a feature space. Each exemplar feature space is
essentially a kd-tree of ranked pixel neighbourhoods that are set in cor-
respondence with other exemplars to construct a mix of features. A new
output texture is synthesised by matching features of the mix with existing
output pixels.
4.3.1.1. Transformation into Feature-space
An image pyramid is computed for every exemplar i (e.g. Fig. 4.18). Each
5× 5 pixel neighbourhood around every pixel on a pyramid level β and the
corresponding 3× 3 pixel neighbourhood on the next lower-resolution level
β+1 are linearised into one 102-dimensional feature vector φβ (e.g. Fig. 4.19).
No tileability is assumed, and pixels where this neighbourhood would fall
out of the valid image bounds are ignored.
For all such feature vectors of every level β, two kd-trees are construc-
ted for an efficient Approximate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) search with the
help of the open-source ANN library [94]. The first kd-tree Φi contains the
feature vectors as linearised above; they are needed for synthesis initiali-
sation. The second kd-tree Φ′i contains PCA-transformed feature vectors
for acceleration: all feature vectors of each exemplar are transformed with
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) retaining the eight most significant
components and each resulting 8-dimensional vector is used to construct the
kd-tree.
Processing of pyramid levels stops when the pixel dimensions become too
small to fit the 5× 5 pixel neighbourhood.
4.3.1.2. Feature-space Mixing
Producing a transition between exemplars requires some form of correspon-
dence between features of these exemplars. Here, a strategy is employed
that chooses a certain amount of feature vectors from each exemplar invol-
ved, mixes them up, interpolates and creates a new feature space:
1. Rank feature vectors according to relevance;
2. Choose a few combinations of exemplar ratios, e.g. r = 75% or 33%;
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β=0
β=1
Level
β=2
...
i=A i=B
Figure 4.18.: Input pyramid of two exemplars.
...
β=0
β=1
... ...
β+1
}ϕβ=0
Figure 4.19.: Neighbourhood decomposition of an exemplar and the corres-
ponding feature space.
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3. Mix a new feature space by using the sizeof(A) ∗ r most relevant
features from exemplar A and sizeof(B)∗(1−r) least relevant features
from exemplar B;
a) Choose 25% of the most relevant feature vectors of all involved
exemplars and interpolate (see below);
4. Precompute kd-trees for every mixed feature space.
Figure 4.20 illustrates this process for two exemplars. Note that as r
changes, the feature vectors in exemplar A in Fig. 4.20 that are left out
will be included eventually.
Mix-ratio, Mix-trees and Interpolation The mix-ratio r signifies how
much of the appearance of each exemplar the output texture map should
include. For n exemplars, this is an n-dimensional vector with components
ranging from 0 (no contribution to output) to 1 (all features contribute). It
is chosen by the user and is usually varied gradually over the surface of the
object to be textured. Nine combinations are precomputed; for example, if
there are two exemplars A and B, then the mix-ratios are precomputed for
(A,B) = (100%, 0%), (87%, 13%), (75%, 25%), (62%, 38%), (50%, 50%), . . .
and (A,B) = (0%, 100%).
For each of these combinations, a new set of feature vectors is computed
by choosing sizeof (Φi) ∗ r [i] feature vectors from exemplar Φi, starting
with the least relevant towards the most relevant. The 25% most relevant
undergo an interpolation step:
φ
′
j =
∑
i
φj [i] ∗ r [i] ,
i.e. the jth most-relevant interpolated feature vector is a linear combination
of the jth most-relevant feature vectors of all exemplars (indexed with i).
All these mixed and interpolated feature vectors are added into a kd-tree
for efficient retrieval during synthesis.
To simplify the terminology, the set of all ratio- and mix-tree combinations
is just called a “mix-tree”.
Relevance Measure As a measure of relevance of a feature vector, its
magnitude in PCA space was chosen. Reusing Φ′i, all transformed feature
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Figure 4.20.: Illustration of the feature-space mixing. A new feature space
is created by mixing feature vectors from exemplars A and B
and by performing interpolation on a subset.
vectors from a single exemplar i are sorted by magnitude. This results in a
ranking by what is characteristic followed by uncharacteristic features, for
each individual exemplar.
4.3.1.3. Synthesis
Synthesis is performed on an image pyramid, starting with the low-resolution
levels first. The following procedure is performed for every pyramid le-
vel (details follow below):
1. Insert random seed pixels into pixel-front priority queue Q;
2. For high-priority pixels in queue :
a) Determine mix-ratio r and select appropriate mix-tree,
b) Find candidate feature vectors that match the pixel pattern;
3. Write into pyramid level;
4. Update pixel-front queue;
5. Repeat at step 2 until queue is empty.
The very first level to be processed is not the most low-resolution level (which
would be only 1×1 pixels in size) but instead the index of the pyramid level
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for which feature-space transform of the exemplars stopped, i.e. the pyra-
mid level index for which there are feature vectors; and for which the 5× 5
pixel neighbour fits twice in each direction (so that the β + 1 part of the
feature vector is guaranteed to fit as well).
Every level is initialised by randomly selecting a few seed pixels as starting
locations. These seed pixels are inserted into the priority queue Q which
contains the pixel front: these are candidates that can be filled in during the
next step. Each entry q in Q is a pixel position pxy in the output pyramid (at
the current level), with a priority of the number of existing pixels at that
position: the more output pixels already exist, the higher the priority.
All q with a priority of the top entry will be processed during this synthesis
step. For each such q, a candidate feature vector is found with the help of
the mix-trees by assembling a partial feature vector c at pxy of the output
pyramid (using the method detailed in Sec. 4.3.1.1) and feeding it into a
nearest neighbour search to find the matching pixel neighbourhoods. As a
number of mix-trees have been precomputed with varying mix-ratios, the
most appropriate one for the currently requested mix-ratio (e.g. varying
with image location) can be chosen simply by doing a nearest neighbour
search on the set of mix-trees. Depending on how many valid pixels there
are in c, a different search strategy is employed:
• If there are no valid pixels in c then a random feature vector of the
selected mix-tree will be returned. This can only happen on the very
first pyramid level to be synthesised.
• If c is fully populated (including temporary pixels, see upscaling be-
low) it is transformed into Φ′ and an 8-dimensional search is per-
formed. This is only possible because the previous pyramid level is
upscaled, as will be explained below.
• In all other cases c has more or less empty pixels and a search on
Φ is performed with the modification that empty pixels in c do not
contribute to the computed ANN distance. This will also happen only
on the first pyramid level to be synthesised.
In practice, problems can occur due to a lack of spatial coherence: the struc-
ture of the output texture is encoded implicitly within the feature vectors
depending on how they match up with their pixel neighbourhood. This can
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easily lead to poor results as the search for the best match might repea-
tedly find the same feature vector. Other methods use the very effective
k-coherence idea to restrict the search in both space and time. Here ins-
tead, a usage-penalisation scheme is employed to circumvent this problem:
feature vectors are penalised by multiplying their respective ANN distance
with how often they have been used. This results in a more uniform distri-
bution. This was chosen because the structure of the texture is to be derived
from interpolated feature vectors and not restricted by local neighbourhood
sets that do not exist for the transition texture.
The candidate feature vectors that will fill in more pixels are then written
into the output pyramid by simply adding the pixel values of each feature
vector to the output pyramid at the current level, weighted by a Gaussian,
i.e. every output pixel is a weighted sum of the feature-vector components
contributing to it. This sum is only normalised (i.e. summed pixel values
divided by summed weight) after Q is empty and synthesis for the current
pyramid level has finished. This allows processing qs in any order, even in
parallel.
After write-out, the pixel front is updated by removing pixels that are now
fully populated (but were not considered earlier because of low priority), and
by adding pixels that are now reachable as neighbours. Priorities are also
updated for any other entries affected by the most recent synthesis iteration.
This process is repeated until the priority queue is empty which signifies that
there are no more empty pixels in the current pyramid level.
Finally, the finished pyramid level is normalised by dividing each pixel’s
accumulated RGB values with the accumulated weight; and upscaled to the
next higher resolution by duplicating pixel values and convolving the result
with a Gaussian kernel. This step aids in constraining the candidate search
above and ensures that the neighbourhood search can be performed with
reduced dimensional feature vectors. These upscaled pixels are marked as
temporary: they are valid only for feature-vector search but still require
synthesis. The whole process is repeated until all levels down to the highest
resolution of the output pyramid have been processed.
Tileable output is in general not desirable for the purposes outlined before
but can be easily achieved by wrapping pixel neighbourhoods around the
image borders, for both construction of c and its write-out.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.21.: Filling a hole in an image. a) the original, b) cut-out area,
c) proposed algorithm, d) algorithm in [141].
4.3.1.4. In-painting
Synthesis can be extended to in-painting almost trivially: the image with
the hole to be in-painted is used as an exemplar for itself and synthesis is
only performed on marked pixels (e.g. via alpha-channel). For the algorithm
described here it is important that only fully populated feature vectors are
stored in the kd-tree, i.e. pixel neighbourhoods that include “empty” pixels
are to be ignored. The reason for this is that otherwise, during synthesis, a
partial feature-vector would fit perfectly to the location where it was sourced
from, thus not adding any new output pixels and sending the synthesis into
an endless loop.
4.3.2. Results
Figure 4.22 shows 3D models of the liver and the large intestines textured
with exemplars fed into the proposed synthesis method. The curvature of
models tends to hide transitions, so Figure 4.23 depicts these in planar view,
showing continuous morphs between exemplars, generated with a spatially
varying mix-ratio r. Note that the structure and colour of the newly gene-
rated pixels are not just a blending result of existing pixels (cf. Fig. 4.17)
but actually do not exist in either of the exemplars.
The first two pairs (Fig. 4.23a and b) show the results for morphing bet-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.22.: 3D models textured with multiple exemplars. a) stomach,
b) large intestines, c) small intestines, d) stomach, e) ano-
ther view and textures with large intestines, f) another view
and textures with small intestines.
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ween liver exemplars and electro-cauterised tissue patches. This cauterised
patch is also used in Fig. 4.23d in combination with fatty tissue, and in 4.23e
in combination with porcine ovary. Figure 4.23c is a transition from lung
surface to peritoneal wall. Both Fig. 4.23f and g show different peritoneal
walls.
Texture in-painting is often required in surgical environments due to many
artefacts like mucus on the camera, excessive specular highlights and video
processing artefacts. Figure 4.21 shows the in-painting result for various
tissue patches. As can be seen, the hole is filled with a seemingly meaning-
ful structure. Compared to Telea’s in-painting method [141], the proposed
method preserves more detail and structure. This is for two reasons: first,
the holes are much larger than the recommended ten-pixel threshold, and
second, texture synthesis can in-paint any of the structures present in the
image, not just the boundary. On the other hand it is also much slower.
4.4. Conclusions
Texture mapping is a well-studied topic for increasing the quality of ap-
pearance of virtual objects at low computational cost. Issues related to
acquisition can be alleviated to some extent using texture blending. This
removes the most obvious seams caused during frame projection. However,
blending is ultimately limited by registration accuracy, which is in general
problematic due to tissue deformation. Also, an approach taken by other
researchers regarding the texture domain layout could have merit here. Ins-
tead of dividing the mesh based purely on on-surface distance (cf. Chap-
ter 3), it would certainly be worthwhile cutting the mesh at inconspicuous
folds or ridges (for bronchoscopy these could be bifurcations). The down-
side of this, however, would be possible self-intersections on the atlas and a
more complicated filter sizing. For bronchoscopy, texture blending has uti-
lity for patient-specific simulation, as shown by the results and user study.
However, texture artefacts are only a small contributor to the perceived un-
realism of a virtual scene; as mentioned before, lighting plays a major role.
Therefore, a user-study on a more complete system, simulating lighting ef-
fects and motion, would be required to assess the practical value of texture
blending. The difficulty lies in separating the effects of lighting and texture
blending, which is why lighting was avoided for Sec. 4.2.3. However, this
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(a) (b)
(g)(f)(e)
(d)(c)
Figure 4.23.: Continuous transition between in-vivo exemplars. The morph
factor r is varied along the y-axis of the output image. The
variation ranges from zero to one, with zero being top and one
the bottom exemplar.116
also makes it impossible to have users rate realism as a scene without pro-
per specular lighting effects and distance attenuation would be perceived as
unreal. An objective score [14] tailored for the human visual system might
be useful.
A particular issue that is not addressed by blending is disocclusion, where
the virtual scene would show parts of the object that were never observed
during the procedure. This problem is conceptually similar to situations for
which it is infeasible to acquire a good distribution of pathology exemplars.
Texture synthesis can help in both such cases by either interpolating spa-
tially and in-painting holes, or by interpolating in appearance, thus creating
a morph or mix of some sort. While presented examples allow for subjective
quality assessment, a full user study is needed. However, texture synthesis
can be dangerous: it makes structures appear that are not actually present
on the tissue surface. Conveying the information about what has been syn-
thesised is mutually exclusive with providing seamless transitions; after all,
it should not be possible to tell which area is synthesised. For pure virtual-
reality applications this should be acceptable; for other cases, however, it is
questionable.
So far in this thesis, shape representation and surface-appearance mo-
delling for surgical simulation have been addressed. As mentioned in the
Chapter 2, one of the major issues related to MIS is intra-operative diso-
rientation due to the small field of view used. The next chapter will use
video-frame projection, mesh parameterisation and texture synthesis to ge-
nerate a broader field of view for enhanced spatial and temporal referencing
in endoscopic surgery. Furthermore, texture synthesis is demonstrated to
be effective for dealing with specular highlight removal.
A score that mimics average user behaviour without requiring an extensive user study.
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5. Enhanced Visualisation for
Dynamic View Expansion via
Texture Map Processing
Due to the complexity of instrument manipulation and navigation, endo-
scopic procedures can impose a high cognitive load on the operating surgeon.
This is because the current instruments are still not ergonomically sound,
which is further exacerbated by the relatively small field of view of the
camera, which can easily cause disorientation, particularly for transluminal
procedures. One potential solution to disorientation is to expand the limited
field of view of the camera. Therefore, the idea is to mosaic (stitch) historic
video frames to the current live endoscopic frame, in essence constructing
a panorama over time. Dynamic View Expansion (DVE) creates such a
panorama and provides spatial referencing for the surgeon, as exemplified
in Fig. 5.2. In addition, a temporal reference can be provided as well by en-
coding information on the amount of time passed since original observation
of tissue regions. This is important as during surgery, tissue is undergoing
constant deformation and it is important to differentiate the current ana-
tomical region of focus from the historical reference frames, for which the
exact anatomical details may not be up to date. A method to provide this is
proposed in this chapter. Technically, DVE combines the work of previous
chapters on surface parameterisation and texture mapping to expand the
field of view (Fig. 5.1). Section 5.2 will start with some of the key technical
background followed by Section 5.3 showing results on in-vivo studies and
user evaluation results.
The work presented in this chapter has been published previously as [145,
48]. It continues efforts by Mountney within the research group to use
Results in this chapter have been published in [145, 48].
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Figure 5.1.: Overview of how DVE relates to appearance modelling. Using
intra-operative video for surface geometry and colour recons-
truction, an augmented reality-like visualisation is created that
expands the narrow field of view.
computer vision methods for surgical scene reconstruction.
5.1. Dynamic View Expansion
Narrow field of view (FOV) and indirect control increase the cognitive bur-
den on surgeons in MIS. A particular issue is related to erratic scope motion
as the kinematic mapping of instrument control is often mismatched with
tip movement due to the twisting and flexibility of the endoscopic shaft.
For transluminal procedures, this is further deteriorated due to a loss of
boundary constraints or visual reference, as in the case of endoluminal na-
vigation. Disorientation is likely to affect junior clinicians more than senior,
well-versed surgeons. A particular cause of this is believed to be the lack of
spatial reference beyond the current FOV. To solve this problem, a pano-
rama of the images seen can be constructed. This may help the operating
surgeon regain orientation by keeping an “anchor object” [119] in view avai-
lable for cross-referencing.
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Thus far, a large body of research exists for panorama stitching methods,
not just for photography but also for clinical applications like organ surveys
for bladder [15], kidneys [8] or liver. Previous methods were restricted to
in-plane camera motion and faced difficulties when dealing with parallax.
Deviations from the ideal case and implicit constraints imposed can cause
artefacts in the panorama. While there are ways to suppress these artefacts
with blending (cf. Chapter 4.2), ideally panorama construction should not
make specific assumptions, particularly for in-vivo applications.
DVE creates a panorama of previously observed video frames and can be
implemented with two basic approaches:
1. IBR-style pixel re-projection,
2. Scene reconstruction.
Pixel re-projection [83] uses optical flow to estimate how older video frame
pixels should flow out of view, mimicking camera motion. While this does
not assume a particular scene geometry, it limits the choice of possible vi-
sualisation schemes. Instead, reconstructing the geometry of the surgical
scene [99] allows one to embed the live video feed into a rendering of virtual
models of organs and adjust the expansion at run time or even choose al-
ternate viewpoints [93]. In particular, Simultaneous Localisation and Map-
ping (SLAM) seems suitable for this task as it estimates both the scene
geometry and the camera pose at the same time, theoretically avoiding the
need for any external tracker to register real-world endoscopic video with
virtual reconstructed geometry. Unfortunately, SLAM itself has several limi-
tations, the most important being the requirement for static scenes, which is
not realistic in endoscopic surgery. Nonetheless, its probabilistic treatment
of measurement error makes it resilient to small deformations, as shown by
Mountney et al. [99, 96, 95, 98, 100].
The aim for this chapter is to integrate a temporal cue into the SLAM-
based DVE visualisation, in addition to its spatial referencing. The next
section explains the method, with a description of results and user evaluation
following in pursuit.
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images
Expanded view
Figure 5.2.: Example of DVE. The live video image is expanded with pre-
viously observed footage of areas that are now out of view.
(Adapted from [145].)
5.2. Temporal Cue Integration
Integration of temporal cues is achieved by two steps. First the existing
DVE pipeline is streamlined by employing a single global planar paramete-
risation of the estimated tissue surface. Based on this, texture-map genera-
tion and artefact removal become straightforward image-editing operations.
An overview of the method and its individual steps, from video to view ex-
pansion visualisation, is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Section 5.2.1 introduces
the framework used in previous work, followed by Sec. 5.2.2 describing the
differences of the proposed method. The enhanced DVE method is called
DVE++.
5.2.1. DVE via SLAM
The method presented here is based on [99]. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion to this chapter, DVE via SLAM exploits the fact that SLAM builds up
an approximation of the geometry of the scene, i.e. the location of SLAM
features approximates the actual position of tissue patches. To perform this
localisation accurately enough, calibrated cameras are required. The stereo
camera rig is calibrated at the beginning of the surgical procedure using a
method described in [166]. This estimates the focal length fx, fy, the princi-
pal point cx, cy, width and height w, h of the camera image and the distortion
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Frame 
Projection
Figure 5.3.: DVE-processing pipeline. Endoscopic video is processed by
SLAM to estimate the geometry of the tissue surface. This sur-
face is parameterised into a planar texture domain into which
video frames are projected. Artefacts are removed by masking
and subsequent texture synthesis. The final visualisation ren-
ders an expanded view around the video images by fading his-
toric footage to greyscale. (Adapted from [145].)
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coefficients. In addition, the transformation between left and right camera
is required for correct triangulation: C = {fx, fy, cx, cy, w, h, λ}.
SLAM [128] was originally developed by the robotics community to ad-
dress the issue of building a map of the environment and determining one’s
position at the same time. Due to unavoidable measurement errors (for
example, wheel slippage or noise in laser range finder measurements) a pro-
babilistic processing of data is necessary.
A Kalman Filter is used to model noise in the system and predict its state
and uncertainties. The state of an agent (i.e. the pose of an endoscope) x at
time k is extrapolated to k + 1, given a state-transition function F , sensor
input s and process noise n:
xk+1 = Fkxk + sk+1 + nk+1
The state prediction is particularly important when replacing robotic odo-
metry with computer vision, i.e. “visual odometry”. Feature tracking in MIS
video is difficult due to specular highlight, repetitive patterns and deforma-
tion. State prediction allows the constraining of the feature search to the
most likely regions. This improves performance and helps avoid false posi-
tives. However, the Kalman Filter assumes a linear model with Gaussian
distribution. This assumption does not hold for endoscopic surgery. Even
extending for non-linear models via EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) [32]
does not eliminate the problem that mispredictions can derail SLAM, as
exemplified for this chapter in Sec. 8.2.1.
The employed SLAM framework [101, 99] is based on the EKF approach
using the MonoSLAM framework [32] with stereo-initialised features. It
consists of the following steps:
1. Identify features to track
2. Track known features
3. Update state
4. Predict camera pose
5. Predict feature locations
6. Repeat
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Suitable features in the video images are identified using the Shi-Tomasi [127]
feature detector. It detects corners in the image by computing pixel intensity
derivatives in x and y direction, gx and gy for every pixel. The eigenvalues
of the matrix
Z =
[
g2x gxgy
gxgy g
2
y
]
then determine the type of the feature. Two large eigenvalues represent
a corner suitable for tracking; a small and a large one represent a uni-
directional feature.
When a new feature is found it is searched for in the right image as well.
Using the left and right position, a 3D position is triangulated (“stereo-
initialised”). However, temporal tracking of features is monocular, i.e. at
time t + 1 the feature is searched for only in the left image. Each feature
is labelled y = {yp,...} with a descriptor and its 3D-space position yp. The
collection of all features is called the SLAM map Y = {y0, y1...yn} for n
features. It is a sparse point cloud approximating the tissue surface. The
DVE state is updated by deriving a surface that interpolates between the
feature points: Y is converted into a triangle mesh MY with vy ∈ MY and
vy = yp. This is achieved by projecting all yp into the global xy-plane, drop-
ping the z-coordinate, and performing a 2D Delaunay triangulation (please
see Sec. 8.2.1 for a discussion on the triangulation). Video frames are se-
lected to serve as texture maps for each triangle of MY . Using the EKF
with a constant-velocity-constant-acceleration motion model, the camera
pose is predicted for the next time step and subsequently the corresponding
positions of feature in the image.
The use of the SLAM estimated camera position and orientation enables
one to render the SLAM map underneath the current video image, thus
expanding it, by projecting the 3D position of features into camera space:
ypc = PC · κ · yp (5.1)
where yp is the 3D position of a feature, ypc is the resulting clip-space [120]
position, and κ the modelview matrix derived from the estimated camera
pose. PC is the projection matrix derived from the camera’s intrinsic para-
meters as follows (following OpenGL’s notation [120]):
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left = −near
fx
cx
right = near
fx
· (w − cx)
top = near
fy
cy
bottom = near
fy
(−h+ cy)
PC =

2·near
right−left 0
right+left
right−left 0
0 2·neartop−bottom
top+bottom
top−bottom 0
0 0 −far+nearfar−near −2·far·nearfar−near
0 0 −1 0
 (5.2)
with near and far set to 0.15 and 10, respectively.
5.2.2. Texture Pipeline
Different to its predecessor [99], DVE++ accumulates video frames into one
global texture map T covering every part of MY ; the construction of T is
explained in Sec. 5.2.3. This approach simplifies the processing of incoming
video data significantly. As illustrated by Figure 5.4, using a single texture
map solves two important problems elegantly:
1. Removal of artefacts caused by specular highlights when such high-
lights would cross an edge of a triangle in MY .
2. Updating the texture map when Y needs to be re-triangulated due to
newly tracked or deleted SLAM map features.
Removing an artefact is relatively straightforward if the surrounding infor-
mation from adjacent triangles is readily available in a planar form (Fig. 5.4a)
so that image-filtering operations can be applied directly. Otherwise, one (tri-
vial) texture domain per surface element (Fig. 5.4b) requires tedious assem-
bly of adjacent image information.
Regarding point (2), the dynamic nature of SLAM causes it to constantly
add new features and delete old untrackable ones. As mentioned in Sec. 5.2.1,
the surface is derived via Delaunay triangulation of the feature positions.
Thus a method needs to be able to cope with re-triangulations of Y while
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Figure 5.4.: Illustration of an artefact falling onto an edge of the SLAM map
triangulation. a) single texture domain setup; b) per-triangle
texture domain. (Adapted from [145].)
preserving already-observed video footage used for the view expansion. In [99],
all video frames used for texture maps had to be kept in memory to recreate
textures in case of re-triangulations. Using a single texture domain, this task
becomes much easier because, in the event of a re-triangulation, the new
updated texture domain is simply a re-projection of the old one using new
coordinates: video content is transferred by rendering into new T the new U
with previous T as texture map.
5.2.3. Parameterisation
Constructing the single global texture map T that will receive pixel content
from video frames builds on a planar parameterisation U of MY . This pa-
rameterisation process is very similar to the one described in Chapter 3.3,
except that MY does not need any partitioning: the triangulation guaran-
tees MY to be in one disc-homeomorphic patch. In addition, the Delaunay
triangulation provides a parameterisation that fulfils the one-to-one require-
ment: with vertex positions in the global xy plane, triangles simply cannot
overlap. Unfortunately, this approach is not directly usable as it would lead
to heavy under-sampling in regions that are viewed from oblique angles.
Initially, the parameterisation was computed by fixing boundary vertices
using the coordinates in the global xy plane, and optimising internal ver-
tices using Mean Value Coordinates (MVC) to even out distortion. This
works well in practice but fails for certain scenes. Figure 5.5 illustrates this
problem: due to noise modelling in SLAM, a feature can be “very uncer-
tain”, thus placing its position well outside the actual bounds of the surface.
Using the triangulation-derived boundary allocates too much texture space
to these erratic features, causing heavy under-sampling for more important
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(a) (b)
Boundary
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vertex
Figure 5.5.: Illustration of SLAM map boundary parameterisation. This
shows video content in the planar texture domain with the ar-
rows highlighting corresponding points and their vastly different
location relative to the adjacent point inside the texture map.
a) using an intrinsic convex boundary leads to excessive dis-
tortion in some cases. b) a circular boundary is more robust.
(Adapted from [145].)
areas of MY (Fig. 5.5a). Instead, it was decided to resort to a fixed circular
boundary with uniform edge-lengths (Fig. 5.5b) and optimise internal posi-
tions with MVC as well. While this ignores the area of boundary triangles,
it performs more robustly in the general case.
5.2.4. Re-projection
As mentioned previously, SLAM will delete features from Y if tracking of
them fails repeatedly. It will also add new features if there are not en-
ough currently in view, e.g. when the camera pans to an unobserved region.
This dynamic behaviour triggers re-triangulations ofMY which changes the
connectivity of triangles. In turn, this requires a new parameterisation.
All of this has to be performed in such a way that previously accumula-
ted video content is not lost. Using the single texture map parameterisa-
tion facilitates this by allowing one to simply reproject its contents into a
new parameterisation. Specifically, the most recent T , just prior to frame-
projection (cf. Sec. 5.2.5), is set as a render target and the previous MY
is rendered with the previous T texture-mapped. Technically, a double-
buffering scheme is used in which two T s are kept in memory so that one is
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always available for writing while the other one is read.
One particular issue with this approach is, however, that repeated re-
projection will lead to increasingly blurry texture maps due to repeated
texture filtering. While this is a limitation that will manifest itself over
long sequences, it is believed that the much simpler and faster processing
of the current approach outweighs this.
5.2.5. Frame Projection
The current video frame H is projected into T using a method similar to
the one described in Sec. 4.2.1.2. The main difference is that here no checks
for occlusion are necessary because the triangulation guarantees MY to be
free of overlapping triangles in the view plane. By rendering H into T using
the parameterisation-determined uv coordinates as vertex positions and the
feature positions projected into the video frame ypc as texture coordinates,
the current pixels are written into T. To ensure perspective-correct texture
maps, the coordinates into H need perspective division, i.e. ypc.xy/ypc.w.
When rendering into T , hardware alpha blending [120] is enabled so that
new video-frame pixels overwrite existing pixels in T . Pixels in H that
belong to artefacts and are masked off do not contribute anything and are
effectively discarded:
tˆrgb = hrgb · ha + trgb · (1− ha) (5.3)
with h ∈ H being the video-frame colour of a pixel in RGB and A its alpha
channel set to 1.0 for valid pixel data and 0.0 for masked-off pixels, t ∈ T the
current colour of the target pixel onto which the video frame pixel is being
projected in T and tˆ the new colour for that pixel.
Because cameras often assume contemporary display devices with a fixed
gamma curve, every pixel colour h coming from the video frames undergoes
gamma correction prior to any operation that modifies or uses the actual
colour values, e.g. blending in Eq. (5.3), greyscale fade in Eq. (5.4) and ar-
tefact removal (see further below). This conversion makes sure that linear
equations are meaningful [52]. After a final pixel colour has been determi-
ned, e.g. after blending, it is converted back to sRGB.
More pixel content accumulates in T over time as more video frames are
projected to cover parts of MY as they become visible. This is illustrated
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Figure 5.6.: Evolution of texture domain and image over time. Parame-
terisations of the tissue-surface-approximating SLAM map are
shown in the top row, with exemplar video frames projected
at each point in time below. The right-most image shows the
bare parameterisation at the end of the sequence. (Adapted
from [145].)
in Figure 5.6 where the texture domain changes shape depending on the
SLAM features being added, and covers an increasing surface area.
5.2.6. Artefact Removal
In [99], Poisson Image Editing [116] was used to remove seams in the visua-
lisation caused by changing illumination. Here instead, the focus is on false
specular highlights.
Specular highlights are caused by a thin layer of mucus on the surface
of tissue and intense and direct lighting, as seen for example in Figure 5.7.
While highlights carry subtle but important cues on distance and shape
of an object [108], these are counterproductive when shown on the expan-
ded view as they originate from a very different camera position than the
current one. That is, the perspective cue carried by historic highlights is
wrong. Therefore, specular highlights are considered artefacts that need to
be removed during frame projection.
To address this problem, highlights are masked off by thresholding pixels
based on intensity and saturation during frame projection by setting the
corresponding alpha channel to zero. The threshold for intensity is above µ+
2·σ and for saturation below µ−σ, with µ being the mean and σ the standard
deviation for each respectively, calculated over the whole frame. Thus the
blending mode explained above ignores them, which will leave a number of
holes in the texture map T where no information is available. Fortunately,
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many specular highlights are unstable and appear and disappear over time,
which will cause the mentioned holes to be filled in automatically. There are,
however, a few stable highlights for which this approach is unsatisfactory,
leaving large holes even over extended periods of time.
Therefore, texture synthesis is employed to fill in these holes. The method
explained in Chapter 4.3 is used here in in-painting mode operating on T .
5.2.7. Visualisation
The difference between the live camera image and expanded view is high-
lighted by de-saturating historic data. This keeps colour information in the
centre of the image (the “fovea”) while the periphery appears greyscale.
This mimics human peripheral vision [21]. In addition, a trail of relative ca-
mera motion is easily visible from different areas slowly fading to greyscale.
Each pixel in T has an associated “age” that monotonically increases
every time the texture map is updated. Currently, the ageing rate is chosen
so that video footage appears fully greyscale after two seconds. The “age”
of certain pixels in T is reset to zero when fresh data from the current
video frame is written into them. For visualisation of the expanded view
on screen, the colour t for every pixel of T mapped onto MY is faded to
greyscale using:
i = (r + g + b) /3
t =

r
g
b
+ age ·


i
i
i
−

r
g
b

 (5.4)
with r, g and b being the red, green and blue components of the original
colour (coming from the previously projected video frames), i the greyscale
intensity and age clamped to the range [0, 1]. An example of how a pixel
fades to grey is illustrated in Figure 5.8. Despite the linear equation 5.4, the
graph in Figure 5.8 is non-linear due to gamma correction of video images.
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Figure 5.8.: The colour-mapping scheme used for fading. The colour of vi-
deo pixels in the expanded view are faded to grey with increa-
sing age. The gradient bar at the top shows the corresponding
colour.
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5.3. Experiments and Results
5.3.1. In-vivo Porcine Experiment
A comparison of DVE and DVE++, with and without fading to grey, is
shown in Figure 5.9 for porcine sequence 1. More frames of this particular
sequence are shown in Fig. 5.12. Fade-to-grey makes a clear distinction
between live video images and historic data, thus avoiding the clinician po-
tentially becoming confused due to the camera moving all the time. By
keeping the structural appearance of the tissue, the spatial referencing ca-
pability is preserved.
The effect of specular highlight removal with subsequent in-painting is
shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. Transitory highlights require no in-painting
at all because they will not be visible: by the time they appear on the
periphery of the video frame the holes caused by masking will have been
filled in by other video frame projections (Fig. 5.10). However, a few stable
highlights exist and require proper texture synthesis and in-painting. This
is illustrated in Figure 5.11.
The data used for this study is publicly available from the VIP Laparo-
scopic/Endoscopic Video Dataset [97]; both are recordings of explorations
of the abdominal cavity during an animal trial. Figure 5.12 shows a number
of frames during the procedures. To the left of each picture is the original
video frame and the corresponding DVE++ rendering to the right. The
short porcine sequence of Figure 5.12 has the camera rise at first and then
pan to the right. In the much longer sequence in Fig. 5.14 the camera is
panning to all four sides, exploring the abdominal cavity.
All visualisations are performed with a black background, the video frame
at its original size and the expanded view to either side of it, depending on
camera motion. More and more context of the surgical scene is provided
as time progresses, with new features being tracked by SLAM and its map
expanding as the camera moves around. The colour of the expansion fades
off to grey while newly arriving video footage resets the associated pixel age
and produces coloured output. The actual camera images always match the
format supplied by the camera control unit of the endoscope, in this case
rectangular.
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Figure 5.9.: Comparison of visualisation, with and without fade-to-grey.
(Adapted from [145].)
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Figure 5.10.: Transitory highlights are filled in automatically by newly pro-
jected video frames and therefore require no in-painting. Note
that these would never be visible in the visualisation because
they are hidden behind the camera image and the correspon-
ding image regions only appear on the periphery after they
disappeared. (Adapted from [145].)
5.3.2. Processing Times and Performance
The two porcine video sequences were processed on a mid-range laptop
running Windows 7 64-bit with a dual-core Intel CPU at 2.5 GHz, 4 GB
RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT with 256 MB dedicated video
RAM (machine A, cf. Appendix A.1). Table 5.1 lists the processing time for
each step of the pipeline. SLAM is by far the most expensive computation
due to the numerical complexity of the EKF processing, which is quadratic
in the number of features in the map. Texture-domain re-projection follows
with 10 ms, which is unexpected but believed to be due to immediate-
mode geometry specification via glBegin() instead of Vertex Buffer Objects
(VBO). Frame projection takes 4 ms but could be improved similarly to re-
projection; the same applies to final visualisation. Texture synthesis has to
be excluded from real-time processing as the time required for one frame is
highly variable and often ranges between 5 to 10 minutes.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11.: Stable highlights persist over a long time until they are visible
around the live video frame and require in-painting. a) shows
how texture synthesis in-paints one such highlight; b) shows
its effect on the visualisation. (Adapted from [145].)
Table 5.1.: Average processing times for various steps of the pipeline.
Step Processing time µ± σ
SLAM 18± 31.1 ms
Re-projection 10.5± 7.6 ms
Frame projection 4± 0.8 ms
Visualisation 1.9± 2.8 ms
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Figure 5.12.: DVE++ for porcine sequence 1. The camera starts moving
upwards and then to the right. (Adapted from [145].)
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Figure 5.13.: Continuation of Fig. 5.12. The camera continues moving to
the right and eventually moves back to the left for a very short
time.
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Figure 5.14.: DVE++ for porcine sequence 2. The camera moves to the
left (not visible here), to the far right, back to the middle and
upwards. (Adapted from [145].)
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Figure 5.15.: Continuation of Fig. 5.14. The camera moves downwards after
reaching the highest point around 25 s and finishes its course
by moving back to the middle where it started.
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Table 5.2.: Average time until decision for study participant, in seconds.
Full colour Proposed fade-to-grey
Average 5.15 3.48
Standard deviation 0.98 0.58
5.3.3. User Study
A user study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of the proposed vi-
sualisation method with regards to identification of the camera trajectory
for improved navigation, awareness and orientation. It compares the pro-
posed method against a full-colour visualisation scheme with a rectangle
highlighting the current live video frame boundaries in the expanded FOV.
Hypothesised is that participants are quicker and more consistent in esta-
blishing the camera trajectory if that information was explicitly encoded.
Eighteen participants (medical image researchers, 14 male, 4 female, age-
group 20-40, normal or corrected-to-normal vision) were given the task of
identifying, as quickly and as accurately as possible, the recent camera tra-
jectory covered using image examples as shown in Figs. 5.12&5.14. The
participants were shown slides with static images of DVE, five for each vi-
sualisation method: with the proposed fade-to-grey approach and without.
Each viewpoint was used only once to avoid potential learning effects. In
addition, the order of slides was randomised. The gaze of each participant
was recorded using a Tobii Eye Tracker 1750. Prior to the actual expe-
riment, participants were given the chance to familiarise the experimental
setting and drawing the trajectory with the mouse. The results of that trai-
ning session are not used in the analysis. During the experiment, all mouse
movements were recorded. In addition to the in-vivo sequences of the por-
cine study, a silicone phantom [27] sequence was recorded (also depicted in
Fig. 6.9).
The average time from slide-start to first mouse click is reported in
Table 5.2. This shows that on average subjects took 1.5 seconds longer
to start drawing out the camera trajectory with the mouse when visualising
the full-colour vs. fade-to-grey images. In addition, the standard deviation
is also lower, implying greater consistency and confidence among subjects
to draw the camera trajectory. Statistical significance was established with
Kruskal-Wallis at p = 0.05.
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The trajectories drawn by participants is shown in Figure 5.16. For each
slide, it super-imposes the trajectories for all participants on that slide.
While participants reported that they were guessing randomly for the full-
colour images, the corresponding trajectories seem meaningful and match
the actual camera trajectory. An exception is Fig. 5.16(5) which appears
chaotic without clear pattern. The main difference of trajectories lies in
direction and starting points. This is expected, as there is no way to gauge
these from the full-colour images. Interesting to note here is that a few
study participants mentioned relying on the boundary of the expansion to
infer a temporal trajectory.
To determine the perceptual factors influencing trajectory recognition, a
preliminary analysis of the eye-tracking data was conducted. It was ex-
pected that gaze hotspots would give clues into participants’ visual search
behaviour. Only the visual search pattern before the first mouse click was
used for analysis because mouse cursor movement and eye gaze can be po-
tentially correlated [20]. Figure 5.17 shows the gaze-hotspot images corres-
ponding to the trajectories of Fig. 5.16. While a direct comparison between
fade-to-grey and full-colour is not possible, it can be reasoned that partici-
pants focus on the peripheral greyscale area before making their decision.
Without the use of DVE++, the gaze tends to be scattered across the entire
image without a clear visual search pattern.
In a post-study interview, experienced clinicians commented on the po-
tential clinical utility of the method, especially for avoiding drift and diso-
rientation in examination loops, i.e. revisiting previously observed organs.
Another identified feature was that the expanded view can serve as an ex-
tended spatial memory, potentially freeing up cognitive resources, which
ultimately should be measurable in an experiment.
5.3.4. Visual Search Behaviour
Another user study was led by Kenko Fujii to investigate participants’ visual
search behaviour when viewing DVE++ images. By treating gaze direction
between different regions on the DVE++ image as a Markov process, state
transition matrices for all participants were computed. The result of this is
that there is a marked difference between viewing DVE++ with temporal
cue and DVE without. Further details are presented in Fujii’s paper [48].
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Figure 5.16.: Exemplary camera trajectories identified by study partici-
pants. See main text for explanation. a) full colour DVE,
b) fade-to-grey DVE++. (Adapted from [145].)144
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Figure 5.17.: Gaze hotspot images for DVE and DVE++. Order corres-
ponds to Fig. 5.16. Gaze on grey areas is more pronounced for
DVE++. 145
5.4. Conclusions
The image-mosaicking scheme based on SLAM, known as dynamic view
expansion, providing spatial referencing beyond the current video image,
has been extended to provide temporal reference cues. The idea is to fade
historic footage to greyscale based on its age, i.e. the older, the less colour.
This has the potential to avoid critical issues arising from poor distinction
between current live video and out-of-date contextual information. While
one could draw a box around the video frame to address this, explicitly
marking regions as out of date provides a direct cue. In addition, the tem-
poral cue encoded in the fade-to-grey trails allows for camera trajectory
estimation. Potentially distracting view-dependent specular highlights are
removed using texture synthesis (cf. Chapter 4.3), specifically restricted to
the expanded part. However, texture synthesis is impractical due to high
processing cost, prohibiting real-time application. It should be stated again
that the live video image is never modified in any way and any operation, be
it fade-to-grey or specular highlight removal, is applied only to the expanded
area.
Preliminary results of the user study show that temporal referencing can
have a profound effect on visual search behaviour and related cognitive load.
Participants spend less time reaching a decision and do so more consistently.
To assess actual burden, advantages and disadvantages on surgeons, a larger
and longer user study will need to be conducted. This will also require
investigation on the method’s stability, how the underlying SLAM is able
to cope with erratic camera motion, imaging artefacts and general drift. A
particular issue to address is the construction of the triangulation MY : use
of SLAM is supposed to allow coping with motion parallax, a limitation of
other image mosaicking approaches that assume a planar surface, but the
Delaunay triangulation as used now exhibits exactly the same problem.
Integration of dense surface reconstruction techniques will be investigated
in the next chapter to provide a better approximation of the tissue surface.
This could allow integration of higher-fidelity perspective cues, stereoscopic
visualisation and potentially scene relighting to enhance the perception of
depth and occlusion by reintroducing specular highlights.
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6. Dense Surface Reconstruction
for Dynamic View Expansion
In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated how Dynamic View Ex-
pansion (DVE) can be extended to provide both spatial and temporal refe-
rencing during endoscopic surgery. Although the technique relies on stereo
endoscopes, the rendered results are in fact not suitable for stereoscopic vi-
sualisation. This is due to the fact that the geometry approximated by the
SLAM (Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping) map triangulation and the
corresponding texture map match the perspective only for one eye. Under
stereoscopic viewing, disparity relative to the other eye exposes the sparse
triangle mesh, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
To resolve these problems, this chapter will propose a method to integrate
highly detailed surface reconstruction into the DVE pipeline for improved
stereoscopic visualisation. A quasi-dense stereo-matching algorithm is used
to compute the disparity between left and right eye. This disparity map will
have large gaps for which no match could be found, often due to occlusion
near to silhouette edges. These gaps are filled in and the resulting map is
further smoothed to remove discontinuity artefacts on the surface due to
reconstruction errors. Final visualisations are obtained by triangulating the
disparity map into a depth map and rendering a subdivision mesh of the
SLAM map with the highly detailed depth map as a displacement map.
Further extending the DVE++ framework, this chapter will focus on the
geometry aspect of appearance (Fig. 6.2), whereas the previous chapter has
been mainly concerned with surface-appearance modelling and rendering.
The work presented here has been published previously as [146]. It builds
on computer vision work within the research group on block matching in
stereoscopic images, camera calibration and surface reconstruction. It pro-
Results in this chapter have been published in [146].
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1.: Incorrect stereoscopic disparity for sparse DVE. a) shows the
left image of a sparse DVE; b) shows the stereo-matched dis-
parity. Clearly visible is the sparse structure of the underlying
triangle mesh.
vides a means to not just recover scene geometry for one point in time but
to stitch multiple reconstructions into a larger model.
6.1. Introduction
As introduced in the previous chapters, DVE promises to alleviate risks
associated with operator disorientation by enhancing spatial and temporal
referencing of the surgical scene. In implementations shown in Chapter 5
and other work [154] the expanded view is a low resolution virtual model
approximating the actual surgical scene. Surface detail is simulated with
texture mapping. While this provides a sufficiently realistic and accurate
view for monoscopic visualisation, extending it to stereo is not trivial. Sim-
ply rendering the expanded view with a virtual stereo camera pair exposes
the sparse geometry through the stereo disparity. However, stereoscopic
visualisation is crucial for accuracy in (robotic-assisted) Minimally Invasive
Surgery (MIS) [103].
A particular example suffering from this problem is the work of War-
ren et al. [154] that stabilises the horizon for DVE by rotating the video
according to gravity’s direction relative to the scope, thus avoiding a whole
class of disorientation problems. For stereoscopic visualisation, this ap-
proach cannot work because the stereo disparity does not rotate itself with
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Figure 6.2.: Overview of where this chapter fits into appearance modelling.
The focus is on surface geometry reconstruction from intra-
operative video.
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the video. One way to address this problem is by reconstructing a dense
scene geometry and rotating a virtual camera pair instead, leaving out the
actual video frames. Rendering the dense surface from the virtual stereo
camera pair would produce correct disparity.
Reconstructing a highly detailed dense surface approximation is an active
research topic, especially for soft tissue environments. Of the many different
approaches, few are capable of running in real time. A recent approach pro-
posed by Newcombe et al. [105] reconstructs in real time a dense mesh of a
scene observed by a monoscopic camera. However, using a monoscopic ca-
mera requires significant camera motion to cover the surface from different
angles. This is simply not possible in a surgical context where the camera
is often restricted to the lumen or small cavity with a single primary view
direction. Having to use stereo cameras is therefore highly likely, a require-
ment not posing a significant obstacle as more and more stereo endoscopes
are deployed.
The next section will outline and describe how the method fits into the
DVE++ pipeline. Section 6.3 describes an experiment that was conducted
to evaluate the method and its results.
6.2. Quasi-dense Stereo Integration
The main steps involved in creating the dense DVE are outlined in Fig. 6.3.
SLAM is used to estimate the position of the camera and incrementally build
a sparse map or model of the tissue, as outlined in Chapter 5. This model
is extended using a “skydome”, additional triangles to increase mapping
surface. A dense stereo algorithm is used to reconstruct the surface of the
tissue, which is registered to the sparse model. The dense tissue model is
textured and re-projected onto the live laparoscopic video stream to create
an augmented visualisation, very similar to the sparse DVE proposed earlier.
As before, the original live video stream is never modified to ensure the
visual fidelity of the current surgical view.
6.2.1. Extension to Sparse DVE
Parts of the video frame may not contain trackable features. Thus, no
SLAM map triangles would cover that area which would result in loss of
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Figure 6.3.: Processing pipeline of the proposed method. Stereoscopic video
images are processed with SLAM and dense disparity indepen-
dently until registration and projection which combines surface
detail and video colour into texture maps used for visualisa-
tion. This chapter focuses on components in the dashed box.
(Adapted from [146].)
visual information because uncovered pixels are not transferred into the
texture map. To counter this, virtual features were introduced into the
map in previous work. For the proposed method, however, the SLAM map
triangulation Y is padded with additional triangles around the boundary to
produce Y ′, which is referred to as “skydome”. The 3D position of vertices
is computed by:
y′i = r · (yi − c) + c
with c being the centroid of all n map vertices, yi being a vertex on the
boundary of the map and y′i the position of the new skydome vertex.
The amount of padding is determined by the factor r which controls by
how much the triangles are enlarged; suitable values are between 2 and 4,
trading coverage for texture map resolution. Fig. 6.4 illustrates this aspect
on an example with a video frame from a porcine data set. The position
of y′ in the texture domain is derived in the same way, although it uses 2D
texture coordinates instead of 3D positions. For the example in Figs. 6.4b
and c, the green area marks video content covered by the sparse map only,
while the red area marks additional video pixels covered by the skydome.
Thus, the skydome provides a larger target for video frames to be mapped
The term “skydome” was used originally to explain the concept. The current imple-
mentation bears no resemblance; the name simply stuck.
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Figure 6.4.: SLAM map extension via padding with additional triangles,
called “skydome”. b) and c) illustrate the effect in the video
image: green covers the original sparse SLAM map and red the
additional area of the skydome. (Adapted from [146].)
on.
6.2.2. Dense Surface Reconstruction
Using the stereo images of the observed tissue, the 3D position of each pixel
is computed by first establishing a disparity map that sets up correspon-
dences between pixels in the left and the right video frame, and triangulating
it. After registering it to the SLAM coordinate system, this position map is
mapped onto the sparse SLAM map triangulation to override the position
with high-resolution data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5.: Difficulties in stereo matching. a) view-dependent specular
highlights, present in one image but not the other, confuse the
similarity metric; b) non-unique repetitive patterns cause mis-
matches.
6.2.2.1. Stereo Matching
The algorithm used to compute the disparity between the left and right
frames is an adaptation of one proposed by Stoyanov et al. [135]. The dif-
ficulty for stereo matching (and feature tracking in general) in endosco-
pic data is that features are almost never unique. There are many re-
petitive patterns that will confuse a similarity metric (Fig. 6.5b). Also,
view-dependent specular highlights cause sporadic mismatches as a high-
light might be in one eye but not the other (Fig. 6.5a). It is therefore
necessary to constrain the match-search from existing initialisation corres-
pondences and propagate matches over the whole input image. This ensures
that there are few mismatches, up to errors introduced by the mentioned
initialisation (cf. Fig. 8.2).
The stereo-matching algorithm starts by converting the input images to
greyscale via uniform averaging. Next, pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical
flow between left and right image is used to establish the sparse set of
initial correspondences used as propagation sites. It would be possible to
use the stereo SLAM features for this; however, there are often not enough
features visible: instead of the five to seven visible SLAM features, 20 or
more initial propagation sites are necessary for (quasi) dense reconstruction.
Given a propagation site for the left and right image, the algorithm
proceeds by considering a 5 x 5 pixel neighbourhood of candidates around
that location. For each candidate, the zero-mean normalised cross correla-
Remember: SLAM’s EKF complexity is quadratic in the map size so the number of
features is intentionally kept low.
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Figure 6.6.: Matching around a seed site, illustrating the process for one
propagation site. For every site (green square) in the left image,
a 5 x 5 candidate window is checked with the right image for
matches. In this example, the candidate is (−2,−2) from the
site. This candidate is further displaced in the right image by a
3 x 3 window (in this example by (+1,−1)) to adapt to disparity
changing with distance.
tion (ZNCC) is computed over a 5 x 5 window. This window is located in
the left image at each candidate position, and for the right image additio-
nally shifted from -1 to +1 pixels along both axes. Figure 6.6 illustrates this
process. This particular choice of search parameters ensures that matches
are found across silhouettes and disparity adapts with increasing distance.
All candidate pairs and their correlation score are inserted into a priority
queue sorted by score. The element with the highest correlation is pop-
ped off, its location marked as processed and it is used as a propagation
site in the next iteration. The output of this algorithm is the disparity
map D (Fig. 6.7b): for every pixel in the left image it contains a coordinate
into the right image for the corresponding pixel, or an invalid coordinate if
no such correspondences can be established (red pixels in Fig. 6.7).
Computation of ZNCC is the main bottleneck, and priority queue mana-
gement is almost irrelevant. Fortunately, computation for each candidate
combination is independent of all others and can thus be parallelised. Ho-
wever, because matches need to be sorted into the priority queue, a choke
point exists. Instead of implementing a truly parallel priority queue, the de-
cision was made to instead optimise a worker-thread pool: a master-thread
performs book-keeping of the priority queue and hands off “tasks” to wor-
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ker threads. These tasks are the computation of ZNCC. To keep scheduling
overhead to a minimum, no waitable locks are used, as a transition into
kernel mode would take more time than the actual task. Instead, synchro-
nisation is performed via spin-locks and low-level user-mode suitable CPU
instructions for race-free interlocked update to shared memory locations,
i.e. an index into the task buffer.
6.2.2.2. Disparity Filter
As the stereo matching leaves many small holes (Fig. 6.7b), in-painting is
necessary. This is done using Telea’s in-painting method [141]. Remai-
ning outliers and noise are removed using a large box-blur filter. This also
removes staircase artefacts resulting from integer pixel references in the dis-
parity map. Figs. 6.7a-c show an example of the left and right video frame,
the unprocessed disparity with holes and outliers, followed by in-painting.
Each pixel in the disparity map is triangulated into 3D space. Figs. 6.7d& e
show the effect of smoothing out noise and staircases if one would mesh a
frame’s disparity map.
6.2.2.3. Registration with the SLAM coordinate system
The reconstructed surface is located in its own coordinate system and needs
registration with the SLAM coordinate system. This is achieved by trans-
forming the position data with the SLAM-estimated camera pose κ. A small
difference in positions is remaining, i.e. registration of common landmarks
is not perfect. This is due to SLAM’s noise modelling, but is mainly limited
along the viewing direction. Therefore, for every SLAM feature visible in
the current frame, the offset between its current position in 3D and the
dense estimated surface is computed. This difference is averaged and in-
terpolated across all map triangles and applied to each pixel of the dense
3D position map P . This map in the SLAM-coordinate system is rendered
into the texture domain T already used for the video pixels (cf. Chapter 5),
i.e. every video pixel that has been observed previously has a position in 3D.
6.2.3. Texture Domain Update
Within the proposed framework, updating texture domain T consists of
three steps: re-projection, position update and colour update. There are
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(d) (e)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.7.: Example of stereo disparity. a) shows the left and right video
frame of the phantom sequence; b) shows raw stereo disparity;
c) filtered and smoothed disparity. d) shows a triangle mesh’s
front- and side-view derived from the smoothed disparity, com-
paring it to a mesh derived from the unsmoothed disparity map
in e). More video frames are depicted in Figs. 6.10 & 6.15.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.8.: Surface detail comparison. a) shows a meshing of the position
map T3D for the phantom sequence and b) shows the correspon-
ding sparse SLAM map MY . The red box shows the bounds of
one video frame.
three images attached to T : colour from video TC , age-map TA and 3D
position T3D encoded in RGBA. First, the contents of these images are
re-projected from the previous frame using the technique in the previous
chapter to accommodate the possibly updated and re-triangulated SLAM
map. During the re-projection, colour and position values are normalised
by the accumulated value in the alpha channel: grgba = grgba/ga, where g is
a pixel’s RGBA colour value representing either colour or position.
Following the registration described above, a two-step video frame pro-
jection is performed. First, the 3D position image is updated by rendering
the sparse map Y ′ textured with P into T3D, with additive blending. Se-
cond, the colour and age-map is updated by taking the up-to-date detailed
surface position from T3D into account, warping each pixel to account for
perspective distortion. This two-pass approach is necessary to avoid an uns-
table feedback loop between the current and the previous frame’s positions.
Normalisation during texture domain re-projection ensures that newly arri-
ving data has a noticeable effect on the contents of T as many more frames
have already been accumulated. Instead, a running average is computed. In
addition, video and position projection is radially attenuated by applying a
linear fall-off function towards the edges of the video frame to account for
spotlight illumination effects.
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6.2.4. Visualisation
The dense surface visualisation is based on the DVE++ pipeline, with the
main difference lying in how triangles of MY are fed to the GPU. While for
the sparse case, triangles of MY can be sent directly to the rasteriser, for
the dense surface visualisation an additional subdivision step is employed.
Triangles of MY ′ (the triangulated SLAM map and the skydome) are sub-
divided by eight levels using graphics hardware. The surface position map
T3D is texture mapped onto the sparse surface and interpolated accordingly
for the subdivided high-resolution surface and used as a displacement map
to translate vertices to their reconstructed position. Pixels for which atte-
nuation has caused ga < 1 accumulation are rejected to avoid noisy edge
cases.
A slight deviation from traditional displacement mapping is that vertices
are not repositioned relative toMY ′ ; instead T3D contains absolute positions
in the SLAM coordinate system, more akin to a “geometry image”. This
particular scheme is also what makes the actual shape and position of the
skydome irrelevant: its subdivided triangles will appear in the correct place
no matter what its initial geometry was.
6.3. Experiments and Results
The dense DVE++ method has been evaluated on two video sequences,
both representing an exploration of the abdomen. At the start of each
recording, the stereo cameras were calibrated [167] and remained unchanged
throughout the experiments.
6.3.1. Phantom Experiment and Validation
Sequence 1 is filmed on an abdominal phantom for Natural Orifice Trans-
luminal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES) evaluation [27], comprised of a full
set of organs made from silicone and painted with acrylic paint to provide
a realistic appearance (Fig. 6.9a). The organs were rigged outside of the
phantom to provide sufficient access for the daVinci robotic system and
manual placement and measurement of optical markers (Northern Digital
Inc, Ontario, Canada). These markers provide ground truth data for the
geometry of the phantom allowing validation of the (sparse) surface recons-
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Video7%
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9.: a) Experimental setup with silicone organs, Optotrak markers
and stereo laparoscope. b) Projected markers (purple) and
SLAM features (green) in the DVE. (Adapted from [146].)
truction. In addition, a further eight markers were attached to a rigid body
on the laparoscope to perform hand-eye calibration [148] and to determine
the position of the stereo scope. Projecting the 3D marker position into the
SLAM estimated camera pose allows evaluation of the reconstruction accu-
racy by manually comparing the computed position with the visual position
on the expanded view. Due to the limited accuracy of the optical tracker
and noise in the calibration, the validation framework was evaluated to be
accurate to within 2.3% of the field of view (FOV). Figure 6.9b shows the
dense DVE++ view for one point in time, with markers and SLAM features
indicated. The 7% indicator exemplifies what the error numbers represent
in image space.
Intermediate stereo-matching results are shown in Fig. 6.10. For five
points in time of the phantom sequence, a stereo-pair, the resulting disparity
map with its holes and the final filtered result are shown. The combination
of Telea’s algorithm and the box filter manages to fill in even larger areas,
as for example the second row in Fig. 6.10.
Figure 6.11 ff shows more frames at various points in time, comparing
the sparse DVE++ method of Chapter 5 to the one proposed here. The
camera moves in a counter-clockwise circular motion, covering more area
with increasing radius. Immediately visible is the increased coverage of the
expansion, which is also evident from the graph in Fig. 6.14 where the red
curve represents the amount of pixels of H covered by MY ′ at any given
time. The skydome factor used for this is r = 2. The sequence starts with
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(a) (b) (c)
t=2 sec
t=19 sec
t=38 sec
t=60 sec
t=68 sec
Figure 6.10.: Stereo disparity for phantom sequence. a) shows the left and
right video frame of the phantom sequence; b) shows raw ste-
reo disparity; c) filtered and smoothed disparity. (Adapted
from [146].)
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a very sutble panning motion that covers a small area only, hence does not
introduce new SLAM features to allow significant map extension. Only after
frame 700 does the camera move enough for new features to be introduced.
The average video pixel coverage without skydome is 37% and with skydome
70%.
Using the optical markers embedded on the phantom, the average re-
projection error is graphed over time in Fig. 6.14 for the sparse DVE++
method of Chapter 5 in red and the dense method in blue. The average
visual angle error for the sparse is 2.2% and for the dense 2.7% FOV, ma-
king the accuracy of the two results comparable. Note that this validation
approach has an accuracy of 2.3%, as mentioned before. Interesting is the
increased error of the dense method around frame 1700. This is a result of
the noisy estimation of the camera pose by SLAM, in combination with the
increased parallax of the dense surface, causing an apparent shift in screen
position of the markers compared to the sparse method.
6.3.2. Porcine In-vivo Sequence
An in-vivo porcine sequence available from the VIP Laparoscopic/Endoscopic
Video Dataset [97] was used as well. It shows the peritoneal wall, large in-
testines and the stomach.
Intermediate results for the stereo matching are shown in Fig. 6.15. For
five different points in time, the stereo pair is shown and next to it the
raw disparity with holes and outliers; to the far right is shown the filtered
disparity that is used to compute the 3D position.
Figure 6.16ff shows a number of video frames comparing sparse with dense
surface reconstruction. For this particular sequence, the camera pans to
all four sides exploring the abdomen. The graph in Fig. 6.19 shows the
video frame coverage over time, comparing without skydome (blue) and
with (red). Curiously, extensions to the skydome are easily visible as sud-
den spikes where new SLAM features are detected triggering an expansion
of MY and MY ′ as well. Whether the surface detail is sparse or dense has
no effect on coverage. The skydome extension factor used is r = 3.5. The
average coverage without and with skydome is 45% and 99%, respectively.
No ground truth data for the surface geometry is available to evaluate re-
construction accuracy.
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Figure 6.11.: Stereoscopic DVEs for phantom sequence at various points in
time, comparing a) sparse (see Ch. 5) with b) dense surface.
(Adapted from [146].)
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Figure 6.12.: Continuing from Fig. 6.11.
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Figure 6.13.: Continuing from Fig. 6.12.
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Video Frame Coverage
Projection Error
(b)
(a)
Figure 6.14.: Projection error and video coverage for phantom sequence.
a) Video frame coverage of SLAM map with and without sky-
dome. This plots the percentage of each video frame cove-
red by the texture domain. With the skydome (red), more
content of the video frames are projected into the enlarged
texture domain, thus available for the expansion. b) Projec-
tion error of markers into image plane showing the averaged
distance of Optotrak markers visible on the rendered expan-
sion from their 3D world position determined by the tracking
device (cf. Fig. 6.9b). (Adapted from [146].)
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(a) (b) (c)
t=0 sec
t=5 sec
t=16 sec
t=28 sec
t=36 sec
Figure 6.15.: Disparity maps for porcine sequence at various points in time.
a) shows the stereo video frames, b) shows the raw disparity
coming from the stereo-matching algorithm, and c) shows the
filtered disparity used for triangulation and position mapping.
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Figure 6.16.: In-vivo porcine sequence results comparing a) sparse with
b) dense surface reconstruction. (Adapted from [146].)
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Figure 6.17.: Continuing from Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.18.: Continuing from Fig. 6.17.
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Video Frame Coverage
Figure 6.19.: In-vivo porcine skydome coverage. (Adapted from [146].)
Table 6.1.: Scalability using OpenMP. Time reported is for processing one
frame. OpenMP has significant overhead for scheduling making
it unusable in practice.
Threads OpenMP Time (ms)
1 no 1350
2 yes 1170
1 yes 1480
6.3.3. Performance
To evaluate the customised low-overhead work-unit scheduler explained in
Sec. 6.2.2.1, it is compared to OpenMP. In Table 6.1 the stereo-matching
processing times are reported for one and two threads being scheduled with
OpenMP on machine A (a Dell Laptop, cf. Appendix A.1). Immediately
visible is that two threads yield minimal improvement over single-threaded
execution. In addition, forcing single thread with OpenMP primitives active
reveals the overhead involved: it amounts to 10%.
The processing times for the custom scheduler are reported in Table 6.2,
running on machine B (an HP Z800). It scales for two threads but impro-
vements diminish quickly afterwards. The time required for priority queue
book-keeping begins to outweigh the decreasing processing time of each
ZNCC cost function work unit.
Important here is the relative processing time, not the absolute time.
Interestingly, counting how often the ZNCC function is called reveals a
factor of 79: for 360 x 288 = 103,680 pixels there are 8,227,571 calls to the
cost function, i.e. for every pixel in the output the cost function is cal-
led more than 79 times. This raises the question of how many of these
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Table 6.2.: Custom scheduler performance. Time reported is for processing
one frame.
Threads Time (ms)
1 1070
2 650
3 560
4 500
5 480
6 450
calls are actually unique. A caching scheme may be useful. Of the 8M
calls, only 1M are unique, i.e. there would be a cache-hit ratio of 6. Ho-
wever, it would require an extremely fast cache, with constant access and
update (std::hash_map etc are not suitable!). Likewise, pre-computation
is not feasible as it would require 42GB of storage and processing times
would be far higher due to wasted computation, even on GPUs.
6.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, the original DVE++ framework has been extended to per-
mit high-fidelity stereo viewing. This is achieved through dense surface
reconstruction which ensures accurate disparity mapping for the stereosco-
pic views. The new processing pipeline of DVE++ combined with detailed
validation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the method proposed. In
order to cover more content of the observed video frames with mapping
surface, the SLAM map triangulation MY had to be extended with what
was code-named “skydome”.
It should be pointed out that the stereo-matching algorithm used in this
chapter is quasi dense only. The choice of Telea’s in-painting method in
this chapter is mainly driven by its relative simplicity and availability [16].
A more tailored approach to the hole filling could be a pyramidal pull-
up-push-down filter. It should also be noted that the main bottleneck of
the proposed method is the stereo-matching algorithm used. While it is
relatively fast compared to other dense methods, it is still inherently serial
and the work done on parallelisation in this chapter should be considered
micro-optimisation only. A more comprehensive attempt should make use
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of parallel hardware by processing (sites of) pixels independently.
Nevertheless, the stereo rendering results combined with detailed perfor-
mance validation demonstrate the potential value of the proposed technique.
The following chapter will attempt to validate the DVE method in a more
clinical and interactive setting with a user study.
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7. Pilot Study on Interactive DVE
In the previous two chapters, a method for Dynamic View Expansion (DVE)
and its enhancements has been described. It combines the work of mesh
processing and texture mapping to create an augmented reality (AR) vi-
sualisation of the surgical scene. Existing work has shown that appearance
modelling for virtual reality (VR) training is equally important for AR-
assisted navigation in minimally invasive surgery (MIS). In previous chap-
ters, the validation performed is mainly focused on visual assessment rather
than interactive user manipulation. In order to assess the potential surgi-
cal navigation value of the proposed framework, this chapter describes two
interactive experiments, first in a virtual environment and second using an
experimental surgical robot for assessing the value of the DVE framework.
The experiments attempt to identify strengths and potential pitfalls of the
current DVE concept.
7.1. Introduction
As detailed in the previous chapters, DVE provides a panorama of the sur-
gical scene. The use of a panorama to widen the field of view is motivated
by reducing disorientation with increased spatial reference. Disorientation
in MIS can be caused by, for example, high cognitive load, limited field
of view (FOV) and a lack of depth cues [119]. However, quantification is
difficult as it is inherently subjective. Possible metrics are time taken to
complete a task and the number of errors therein. Measuring time assumes
that a participant would spend more time re-orientating themselves compa-
red to solving the task.
The following section describes an experiment set in a virtual environ-
ment to assess whether an interactive panorama could help in navigating
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to specific targets on an organ surface. Results from this are then applied
to an interactive experiment on an actual surgical platform currently in
development.
7.2. Interactive Virtual Reality Panoramic
Feasibility Study
To gauge the feasibility of an interactive DVE study, a virtual-reality-
environment experiment was conducted to measure the time taken by par-
ticipants to navigate an obstacle course. This time is compared between
sessions with and without DVE. It is expected that there will be signi-
ficantly less time spent on cross-referencing and criss-cross navigating to
establish an overview when using DVE.
7.2.1. Method
7.2.1.1. Scenario
In the scenario presented to the participant, a patient undergoes endoscopic
examination of the liver with an experimental new imaging modality that
highlights lesions for focused energy ablation. The participant, acting as
surgeon here, treats the lesions in a specific sequence by navigating to (and
finding) each and pressing a button. The size and location of the cancer
sites are not known and are randomised for each participant. The sequence
in which targets have to be treated is defined by:
1. size/area of the lesion: from smallest to largest;
2. “architecture”: from round and well-defined boundary to patchy and
fuzzy boundary.
There are four sessions per participant, two with a panoramic overview (i.e. an
equivalent of DVE) and two without. Each session is also either with the size
sequence or the architecture sequence, leading to four unique combinations
of visualisation mode and target type.
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ThumbsticksD-Pad Shoulder Buttons Action Buttons
Figure 7.1.: Controller used for input. The Logitech gamepad has two
thumb-sticks resembling the actual input device for a surgical
robot (cf. Fig. 7.7).
7.2.1.2. Hardware and Interaction
The hardware involved consists of a laptop (machine A, cf. Appendix A.1)
that runs the software, a 24 inch Dell LCD monitor (2407WFP) connected
via VGA that displays the visualisation (cf. Fig. 7.4) and a Logitech Cordless
RumblePad 2.
The gamepad has two thumb-sticks (Fig. 7.1) that are very similar to
the controls used for the i-Snake robot. The arrangement of the sticks
is symmetric and expected to be suitable for both left- and right-handed
participants. Any of the action or shoulder buttons can be used to trigger
the “treatment” action. The D-pad is inactive, however. All participants
were given time to familiarise themselves with the control environment.
7.2.1.3. Software Environment
To start with, a modified version of the DVE++ pipeline is used for this
experiment without Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) and
temporal fading. The actual world model is a flat surface textured with
liver patterns. This liver surface texture is generated by a detail sub-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.2.: Texture maps used for the VR simulation. a) detail liver texture
blended with b) macro-texture (see Fig. 7.3b) and c) four out
of eight patches representing the targets.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.3.: Final visualisation shown to the study participant. a) without
panoramic expansion and b) with expansion. The blue circle
represents the “live video” boundary.
texture (Fig. 7.2a) and a macro-variation texture (Fig. 7.2b) at a scale
difference of 10 : 1. Both are generated with the texture-synthesis algo-
rithm presented in Chapter 4.3 from liver exemplars and tiled for larger
coverage. They are combined by mixing their colour contribution equally.
The target patches are derived from an exemplar of fat tissue (Fig. 7.2c).
Fig. 7.3 illustrates the experiment setup, in which the blue circle highlights
the current focus of the video.
7.2.1.4. Expected Outcome
It is hypothesised that participants will take significantly less time comple-
ting the task with DVE enabled. This is because a lot less time will be
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Controller Main Display “Live Video” Panorama
Figure 7.4.: VR-experiment arrangement. Participants are seated in front of
a normal office desk, looking at a standard 24-inch LCD screen
and controlling the “camera” with the gamepad.
spent finding targets and cross-referencing them. In addition, path length
will shorter as well.
7.2.2. Results
Ten participants have been recruited (six male, four female, age group 20-
40), with different backgrounds ranging from medical to engineering and
computer science. Everyone had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight.
Figure 7.4 shows the arrangement of the experiment, with participants sit-
ting in front of an LCD screen and using the gamepad to control the virtual
camera.
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Table 7.1.: Average time for completing a particular visualisation modality.
This is averaged over all participants, two sessions per modality.
Vis. Target Time (s)
µ σ
Normal Size 147.0 61.9
Normal Fuzziness 102.0 42.7
Expanded Size 60.5 22.9
Expanded Fuzziness 64.0 15.1
7.2.2.1. Timing Analysis
The time required by each participant to complete each session was recor-
ded and the average is reported in Table 7.1. As expected, finishing a ses-
sion without a DVE-provided panoramic overview took significantly longer:
102 seconds compared to 64 seconds. This is in part due to less searching
for targets and also due to less time spent on having to navigate back and
forth for cross-referencing. Reported standard deviation also shows more
consistent timing for the DVE sessions. Statistical significant difference
was tested with the Kruskal-Wallis test with p = 0.05 for normal-size vs.
expanded-size, normal-fuzzy vs. expanded-fuzzy and normal vs. expanded.
7.2.2.2. Path Length Analysis
Path length measures how much participants had to move the camera du-
ring a session. This amount is dimensionless as there is no metric space
attached to the VR environment. Table 7.2 shows average path lengths for
all participants. It can be seen that participants only needed almost half
the way to identify all targets: 318 units compared to 179. This correlates
with the timing figures in Table 7.1. Statistical significance of this difference
was tested with the Kruskal-Wallis test with p = 0.05 for the same combi-
nations as in timing analysis above. An example of the paths undertaken is
shown in Fig. 7.5. For normal visualisation, participants need much more
cross-referencing manoeuvres which manifests in short zigzag paths. Is is
also interesting to note the movement towards the edge of the VR envi-
ronment, presumably used to establish the bounds of the environment for
re-orientation. For the panorama visualisation (Fig. 7.5b), the path is much
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Table 7.2.: Average path length in the VR experiment.
Vis. Target Path Length
µ σ
Normal Size 480.5 156.8
Normal Fuzziness 318.7 95.9
Expanded Size 149.8 34.6
Expanded Fuzziness 179.0 35.4
clearer: participants can see which areas they have observed already, and
can thus cover the relevant parts quickly with directed movements. Final
zigzag paths are necessary to trigger the action button.
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Figure 7.5.: Example paths recorded from the VR experiment. This shows
one participant’s path after completing a normal session (a) and
a DVE session (b). With an expanded view, significantly less
path is travelled for cross-referencing.
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Clamp Joints TipTrocar
Figure 7.6.: The i-Snake® robotic endoscope used for this experiment. It is
clamped to an optical table and its tip position is tracked with
active infra-red markers. The tip is also visible in Fig. 7.10a.
7.3. Surgical Robot Experiment
Following the previous VR experiment on how DVE can ease the naviga-
tion task, a further experiment is conducted to test the same concept on a
laboratory MIS setting. The experiment consists of a flexible robotic en-
doscope [124] to be controlled by participants and a realistic silicone heart
phantom was used. In order to provide positional feedback of the endoscope,
an NDI Optotrak (Northern Digital Inc, Ontario, Canada) was used.
7.3.1. Method
The robot controlled by participants is the i-Snake® flexible articulated en-
doscope [124] currently in development. It features universal joints [107] in
a hyper-redundant configuration, allowing the integrated camera to view
hard-to-reach areas. It has been tested in animal trials [129] and in usabi-
lity studies [28]. Figure 7.6 shows it clamped to a table, as used for this
experiment.
The robot is controlled using a hand-held device (Fig. 7.7), much like
a pistol without a trigger. A thumb-stick is used to rotate a preselected
universal joint, thus changing camera position and orientation. For this
experiment, only the last joint is active [106].
The camera used in the robot is a single Medigus 1.8mm CCD (Medigus,
Israel) with a native resolution of 326 x 382 pixels. Output for monitors is
provided by a video processor box in PAL over S-Video. The images pro-
vided, however, have considerable motion blur and colour distortion. The
camera was connected to a PC via an (S-)Video-to-USB converter (Mo-
del DFG/USB2-lt, The Imaging Source, Germany) which can be accessed
through DirectShow. The image resolution provided by that converter is
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Hand-held input deviceThumbstick
Figure 7.7.: Hand-held controller for the robot. It is held like a pistol with
the thumb controlling (in this experiment) the last joint. The
Phantom device on which the controller is mounted is not used
in this experiment.
Figure 7.8.: Video image supplied by the Medigus camera. The blob on the
right side of each frame is a permanent stain on the lens.
PAL. The Medigus camera was calibrated using a planar chequerboard tar-
get with known dimensions, and parameters were estimated using the Ca-
mera Calibration Tools software by Stoyanov [132].
7.3.1.1. Preparation of Heart Phantom
A Chamberlain silicone heart phantom was used for the navigation task.
There were two types of targets that had to be navigated to in sequence:
1. Numbers from one to six; and
2. Geometric shapes with an increasing number of vertices (triangle,
square, pentagon, hexagon, cross, circle).
These targets (visible in Fig. 7.8& 7.10a) were attached to the phantom sur-
face using water-soluble glue. As mentioned, a pre-computed target surface
for the expansion was used as the camera image is of such a poor quality that
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.9.: Preprocessed triangle mesh and its parameterisation. a) Sha-
ded heart phantom mesh shown from front and back; b) the
corresponding planar parameterisation for its texture domain.
SLAM was expected to fail most of the time. A CT scan of the heart phan-
tom was available. It was meshed with Marching Cubes, smoothed using a
Laplacian method and decimated using Quadric Error Metric [49] (both of
which were available in MeshLab). The back half was removed, internals
representing pipes as well (the phantom can be made beating using a com-
pressor). Additional topological post-processing was performed to derive a
genus-0 surface that could be parameterised into the plane using Mean Va-
lue Coordinates (MVC) (cf. Chapter 3). Figure 7.9 shows the final triangle
mesh and the uv-parameterisation. It should be noted that distortion is
fairly high because corner vertices were not explicitly chosen. This, howe-
ver, turned out not to be a noticeable problem thanks to the poor camera
image.
The Optotrak Certus (Fig. 7.10b) system is used for position feedback
of the robot’s tip. It is placed on a tripod roughly 1.8m away from the
heart phantom. Two small active infra-red markers are attached to the tip,
allowing recovery of its position and two degrees of rotation. Rotation about
its centre axis is fixed and cannot be controlled by participants but instead
is determined prior to the experiment by manual adjustment. Several other
markers placed in non-specific positions on the heart phantom aid in manual
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(a) (b)
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Optotrak 
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Robot
Figure 7.10.: Heart phantom, targets and Optotrak system. The Optotrak
markers on the robot are crucial whereas the ones on the heart
only serve debugging purposes.
registration of triangle mesh to the Optotrak coordinate system.
7.3.1.2. Software Environment
The software used to run the experiment is based on the dense DVE code
from Chapter 6 with some simplifications. The prepared triangle mesh of
the heart phantom was loaded from disk and manually registered to the
Optotrak coordinate system. The S-Video-to-USB converter was read by
the open-source videoInput library capturing video frames through Direct-
Show. Video frames were undistorted using OpenCV [16] with the obtained
calibration parameters.
Updates to the texture domain T (cf. Chapter 5.2.5) were performed only
when the camera was stationary. This was due to the excessive motion blur
that would have removed any discernible features from the texture map.
The live camera position, and thus whether the camera was stationary or
not, was determined using NDI’s library to interface with the FirstPrinciples
software via TCP/IP sockets. This library forwards all Optotrak marker po-
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sitions to the DVE software where it is used for the visualisation and also
stored on disk. Unfortunately, the hardware used for the experiment (ma-
chine A: Dell laptop, Intel 2.5GHz, cf. Appendix A.1) was not able to store
the original video images when the task was running without disruption and
slow-down.
7.3.1.3. Procedure
The procedure of the experiment starts by seating the participant in front of
the screen. From this position, the heart phantom is obscured and not visible
except through the robot’s camera. Figure 7.11 shows this arrangement.
The participants received a description of the experiment, scenario, purpose
and procedure.
The target sequence is marked from 1 to 6, and for the shapes in increasing
vertex count: triangle, square, pentagon, hexagon, cross and circle. There
are four sessions per participant, normal video and DVE with each target
type, respectively. That is, for each session only one target type is active
but both are present, with the other serving as a distraction. The order in
which the sessions are run is randomised for each participant.
The first session is started and, when ready, the participant presses the
space bar, navigates to the first target, presses the space bar again and
continues with the next target, and so on. Each space-bar press triggers
a screenshot for later correlation and analysis with other recorded data.
Once a session is finished, the targets are repositioned randomly so that the
participant does not remember their location for the following session.
7.3.1.4. Expected Outcome
A dedicated control training session was decided against and instead trai-
ning was part of the experiment. This should have an influence on how
participants improve over the four sessions of the experiment. Naturally,
the first would be the worst and the last session the personal best.
The hypothesis is that sessions involving the shape targets should take
longer to complete as it is harder to identify and distinguish these, compared
to numbers.
Finally, as the experiment aims to show the effectiveness of DVE in a
navigation task, it is expected that on average the time required for the task
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Table 7.3.: Average time required to complete each session. Group- and
session-averaged times do not show a clear result for either me-
thod.
Method Target Time (sec)
Normal Numbers 66.7
Normal Shapes 65.2
Expanded Numbers 62.4
Expanded Shapes 69.9
is lower with DVE enabled compared to just normal endoscope visualisation.
7.3.2. Results
For this experiment, eleven participants were recruited (seven male, four
female, age group 20-40). These participants had a varying background,
from mechanics to software engineering; some were familiar with the control
of the robot, most were not. Everyone had normal or correct-to-normal
vision. Figure 7.11 shows one participant in front of the screen and control
device, looking at the expanded view after navigating to symbol targets for
a short while. The heart phantom in the background is not visible from
the participant’s point of view. One participant was left-handed but had no
problems using the right-handed setup by crossing arms.
7.3.2.1. Timing Results
The average time required to finish a particular session is listed in Table 7.3
for each method-target combination. As expected (cf. Sec. 7.3.1.4), the time
for the shape targets is slightly higher. However, the average time required
using the expanded view is minimally lower for the number targets, but also
four seconds higher for the shape targets, compared to normal endoscopic
video. Furthermore, the differences are not statistically significant (Kruskal-
Wallis test with p = 0.05). Therefore, no conclusion can be drawn from total
average times.
Expanded View Improvements
One of the expectations regarding the outcome of the experiment was that
participants’ time using DVE should be lower compared to the normal view.
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Robot Control
PhantomLive Video Expanded View Target Robot
Figure 7.11.: Validation experiment, showing the participant interacting
with the robot and viewing DVE of the heart phantom on
screen.
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Figure 7.12.: Individual time improvement from normal to expanded view.
This is the ratio of the average time required to complete the
task with normal visualisation and the time with the expan-
ded visualisation. For example, a value of 1 means no impro-
vement, 0.5 means expanded view is faster and 1.5 expanded
view is slower.
The expansion would provide a spatial reference requiring less scanning. Fi-
gure 7.12 shows the average improvements per participant. The columns are
the ratio between expanded view time and normal time, i.e. lower means
that it took less time to complete the DVE session. Four participants impro-
ved their time using DVE, while three were very close to no improvement.
However, for another four of the participants the time is worse compared to
the normal robot camera.
This graph is even more interesting if seen in light of who is familiar with
the robot controls and who is not. Participant 1, 2 and 6 have experience in
using the thumb-stick, whereas all other participants do not. Interestingly,
participants 7 and 9 explicitly stated that they play computer games and
are used to gamepad controls which are very similar to the thumb-stick.
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Table 7.4.: Individual improvements in time from first session to last. Which
particular method-target combination was performed first was
randomised for each participant. This also shows the total time
required to finish all four sessions and the average time per ses-
sion for each participant. (Numbers are in seconds.)
Participant Total Average First Last Ratio
1 234 58.5 67.7 58.2 0.86
2 194 48.6 44.4 47.8 1.07
3 354 88.5 60.5 118.8 1.96
4 204 51.1 44.3 44.0 0.99
5 367 91.8 150.5 70.7 0.46
6 304 76.1 102.2 39.8 0.38
7 178 44.6 38.9 49.0 1.25
8 183 45.8 49.2 41.6 0.84
9 227 56.7 56.5 68.9 1.21
10 386 96.5 97.0 72.0 0.74
11 274 68.5 80.5 40.2 0.49
Average 72.0 59.2 0.93
Improvement due to Training
Controlling the robot for the first time can be difficult and it was expected
that participants would improve for the course of the four sessions. Table 7.4
lists the total time in seconds that each participant spent on completing all
four sessions; the average time per session; the time for the first and the
last session and its ratio. It shows that almost everyone improved over the
course of the experiment. Interesting to note is that the gamer participants
7 and 9 did not improve, neither did outlier-participant 3. Note that the
average of the ratios (0.93) and the ratio of the averages (0.82) are not the
same.
Figure 7.13 shows a graph of the session times. The thick black lines
represent the group average with error bars being the standard deviation.
As can be seen easily, inter-subject variation is high but also inter-session
variation. This is most likely due to differences in target identification.
DVE builds the “map”, as referred to by some participants, while sear-
ching for targets. One would expect that, as there is little coverage initially,
the time required for navigation will decrease with every observed target.
This would be expected for both DVE and normal view, which builds up
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Session #
Seconds
Figure 7.13.: Average time per session. This graph summarises Table 7.4.
The thick black line represents the average over all participants
and the error bars signify the standard deviation. Thin lines
represent individual participants, using the same colour code
as Fig. 7.12.
a mental map. Figure 7.14 supports this: it shows the group-averaged
inter-target times with expanded numbers (green) slightly ahead of normal
numbers (blue). Interesting is the spike for shape at the third target: this is
a result of a reported difficulty in distinguishing between the pentagram and
the hexagon; once the correct one has been identified, navigation is easy.
7.3.2.2. Movement Analysis
In addition to time analysis, the path length of the robot’s tip was ana-
lysed to understand how DVE might affect it and how it correlates with
time. For one, DVE could reduce path length when comparing it to normal
visualisation because there is less scanning movement required.
Using the Optotrak-provided position data of the camera tip, the total
amount of movement can be calculated easily. On average, each session
took more than half a meter to navigate (Table 7.5). Using the expanded
view with number targets has a shorter path length compared to the normal
camera view; using the expanded view with shapes has a minimally longer
path length compared to normal view with shape targets. Interesting is that
for both normal view sessions, shape targets have a shorter path length. This
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Seconds
Target #
Figure 7.14.: Average inter-target time. This shows the time in seconds
required to go from one target to the next (smaller is better),
categorised by method-target combination.
Table 7.5.: Average distance travelled by the scope tip, categorised by
method-target combination. Differences between normal and
expanded view are not statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis,
p = 0.05).
Method Target Distance (mm)
Normal Numbers 620.3
Normal Shapes 554.8
Expanded Numbers 527.9
Expanded Shapes 562.4
mimics the timing results to some extent (Table 7.3) but is more pronounced
here. However, the differences between normal and expanded view for either
target are not statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis, p = 0.05). As the
order of sessions is randomised, it was expected that any effects that could
be attributed to learning would average out over all participants.
How participants’ path length changes over the course of the four sessions
is tabulated in Table 7.6. This is similar to the individual timing results in
Table 7.4. While almost everyone improves in terms of path length, outlier
participant 3 and the gamers (7 and 9) do not. A possible explanation for
this is that they are over-trained to gamepads which are usually held with
both hands and in a different position.
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Table 7.6.: Individual improvements for path length from first session to
last. Distances are in millimetres.
Participant Total Average First Last Ratio
1 1947.2 486.8 711.7 503.5 0.70
2 1811.5 452.8 441.6 481.2 1.08
3 2873.3 718.3 506.5 1040.6 2.05
4 1753.3 438.3 353.5 346.0 0.97
5 3363.8 840.9 1588.4 565.5 0.35
6 2620.1 655.0 926.9 329.7 0.35
7 1980.0 495.0 427.4 608.7 1.42
8 1269.0 317.2 329.3 316.4 0.96
9 1962.6 490.6 392.9 750.7 1.91
10 2877.3 719.3 617.0 538.9 0.87
11 2463.4 615.8 713.5 340.9 0.47
Average 637.2 529.3 1.01
7.3.2.3. Observations on Participant Behaviour
An interesting behaviour observed is that participants obviously use the
expanded view to “remember” which areas had been checked for the next
target. This resulted in seemingly less redundant searching. However, so-
metimes the bottom area of the phantom was almost completely ignored
and the upper three quarters were repeatedly scanned despite the indica-
tion on the expanded view. On the other hand, using normal endoscopic
visualisation, participants often missed an area in the middle of the phan-
tom. This may stem from difficulties in controlling the robot to the desired
position; as control was sensitive, it easily flips from one side to the other
with motion blur obscuring the target in that position.
7.3.2.4. Participants’ Comments
One important goal of this experiment is also to collect thoughts and com-
ments from participants while they are performing the experiment as these
could serve as hints on how to improve DVE in the future.
One participant commented on the fact that the geometric shape targets
are more difficult to distinguish than the numbers, especially the penta-
gon, hexagon and circle. However, this was not in criticism but instead
how these might mimic hard-to-distinguish real treatment targets on a real
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heart, possibly blood-covered. It should be noted though that none of the
participants were cardiac surgeons.
Another participant said that DVE was used as an extended memory.
Even though there was no problem remembering the location of the targets,
the DVE “map” was used for reference. Because of this, less attention was
spent on building a mental map of the scene. Whether this has any effect
on brain activation could be assessed in a NIRS experiment. However, at
the same time the expansion was deemed too small (using the default FOV
factor of 2), i.e. targets on the expansion were falling off the screen when
rendered in perspective with the current camera view. So even with DVE,
a mental map is necessary but created only after it is too late.
An interesting note was raised by one participant regarding the expanded
view: it felt like an urge to completely fill the texture map to see as much as
possible before even starting to look for the actual target. Indeed, looking
at video recordings of some participants performing the task, it appears as if
they try to cover as much area as possible. To some extent this is expected
behaviour, as DVE promises benefits when a larger area has been observed.
But only if finding the target is still necessary.
7.4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, two preliminary live experiments have been performed for
validating the key features of the proposed DVE framework. This expe-
riment provides important feedback regarding possible future directions for
Dynamic View Expansion. The virtual reality environment experiment es-
tablished that panoramas can be useful for navigation. However, as this
was purely VR allowing arbitrary restrictions to be imposed and removed,
a more realistic experiment was deemed necessary, on actual hardware.
A possible explanation for the results of the robot experiment, which are
in stark contrast to the VR pilot, is that mental-map building is simply more
efficient than cross-referencing on the DVE-provided “map”. As pointed out
by one participant (cf. Sec. 7.3.2.4), for example, less attention was spent
on building a mental map for the DVE sessions; however, after targets
fell off screen due to perspective rendering, a mental map was required
nonetheless. This particular aspect could be assessed in a future follow-up
experiment by interrupting participants with a distracting task. DVE might
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help in regaining orientation and rebuilding the internal map quicker. In
addition, a larger “organ” is necessary for navigation as it was mentioned
by participants that the current one may be too small.
A challenging but interesting possibility for future improvement is to
change the requirement for perspective correct rendering of the expansion.
For now, the reconstructed scene is always rendered in correct perspective
for the current camera position so that the expansion extends (possibly
seamless [99]) from the live video. This, however, has the problem that the
expansion is limited by a constant factor, up to a maximum FOV of < 180◦.
So the expansion naturally does not contain any information that may be
behind the camera. Furthermore, increasing the FOV factor shrinks the live
video frame to preserve the perspective. Choosing an arbitrarily fixed factor
to preserve the fidelity of the video eventually causes information to fall off
the screen. Instead, a non-perspective quasi-conformal (angle-preserving)
flattening of the reconstructed scene into the planar screen could provide
a broad overview, even for areas far outside the FOV or behind the ca-
mera. This would require a means to determine the “importance” of certain
areas so that these would receive higher weighting during a shrinking phase
when more room needs to be made for newly arriving data. However, de-
termining this importance will be difficult. It may be tempting to base
this on the surgeon’s gaze in the live video. But while gaze allows one
to distinguish experts from novices [78, 160] by comparing target and tool
fixations, arriving at the opposite, i.e. using gaze to identify the target, will
be challenging (possibly deriving a feature space from experts’ gaze [67], or
determining anchor objects at runtime [119]), especially since DVE could be
of most benefit to novices and trainees.
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8. Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis, the use of endoscopic videos for both simulation and navi-
gation during Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) has been examined. More
specifically, the technical chapters of the thesis address the challenging pro-
blem of how to build high-fidelity subject-specific simulation environments
for improved training and skills assessment. Issues related to mesh para-
meterisation and texture blending are addressed. The thesis also tackles
the problem of how to use vision-based technique for providing detailed 3D
map and dynamic view expansion to improve spatial awareness and avoid
operator disorientation.
Technically, the innovation lies in the shape and texture manipulation al-
lowing transition from post-processing of separately obtained data towards
an integrated appearance-modelling framework for navigation. The mesh
parameterisation and texture mapping proposed extends the existing Dyna-
mic View Expansion (DVE) framework to improve the spatial referencing
cues with increased visual details and added temporal dimension. The pro-
posed work is expected to have a clinical impact on training and navigation
by allowing the generation of patient-specific models from conventional ima-
ging and examinations.
8.1. Summary of Contribution
In Chapter 3, a method is presented to describe the surface of a triangle
mesh parametrically. It establishes a two-dimensional parameter domain,
traditionally labelled uv, that can be used to compute certain functions
over the surface of the mesh. For example, computing the relative distance
of two line segments on the surface of a three-dimensional object is fairly
complex as it requires computing the geodesic distance of a curved surface.
The Euclidean distance through space can be highly incorrect. However,
often an approximation is good enough and one can compute distance in
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a locally flat space using the Euclidean distance. The mesh partitioning
and parameterisation method facilitates this by establishing the local uv
space. The method has been applied to triangle meshes derived from CT
scans of a patient’s lung (mainly bronchi), to a vascular phantom and a scan
of a horse model. The method generates a varying number of overlapping
patches, locally flat uv spaces, whose distribution depends on the curvature
of the mesh. As each patch is flat, distortion of the shape of triangles is
unavoidable. Metrics on this distortion are provided in terms of average
variation in area ratio, i.e. how much does the ratio of original surface area
to parameterisation area vary for each triangle.
This is particularly important for the main application of the paramete-
risation presented in this thesis: texture blending in Chapter 4.2. Virtual
reality (VR) simulators for surgical training have undoubtedly important
practical value with respect to skill translation. However, the perceived
realism depends on the fidelity of the system, in terms of both visualisation
and manipulation. Patient-specific texture maps can provide this realism
but are hard to acquire due to technical difficulties in registration of the
camera system with the patient’s anatomy. Misregistration is ultimately
unavoidable and texture blending aims to alleviate its symptoms. The tex-
ture map data recovered from endoscopic examination video will have ar-
tefacts and visible seams of mismatching colours. These can be suppressed
by performing multi-band blending in the parameterisation patches. It is
important to note that patches have overlap with their neighbours so that
the filter kernel can access data. A user study evaluated the multi-band
blending result to be perceived as superior to other blending methods that
would leave behind more artefacts or blur away details from the texture
maps.
Performing texture blending in practice, however, reveals a major limita-
tion due to disocclusion. If parts of the virtual anatomy are viewed that were
not observed during a data-providing endoscopic examination, then blank
holes will appear. No blending can fill in these holes. Instead, a texture
synthesis approach is necessary. Chapter 4.3 presents such a method that
synthesises a large output texture map from small input exemplars. The
characteristic pattern in the exemplar is repeatedly applied to the output in
a non-uniform manner. In addition, the method interpolates between two
exemplars to produce a transition that combines the characteristic patterns
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of both.
So far, combining the shape and surface colour of the object has been a
distinct processing step, i.e. pre-operative shape information (CT-derived
mesh) combining with intra-operative surface colour data (texture maps
from video frames). In Chapter 5, a method is discussed that recovers both
in one step from endoscopic video only. By using Simultaneous Localisation
and Mapping (SLAM), a map of features of the surgical scene is iteratively
built. This includes an approximation of the geometry of the tissue, as well
as an estimate of the camera pose. Using both, the map is triangulated into
a mesh and texture-mapped using the video frames. Over time this builds
up a photo-realistic model of the scene and, when embedded into the live
video stream, provides a panoramic overview known as DVE. It provides
a spatial reference for orientation but can also be extended to provide a
temporal reference: because it is known when any pixel in the virtual model
has been observed, its age is implicitly known. This information is used to
de-saturate the texture maps to grey, depending on age, i.e. the older a
region on the virtual scene, the more grey it appears, and the newer, the
more colour. A user study was performed to evaluate the utility of this
temporal reference in establishing relative camera movement. With fade-
to-grey, participants were quicker to do so. The main benefit of this DVE++
is in conveying information on which previously observed areas are outdated
and need careful re-observation.
While the SLAM component in DVE relies on stereo input, visualisation
on stereoscopic screens is flawed. This is because the triangle mesh used for
the scene geometry is of very low resolution due to the sparseness of SLAM
features. In monoscopic visualisation this is not an issue, as high surface
detail is simulated via texture maps. In stereo, however, the disparity bet-
ween left and right exposes the low-resolution mesh. Therefore Chapter 6
investigates a method on quasi-dense surface reconstruction from stereosco-
pic video. By matching features in the left and right eye, a disparity map is
established and triangulated into 3D space. In addition to the video images,
this disparity/position map is textured onto the sparse mesh as well, over-
riding the sparse position. An additional padding of triangles around the
SLAM map provides a larger target for the texture maps, thus increasing
spatial-referencing capabilities. The method also has potential for stereo-
scopic horizon stabilisation for which a naive image rotation would simply
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fail.
In the early chapters of this thesis, DVE was only evaluated on static
images. However, as DVE is supposed to provide spatial referencing in real
time interactively, an interactive experiment is required for its assessment.
Chapter 7 investigates two experiment setups: a virtual environment si-
mulator type and DVE on an actual surgical robot. The VR experiment
simulates an endoscopic liver-tumour-surveying procedure with and without
DVE. The results are promising: participants require significantly less time
to complete the course when DVE is enabled.
8.2. Known Issues with the Current Work
There are known issues with the current state of work in this thesis, as
detailed below.
8.2.1. DVE++
As shown in the results in Chapter 5, the method has been tested on re-
cordings of endoscopic examinations. To be used in a real clinical intra-
operative setup, however, a number of issues need to be addressed. First,
texture synthesis is relatively slow for real-time application. This is a pro-
blem with the current implementation, not a conceptual one, as others have
shown [84, 82].
A second issue noticed but not anticipated relates to SLAM. On one hand,
explicit handling of measurement and system noise increases the robustness
of tracking and pose estimation. However, prediction with an Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) can often lead to large errors in that ego-motion of the
camera is extrapolated from tracked features too aggressively. This in turn
makes feature tracking fail as the tracker searches only around the predicted
image location for efficiency reasons. By now the system is completely lost
and needs to be reset. While it is possible to tune the parameters of the
system for every situation, this is impractical even for pre-recorded video,
and plain impossible in an intra-operative setup.
An issue inherited with SLAM is its map triangulation. SLAM is used
for DVE so that it can deal with non-planar tissue, bumpy surfaces and
motion parallax to create the panorama from video frames. This specifi-
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1.: Problematic triangulation in the global x-y-plane. a) illustrates
the surface of an organ with corresponding features; b) shows
the current but incorrect triangulation of these features.
cally addresses a limitation of other methods. However, using the Delaunay
triangulation as described in Sec. 5.2.1 cripples this ability severely. Fi-
gure 8.1a shows an illustration of a concave surface, with red dots being
SLAM features, seen from the side (i.e. the x-axis is not visible). The tri-
angulated surface would be like the one in Fig. 8.1b because the projection
of the features overlaps. Interestingly, this issue is often not visible because
the video frames projected onto the erratic geometric hide it. Only if the
camera ever moves far enough to view that region from a different angle will
it be noticeable. So far, this has not occurred with the recorded sequences
but would need to be dealt with in the future. A possible route may be
to use surface reconstruction methods originally developed for 3D model
scanning, for example Markov Random Field (MRF)-based [113]. Opera-
ting on an unstructured point cloud, no underlying topology is implied or
assumed, thus avoiding the current triangulation problem. However, only
few SLAM features are available compared to large point clouds produced
by laser scanners which would exacerbate problems with ambiguous surface
topology. In addition, oﬄine methods would need to be adapted to SLAM’s
incremental nature. One could also fit an implicit surface to the features
and triangulate the zero level set [105].
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8.2.2. Dense DVE++
As the dense surface reconstruction method is based on the sparse DVE++
method, it inherits the same issue regarding the stability of SLAM (cf. Sec. 8.2.1).
In combination with the dense surface reconstruction, an issue with “uncer-
tain” features is exacerbated. Consider, for example, the sequence in 5.12:
the particular issue here is that a feature tracked by SLAM (at the end of
the sequence, upper right quarter) has a very “uncertain” 3D position, far
off the rest of the map (this is what leads to the distorted texture domain
in Fig. 5.5). Therefore, the offset between the SLAM map and the dense
surface computed in Sec. 6.2.2.3 becomes meaningless.
During the development, a particular issue came to light in combination
with the skydome: it only works correctly with dense surface reconstruction.
Using it for sparse surfaces like in Chapter 5 will cause re-projection arte-
facts. This is because its (sparse) position does not correlate with feature
positions and the expected perspective from the new camera position. While
the first few video frame projections will be correct regardless of skydome’s
geometry, triggering a re-projection will cause the skydome to re-project its
content to the wrong position using an incorrect perspective. Mapping the
dense position map T3D onto it, however, overrides this and produces the
correct perspective for the new expanded view during visualisation. In fact,
it is possible to avoid the use of skydome. Peter Mountney, for example,
used virtual features to achieve a similar result. However, it would be prefe-
rable to remove the sparse map triangulation altogether and instead register
individual dense surfaces over time. This represents an interesting future
research direction.
Sporadic stereo-matching outliers happen frequently but do not cause
problems. They are of transient nature and the next incoming video frame
will overwrite the mismatch, i.e. errors average out. Figure 8.2 shows a
number of examples. These mismatches happen when matching is ambi-
guous in a small neighbourhood, for example along the Optotrak cables,
or in regions of low contrast. The in-vivo sequence seems to exhibit less
matching problems compared to the phantom sequence.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.2.: Sporadic stereo-matching outliers. a) left eye of the video frame,
b) unfiltered disparity map and c) filtered disparity map. Out-
liers are visible as black/dark regions.
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8.2.3. Interactive DVE Experiment
Given the practical constraints of the robot experiment, there are a few
known limitations that may have affected the outcome. These include the
registration of the phantom and deformation errors. In addition, there is
no rigid body for hand-eye calibration of the robot’s camera to the mar-
kers attached to it. This was also manually registered, aided by additional
Optotrak markers on the phantom (Fig. 7.10a) visible in the camera image.
Another issue is the robot control. Only very few of the participants are
familiar with the thumb-stick and the robot behaviour. The others would
need to learn and adjust during the experiment.
8.3. Future Work
8.3.1. Robustness
Robustness is a critical issue in medical applications. The problem is two-
fold: robustness itself in the sense that an algorithm is stable and produces
meaningful results even with noisy non-ideal input; and second, failure de-
tection and recovery. If the algorithm can no longer perform then this needs
to be communicated clearly to the operator and there need to be options to
degrade gracefully or convert the procedure.
The robustness issue is less critical for the post-op processing methods,
as there is plenty of time to correct errors. For example, mesh processing in
Chapter 3 can be assumed to always have perfect input under certain condi-
tions: correct application of marching cubes on an organ segmentation al-
ways yields 2-manifold meshes, the only requirement for correct partitioning
and parameterisation. If, however, the meshes have been generated by third
parties (as is the case for Chapter 3), this assumption does not hold. As it
stands for the current implementation, the limiting factor is the half-edge
data structure which cannot represent non-manifold meshes. If it detects
erroneous edges, connectivity is broken, which makes it difficult to detect
the condition. Ultimately, a different representation will be necessary.
The main source of error for texture blending is misregistration. The fact
that it is unavoidable and unsolvable at the source level makes it necessary
to incorporate some additional information about registration quality into
the blending system. For example, frames that are registered with high un-
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certainty or large error (if this is detectable) could receive a low priority for
blend-weight selection. User interaction to correct registration errors might
not be useful as it is very tedious and unintuitive. Texture synthesis, on
the other hand, might benefit from user interaction to correct correspon-
dences between exemplars. Failure detection would include a way to check
whether feature-vector interpolation would produce garbage. However, a
suitable metric would need to be found.
For sparse DVE++ in Chapter 5, improved robustness represents a use-
ful future research direction. First, the method is no longer purely post-
processing of recorded data but instead aims to be used for intra-operative
guidance. There is no time for user interaction to correct a mis-tracked
feature. Secondly, as detailed in Sec. 8.2.1, in practice it turns out that
SLAM’s probabilistic prediction of the future state may get lost and cause
the whole system to fail. What is needed is an additional source of infor-
mation that can be used to constrain prediction and feature search. This
could be, for example, an accelerometer to constrain camera motion and
pose prediction, as originally done for robot SLAM. The visual SLAM used
in this thesis relies on apparent feature motion to estimate acceleration (and
velocity), which then could be compared to measurements of the accelero-
meter. Hardware miniturisation is difficult however, as endoscopes provide
little extra space for additional components [154]. The SLAM issue is also
relevant to the dense surface reconstruction in Chapter 6: the sparse map
triangulation serves as a projection target. If it is posed incorrectly, the
dense surface will be mapped incorrectly onto it. This is alleviated by the
fact that the dense surface position texture replaces the interpolated sparse
triangle positions, i.e. for the current frame the sparse map position is ir-
relevant; however, stitching multiple frames together (which is the whole
purpose of DVE) can result in disjoint artefacts. As explained in Sec. 8.2.2,
there are further problems that need to be addressed. Ideally, SLAM and
skydome are replaced completely by stitching dense surfaces directly.
8.3.2. Performance
One issue that will need to be addressed is runtime performance. While a
certain speed improvement will come from steady advances in microproces-
sor development, this will be negated by the ever-increasing pixel count in
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cameras. A crucial aspect will be parallelisation of the whole DVE pipeline,
at both macro- and micro-level. Individual steps need decoupling and more
fine-grain dependencies for better work-scheduling throughput. In addition,
each unit of work should take advantage of the ubiquity of massively parallel
coprocessors (GPUs, or, in the near future, APUs: accelerated processing
units).
As for individual components, video frame projection for texture maps is
very fast. Blending and synthesis still remain as the performance bottleneck.
In its current form, texture blending needs access to all video data; it is
not incremental. Unfortunately, this precludes any interactive application,
in addition to high memory requirements. Texture synthesis is also not
suitable for interactive application using the current implementation. The k-
coherence approach used in other MRF-based synthesis methods for search-
space restriction does not apply to Chapter 4.3 because the input exemplars
do not contain the interpolation result. It is not clear how performance could
be increased without a search-space reduction.
8.3.3. Generalisation
The DVE++ pipeline, as presented in Chapters 5&6, has one major limita-
tion in that it assumes the organ surface to be 2-manifold. For a static scene
viewed with a panning or rotating camera this is often the case. However,
when introducing the capability to deal with non-static scenes (a require-
ment for actual use in surgery), ensuring a 2-manifold geometry will be
difficult, especially if taking tissue cutting into account. Ideally, no require-
ment for triangular surfaces would exist. As mentioned in Chapter 2.4.1.1,
an alternative to a surface-only triangle mesh is a volumetric structure that
describes the space occupied by the object. To recover a volumetric des-
cription from endoscopic video, a space-carving approach could be used to
label voxels as “empty” or “full” and attach a colour attribute. This needs
a sophisticated volumetric data structure allowing paging of currently invi-
sible (occluded) sub-spaces, and adaptive refinement of the grid resolution to
accommodate changes in observation distance. A technology that might be
adaptable to this is known as “sparse virtual octrees”. However, significant
engineering effort would be required for dynamic updates of the scene [77].
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8.4. Conclusions
In summary, the technical work presented in this thesis addresses the is-
sue of appearance modelling in minimally invasive surgery. Accurate and
realistic appearance of organs and tissue is important for applications in
virtual reality training as well as navigational aids. To achieve this goal it
is necessary to obtain the shape of an organ as well as its surface details
like colour and reflectance. Shape can be obtained from pre-operative ima-
ging and merged with surface colour details in a post-processing step. This,
however, requires co-registration of the two, a process that introduces ad-
ditional error. Performing both steps at the same time, shape recovery and
surface colour capture, avoids the registration issue at the cost of increased
computer vision complexity, however, trading for different types of error.
With the ever-increasing computational power of modern GPUs and CPUs,
photorealistic reproduction is easily possible, assuming the data has been
prepared appropriately. For the future in VR training and simulation, a ma-
jor focus is on realistic and predictive deformation simulation incorporating
haptic feedback. This will also have an impact on intra-operative naviga-
tion as accurate simulations allow prediction of the behaviour of tissue even
when not directly observable.
The work presented in this thesis was made possible by the unique combi-
nation of expertise at the Hamlyn Centre for Robotic Surgery. The interdis-
ciplinary team of researchers in computer science, mechatronics, electronics
and surgery has enabled a range of exciting research projects with tangible
clinical translational values.
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A. Appendix
A.1. PC Hardware/Software Configuration
Machine A
• Dell XPS M1530 (laptop)
• Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.5 GHz
– T9300
– Two cores, no hyperthreading
• 4 GB RAM
• NVIDIA Geforce 8600M GT, 256 MB GDDR3
– Capable of OpenGL 3.3
– 1920 x 1200 @ 60 Hz
• 120 GB SSD HDD
• Windows 7 x64 SP1
Machine B
• HP Z800 (workstation)
• Intel Xeon @ 2.66 GHz
– X5650
– Six cores
• 4 GB RAM
• NVIDIA Quadro 5000, 4 GB
• Windows 7 x64 SP1
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